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ABSTRACT

Proteins are folded chains of amino acids. Some of the amino acids (e.g. Lys, Arg, His,

Asp, and Glu) carry charges under physiological conditions. Proteins almost always function

through binding to other proteins or ligands, for example barnase is a ribonuclease protein,

found in the bacterium Bacillus amyloliquefaceus. Barnase degrades RNA by hydrolysis.

For the bacterium to inhibit the potentially lethal action of Barnase within its own cell it

co-produces another protein called barstar which binds quickly, and tightly, to barnase. The

biological function of this binding is to block the active site of barnase. The speeds (rates)

at which proteins associate are vital to many biological processes. They span a wide range

(from less than 103 to 108 M−1s−1). Rates greater than ∼ 106M−1s−1 are typically found

to be manifestations of enhancements by long-range electrostatic interactions between the

associating proteins. A different paradigm appears in the case of protein binding to DNA.

The rate in this case is enhanced through attractive surface potential that effectively reduces

the dimensionality of the available search space for the diffusing protein. This thesis presents

computational and theoretical models on the rate of association of ligands/proteins to other

proteins or DNA.

For protein-protein association we present a general strategy for computing protein-protein

rates of association. The main achievements of this strategy is the ability to obtain a

stringent reaction criteria based on the landscape of short-range interactions between the

associating proteins, and the ability to compute the effect of the electrostatic interactions

on the rates of association accurately using the best known solvers for Poisson-Boltzmann

equation presently available.

For protein-DNA association we present a mathematical model for proteins targeting specific

sites on a circular DNA topology. The main achievements are the realization that a

linear DNA with reflecting ends and specific site in the middle of the chain is kinetically

xiii



indistinguishable from its circularized topology, and the ability to predict the effect of the

dissociation via the ends of linear DNA on the rate of association which is to reduce the rate.

xiv



CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Proteins and nucleic acids have modular construction. That is, they consist of linked

monomeric units (amino acids, and nucleotides respectively) that occupy the lowest level

in the hierarchy of biological structures. Thus proteins are chains of amino acids that fold to

form particular structures, and nucleic acids are chains of nucleotides. Even though proteins

share the same building blocks, they form different shapes, and perform a wide spectrum of

biological functions. Experimental techniques such as X-ray diffraction, Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance (NMR), and Electron Microscopy (EM) are used presently to characterize the

3D structures of proteins. About 42,000 protein structures had been reported by various

techniques at the time this thesis was being prepared 1.

The sequence of nucleotides in the DNA encodes the genetic information. Expressing various

proteins in the cell is done by transcripting and then translating specific parts of the sequence

of nucleotides of the DNA (those parts are called structural genes) to a corresponding

sequence of amino acids. Thus the sequence of amino acids in most proteins is believed

to give them both their distinct shapes and their specific function. Many proteins function

through interacting with ligands, peptides, or other proteins by forming complexes. Many

examples on the importance of protein-protein interactions in biology can be mentioned:

enzymes bind substrates to catalyze one type of reaction or another; inhibitors bind enzymes

before the enzymes get a chance to bind their substrate; signals from the exterior of the

cell are transmitted to the interior through protein-protein interactions. The availability

of appropriate reaction rates for the chemical reaction network in the cell is essential for

the efficiency by which the cell performs its functions, so that there is rarely insufficient

reactant, or an excess buildup of some product. The focus of this study is on modeling the

1consult http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do
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enhancers of protein-protein and protein-DNA association rates. Protein-protein (or protein-

DNA association) is a thermodynamic process in which entropic and enthalpic changes take

place. Below in the introduction, a brief review of the thermodynamic principles [3] related

to the process of protein-protein association, and the basic principles of the rate theory will

be presented.

1.1 Thermodynamics of protein-protein association

Chemically speaking, protein-protein association is considered a second order (or bimolecu-

lar, see 1.2.3) reaction:

A + B > ÂB̂,

where each species, A and B, has initial concentration in the solution and diffuse freely in the

solution (neglecting long range interactions at their initial separation distance) before they

come into closer proximity. The reactant state (A and B unbound) is one thermodynamic

state, and the complex (ÂB̂) is the other thermodynamic state. The bonding between A

and B in the complex is non-covalent, and the bond formation is reversible.

1.1.1 First law of thermodynamics

According to the first law of thermodynamics, the total internal energy, U , of a closed system

is conserved. The total internal energy change of the system in a process can be written as

∆U = Ufinal − Uinitial = q − w

where q represents the heat absorbed by the system, and w represents the work done by the

system. The enthalpy H of the system is defined by

H = U + PV

where V is the volume of the system, and P is its pressure. Most biochemical processes take

place under constant pressure, and if there is no work other than pressure-volume (P-V)

work, then

∆H = qP

so one can measure the enthalpy change by measuring the amount of heat absorbed by the

system at constant pressure. Also, the volume changes in most biochemical processes are
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negligible, so

∆H = ∆U

1.1.2 Second law of thermodynamics

The conservation of energy in a process does not guarantee its spontaneity. The second law

of thermodynamics states that spontaneous processes increase the entropy of the universe,

i.e. for any such process

∆Suniverse = ∆Ssystem + ∆Ssurroundings > 0

For spontaneous processes at constant temperature ∆Ssystem ≡ ∆S ≥ q
T
. The Gibbs free

energy G is defined by

G = H − TS

and this free energy gives the indicator for spontaneity. Thus for a process under constant P

and T , and if there is no work done other than P-V-work (typical conditions for biochemical

processes), the change in Gibbs free energy determines the spontaneity of the process, in the

following way:

∆G =

{

≤ 0, spontaneous

> 0, non − spontaneous

Thus if the total free energy of the reactants happens to be larger than the free energy of the

product then the reaction occurs spontaneously in the forward direction consuming A and

B, and producing more of the complex ÂB̂ until the equilibrium is reached. At equilibrium

each of the species A, B, and ÂB̂ will have a constant equilibrium concentration. These

equilibrium concentrations define an equilibrium constant of association Ka. The equilibrium

constant Ka is related to the change in free energy :

kBT ln Ka = −∆G0, (1.1)

where G0 is the standard free energy which depends on an arbitrary choice of standard unit

concentration. A negative large value of ∆G does not guarantee that a biochemical process

will proceed at a measurable rate. A spontaneous biochemical process can take forever

to finish. For instance, protein hydrolysis is spontaneous, but the rate without a specific

type of enzymes (these called hydrolases; enzymes that catalyze hydrolysis) is insignificant.
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Although enzymes catalyze reactions, they do not affect their ∆Gs. Thus it is not enough

for many binding partners in vivo to bind tightly, but they need to bind quickly as well. It

has been shown for antibody mutations that the optimization of association kinetics, rather

than binding affinity, is the driving force [4]. Enzyme inhibitors bind tightly and quickly,

for example barnase is a protein produced by Bacillus amyloliquefaciens as a weapon that

degrades the RNA of invaders. However, it is necessary for the bacterial cell to protect its

own RNA from the lethal action of barnase. Therefore the cell co-produces another protein,

barstar, an inhibitor, that inhibits the RNase activity of barnase by rapidly binding it and

physically blocking its active site.

1.2 The rate of association: concept, and models

In the reaction (A+B > ÂB̂) the rate, or speed, at which the reaction occur can be

expressed in the equation:

v = −d[A]

dt
= −d[B]

dt
= k[A][B]

where k is the rate constant and has the units Å3/ns which is equivalent to 6.024×105M−1s−1.

From the above equation it is necessary to have a larger rate constant in order to have faster

rates. The concentration independent quantity k will simply be called the rate of association

of A and B. This rate is expected to depend on temperature, transport and chemical

properties of the two species and the solution in which the reaction takes place. Below we

present a general theoretical consideration of the rate k, following largely Hänggi et al.’s

presentation [5].

The reaction rate problem is fundamentally related to the more general problem of escaping

from metastable states. Fig. 1.1 below shows two metastable states, A, and C, on the

interaction potential of a system. Thus two rates can be studied for this particular example,

k+ and k−. It is realized that coupling the system to an environment produces noise

that causes the escape from a state of local stability. The key idea that underlies any

rate calculation is the evaluation of the flux of particles that pass through the bottleneck

separating products from reactants (in the example of Fig. 1.1 this corresponds to a point

somewhere around B). The dynamics involves the coordinates and momenta of the system

plus the environment, classically deduced by Newtonian dynamics. If a separation of time

scales exists between the time required for escape τe, and all other relevant time scales (the
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correlation time of the noise, the relaxation time(s) in locally stable wells, the time to lose or

gain the thermal energy kBT ), then the rate will be limited by the activation process, and it

is possible to reduce the description from the full phase space to an effective reduced space.

The resultant noise-assisted dynamics in the reduced space is deduced by the generalized

Langevin equation in terms of the reduced coordinate(s) (called the reaction coordinate(s)),

or equivalently by the Fokker-Planck equation. Moreover, if all the fast scales in the system

(denoted collectively by τs) are well separated from the noise correlation time τc, namely

τc ≪ τs, one can describe the dynamics by Markovian Langevin equation [5]:

M ẍ = M v̇ = −∇U − γv + σξ(t), (1.2)

where (x, ẋ) is the reduced phase space, M is the mass of the reacting particle, γ is a

temperature-independent velocity relaxation rate, U(x) is the potential of mean force, σ is

a coupling constant, and ξ(t) stands for a vector of Gaussian white noise with zero mean

〈ξ(t)〉 = 0 (1.3)

and correlation function:

〈ξ(t)ξ(u)〉 = 2kBTγU δ(t − u) (1.4)

where U is the unit tensor. Equations 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 gives the stochastic-trajectory

representation. These equations are a special case of first order stochastic differential

equations, generally written in the form:

∂y(t)

∂t
= A[y(t), t] + B[y(t), t].η(t) (1.5)

where A[y(t), t] is called the drift term, and B[y(t), t].η(t) the noise term. The solutions for

a stochastic process (i.e., the trajectories) are not deterministic, and one can equivalently

describe the system using the probability distribution p(y, t|y0, t0), which is the probability

that the stochastic process determined by Eq. 1.5 assumes the value y at time t when it

had assumed the value y0 at time t0. The time evolution of p(y, t|y0, t0) is described by the

Fokker-Planck equation:

∂tp(y, t|y0, t0) = −
∑

i

∂iAip(y, t|y0, t0) + 1/2

∑

i,j

∂i∂j[B · BT]ij p(y, t|y0, t0) (1.6)

At the cellular length scale the motion is under low Reynolds number (R << 2100)

R =
vLρ

η
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where v is the mean fluid velocity which can be estimated using the diffusion constant of

proteins in water v ∼ 1cm/s, L is a characteristic length (∼ 1µm), ρ is the density of water

(1 g/cm3), η is the viscosity of water (=0.01 g/cm.s). This regime corresponds to the limit of

strong friction i.e. when |γẋ| >> |M ẍ|, and the inertia term can be dropped out so the

Langevin equation becomes:

γẋ = −∇U(x) + σξ(t) (1.7)

The corresponding Fokker-Planck equation is obtained from the general Fokker-Planck

equation by assuming that the velocities reach a Maxwellian distribution on a time scale

dt >> MD
kBT

[6]

∂tp(x, t|x0, t0) = ∇ · De−βU(x)∇eβU(x)p(x, t|x0, t0) (1.8)

where D = σ2/2γ2 is called the diffusion coefficient. Equation 1.8 is called the Smoluchowski

equation, and it is a generalized spatial diffusion equation. In the above the notions of the

noise and reduced degrees of freedom as well the basic kinetic equations were presented. In

what follows a presentation of how to approach reaction rate calculations using the previous

concepts and equations will be delivered.

1.2.1 Unimolecular reactions: Kramers Rate Theory

When a transformation takes place in a single molecule (e.g. protein folding), the reaction

is designated as unimolecular (or more generally first order reaction). The two metastable

states A and C between which the transformation takes place are separated by an activation

barrier (Fig. 1.1).

A → C (1.9)

The origin of the barrier depends on the nature of the reaction itself, for instance in

the case of protein unfolding (going from C to A) the barrier is breaking the noncovalent

bonds that hold the folded structure together. Kinetically the rate of escape from metastable

state A to metastable state B is characterized by the flux of particles that pass through the

bottleneck separating the two states [5]. A simple phenomenological model can be solved for

the rate. In this model the dynamics is described by a single reaction coordinate. Kramers

solved this model considering a particle moving in a one dimensional asymmetric double well

potential U(x) (Fig. 1.1), where x is the reaction coordinate [7]. When thermal fluctuations
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Figure 1.1: Double well potential for unimolecular reactions, k+ represents the rate of forward
escape, and k− is the rate for backward escape.

are much smaller than barrier heights, namely:

EA→B
b , EC→B

b ≫ kBT (1.10)

a separation of time scales exists, and allows reducing the full phase space to {x, ẋ}. The

damping rate γ (see Eq. 1.7) describes the interaction between the remaining degrees of

freedom and x. At strong friction the dynamics is described by Eq. 1.7, or equivalently

by Eq. 1.8. The probability distribution p(x, t|x0, t0) ≡ p(x) becomes the equilibrium

distribution around xa, and vanishes around xc,

p(xa) = pa, p(xc) = 0 (1.11)

By calculating the steady-state flux j, and the population na, the forward rate k+ is

calculated by dividing j by na (called flux over population method) to get [5, 8]

k+ =
Dbβωaωb

2π
e−βEA→B

b (1.12)
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where Db is the value of the diffusion constant at xb, β = kBT , and ωa, ωb are the harmonic

frequencies around xa, xb respectively. The transition state in this model is identified at xb,

and the transition-state forward rate can be obtained by assuming p(xb) = 0 instead of Eq.

1.11 which can be shown to be k+
TST = ωa

2π
e−βEA→B

b [5].

1.2.2 Transition-state theory for the reaction-rate

Eyring [9] introduced the transition-state concept into the reaction-rate through the formula

k = κkTST , (1.13)

where kTST is the transition-state rate, defined as the rate of reaching the transition-state

surface. κ is called the transmission coefficient and κ ≤ 1. The transmission coefficient

accounts for those trajectories that recross the transition-state surface and return without

actually reacting. Thus the transition-state theory is a classical mechanical theory that

neglects quantum effects such as tunneling as well as any subsequent returns. The common

procedure for rate calculations is to consider two domains, in phase space, each defining a

metastable state (one would correspond to the reactants state, and the other to the products

state) and separated by a separatrix, which can be viewed as a saddle point [5]. The transition

state is a surface crossing the separatrix somewhere, and is identified as a dividing surface

separating products from reactants.. The transition-state rate is proportional to the total flux

through the products’ domain. As stated by Eq. 1.13 the transition-state rate overestimates

the true rate, thus to minimize the overestimation the dividing surface has to be chosen

so as to minimize the flux through it [5]. Our concept of the transition state in protein-

protein association is distinctly different than Eyring’s transition state. In Eyring’s transition

state theory the rate kTST is activation-limited, whereas in protein-protein association it is

diffusion-limited. What happened before, or after the transition-state is irrelevant to the

rate calculations in Eyring’s rate formulation [10]. On the other hand, for diffusion-limited

rate theory for protein-protein associations, what happened before the transition state (the

diffusion) is what matters, however what happens after the transition state is irrelevant.

What we mean by the transition state in protein-protein association can be clarified by

considering the following bimolecular reaction,

A + B r

kf

kr

r ÂB̂ (1.14)
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By assuming the following association scheme,

A + B r

k+

k−

r {AB} r

k1

k−1

r ÂB̂, (1.15)

the rate of change in the product concentration will be given by,

d[ÂB̂]

dt
= kf [A][B] − kr[ÂB̂] (1.16)

in the above scheme the two species A, and B are assumed to undergo a two step association,

in the first step they form an intermediate {AB}, in the second step the actual reaction

between them takes place to form the product. The effective forward rate kf in Eq. 1.14

can be obtained by assuming that the intermediate {AB} is at steady-state, namely,

kf = k+
k1

k1 + k−
(1.17)

In Eq. 1.17 we can interpret the forward rate kf as the rate k+ to reach the intermediate

{AB} times the probability k1

k1+k−
to reach the bound state starting from the intermediate

state. Note that the rate k+ is diffusion-limited in this formalism. A transition-state theory

(TST) for the forward rate would be picking an intermediate “the so called transition state”

with almost certain probability (very close to 1) to reach the bound state starting from that

intermediate. For a reasonable TST for the true rate the transition state has to be very close

to the bound state [5].

Figure 1.2 shows an example of a typical free energy profile for protein-protein associations

with two possible intermediates A : B, and Â : B̂. This free-energy profile shows a barrier at

the state Â : B̂ believed to correspond to conformational changes associated with protein-

protein associations in general. Thus, the association between proteins is believed to take

place in two steps [11]:

• Diffusional step, in which proteins approach each other by diffusion. This step

corresponds to reaching the intermediate A : B.

• Non-diffusional step that involves conformational changes. This step can be considered

unimolecular and corresponds to barrier crossing from A : B through the “activation

complex” Â : B̂ to the final state.

The formulation in Eq. 1.17 can be applied to the scheme in Fig. 1.2 by taking the

intermediate A : B ≡ {AB}. Thus, the diffusion limited rate k+ will be a good model for

the forward observable rate kf if two conditions are satisfied:
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1. There are no significant conformational changes involved after reaching the intermedi-

ate {AB}. Thus the free-energy profile is assumed to lack major barriers after {AB}.

2. The intermediate state {AB} is assumed absorbing.

These two conditions correspond to k1 ≫ k−. In this thesis we are interested in calculating

the forward rate kf by calculating the diffusion-limited rate k+ to reach the intermediate

{AB} which we call the “transition state”, borrowing just the name for the rate-limiting

step first used by Eyring [9]. The “encounter complex” name used by other researchers [12]

identifies the same step that we call here the transition state. Thus we assume that the two

conditions above are valid at least for the set of protein complexes we are considering in this

work.

Figure 1.2: Typical association free energy profile between proteins. The ordinate is the
free energy of the system, and the abscissa is the reaction coordinate(s). The intermediate
complex {AB} in Eq. 1.15 is taken to be A : B. The barrier at Â : B̂ is due to conformational
adjustments.
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1.2.3 Bimolecular reactions: models

As mentioned before, protein-protein association is a bimolecular reaction (see Eq. 1.14, and

1.15). In this section simple models for this type of reactions will be presented.

Smoluchowski was the first to contribute to the rate theory of bimolecular reactions by

calculating the diffusion-controlled rate of coagulation of a pair of reacting molecules by

diffusion [13]. He modeled the two molecules by uniformly reacting spheres with radii RA,

and RB respectively. The two spheres react upon colliding, which corresponds to forming the

encounter complex i.e., when the center-to-center distance r = RA + RB ≡ R. Obviously

this type of association is completely controlled by diffusion. It is called diffusion-controlled

association, and the rate of association is described as diffusion-controlled. Starting with the

Smoluchowski equation (Eq. 1.8), taking r as the reaction coordinate and assuming constant

diffusion coefficients,
1

r2

∂

∂r
r2(DA + DB)

∂

∂r
P (r) = 0, r ≥ R (1.18)

with the boundary conditions,

P (r = R) = 0, P (r → ∞) = 1 (1.19)

The solution is,

P (r) = 1 − R

r

and the rate is given by the total flux through the boundary r = R,

kS =

∫

r=R

~j.r̂dS = 4πR2(DA + DB)
∂P

∂r
|r=R = 4πDR (1.20)

where D = DA + DB is the relative diffusion coefficient for the two molecules. To see the

crudeness of this simple model when applied to proteins, let us plugin some numbers and

calculate kS. Typically for proteins D ≈ 20 Å2

ns
, R ≈ 100Å, so kS ≈ 104 Å3

ns
, this corresponds

to kS ≈ 1010M−1s−1. This estimation exceeds by orders of magnitude the measured

rates for most proteins at weak long range electrostatic interactions (< 105 − 106M−1s−1).

Biomolecules mostly are non spherical in shape, and do not exhibit uniform reactivity over

their surfaces. Furthermore, they interact with each other via short-, and long-range forces.

Thus not every collision between proteins will lead to reaction, but only effective collisions

that bring the reactive ”patches” on both proteins into contact. The binding between
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proteins, therefore, is not diffusion-controlled but rather diffusion-influenced or diffusion-

limited2. A more sophisticated version of Smoluchowski’s model was solved for spherical

non-interacting reactants with a reactive patch on each of the reactants [14, 15, 16]. The

resultant rate for small patch sizes α1, and α2 is

kTBZ

4πDR
= F1 tan(α2/2) + F2 tan(α1/2) (1.21)

where Fk = (1 − cos αk)/2 is the ratio of the surface area of patch k to the surface area of

sphere k. A patch size of ∼ 5◦ on each of the spheres renders the rate of association in the

range < 105 − 106M−1s−1 [8, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Much higher rates are encountered often

between proteins, or in protein-DNA associations. For example, the rate of association of

barnase to barstar is ∼ 108M−1s−1 [20], and between the lac repressor and its DNA operator

site it is ∼ 1010M−1s−1 [23, 24, 25]. Those higher rates cannot be explained by simple

free-diffusion. Thus presumably favorable interactions are assumed to enhance the speed of

association.

Rather than restoring to, most of the time, the formidable analytical solution of the

Smoluchowski equation (Eq. 1.8), the rate of association of proteins is calculated via

Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulations which can account for the heterogeneity of the protein

molecules [11]. The BD method is based on Eq.1.7, and an account for the potential U(x)

is due. Below in this section we will discuss how to handle the interactions between the

proteins (i.e., U(x)) in a coarse grained model by using the potential of mean force (pmf).

A discussion of BD simulation is postponed to section 2.1. Before discussing the pmf it

is worth mentioning that in BD simulations a capture criterion (reminiscent of the first

condition in Eq. 1.19) is generally needed in order to determine reacting trajectories. This

capture criterion can be interpreted as a generalized surface and it corresponds to TST for

the rate of association of a bimolecular reaction. Even though the transition state theory

was developed for unimolecular reactions, it can be applied in a bimolecular process such

as protein association based on the assumption that the final step of association can be

considered a unimolecular process. For example in Fig. 1.2 the process (A : B > ÂB̂)

is unimolecular [26], and the TST absorbing surface can be anywhere between these two

states. For good results, though, this surface has to be close to the bound state of the two

associating proteins.

2Diffusion-influenced because not every collision leads to reaction.
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To introduce the potential of mean force we consider the three species that co-exist in the

reaction vessel A, B, and ÂB̂ ≡ C. For the species α let the overall rotation be described by

the orientation vector ωα, the internal degrees of freedom by a vector xα, and let the vector

r describe the relative translation between Â and B̂ in C. We define the potential of mean

force (pmf) U(r, ωA, ωB) in the following equation [27]:

e−βU(r,ωA,ωB) =

∫

e−βUC(r,ωA,ωB ,xA,xB)dxAdxB
∫

e−β[UA(xA)+UB(xB)]dxAdxB

(1.22)

The above equation shows the nature of the pmf, it is a sort of an average over the

fast degrees of freedom which reduces the number of degrees of freedom into a manageable

number. Note that when the molecules A and B are rigid, at r → ∞: UC(r, ωA, ωB,xA,xB) =

UA(xA, ωA) + UB(xB, ωB), and U(r, ωA, ωB) → 0. As we discussed in section 1.2 above this

coarse-graining is possible whenever a separation of time-scales exists within the course of the

dynamics. The potential energies UC(r, ωA, ωB,xA,xB), UA(xA), and UB(xB) themselves are

also potentials of mean force obtained through averages over the solvent degrees of freedom.

For example UA(xA) describes the average interaction between a given internal configuration

of the molecule (i.e., a given xA) and all the possible configurations of the surrounding water

molecules. The potential of mean force U(r, ωA, ωB) is subject to modeling when the interest

is in calculating the rate of association. This pmf includes short-range interactions, and might

include long-range interactions as well. Indeed the protein-protein association rate constant

strongly depends on the ionic concentration of the solution (identified in the so called Ionic

strength), and it is vastly affected by mutations of charged residues [19, 28, 21, 22, 29, 30].

This reveals the role of the long-range electrostatic interactions in the association mechanism

of proteins. The short-range interaction role is already established by the fact that the bound

complex is only stable (i.e., has lower free energy than the separate molecules) because of

the existence of these interactions. In this thesis we develop a model for the potential of

mean force that includes only short range interactions. This model correctly gives a potential

of mean force that is biased toward the final complex (see Fig. 4.1A where this bias realized

through the funnel-shaped landscape), and a criterion for determining the transition-state

separatrix at the outer boundary of the bound region of the complex is also developed.

Ignoring the long-range interactions, the diffusion-limited association rate of proteins in the

absence of electrostatic interactions can be obtained via Brownian Dynamic simulations.

This rate of association is called the basal rate of asociation. The long range interactions
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are included through a scaling model [31], essentially the obtained basal rate of association

is scaled by the electrostatic interaction free energy in the transition state, in the following

way [32]

ka = k0
ae

−∆G
‡
el

kBT (1.23)

where k0
a is the basal rate, and ∆G‡

el is the electrostatic interaction free energy in the

transition state.

For protein-DNA association we solve Eq. 1.8 for a particle around a “donut” with an

absorbing patch. The “donut” models circular DNA topology, and the particle models the

associating protein. The patch on the “donut” models the specific site to which the protein

targets association. The potential of mean force U(x) in this case is taken as the average

interaction between the protein and the DNA circular chain. This potential is assumed in

our model to be acting on the protein when the protein is within a short distance from

the surface of the chain. Within this cutoff distance the interaction potential is assumed

constant.
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CHAPTER 2

Methods

This section discusses the technical details of the methods that have been used to develop

the projects in this thesis.

2.1 Brownian Dynamics simulations

Studying the dynamics of objects in solutions is theoretically based on the Fokker-Planck

equation (Eq. 1.6), which has as its solution the formal distribution function Φ(~ri, ~vi, t) .

If the time scale for the variation of the velocities is well-separated from the time scale

for the variation of positions, specifically if the spatial time scale is much larger than

the characteristic time during which velocities assume equilibration, one can ignore the

velocities in Eq. 1.6, which reduces the Fokker-Planck equation to the spatial-diffusion limit

represented by the Smoluchowski equation (Eq. 1.8). This is the case when the particles

are much larger than the surrounding solvent molecules, so that many collisions occur even

at small time steps , leading to almost instantaneous equilibration of the velocities1 . In

reaction-free medium the Smoluchowski equation is conservative. Thus in case of reactions,

restrictions apply, either by including a reaction boundary condition or by including sink

terms in the equation itself [33]. Generally the Smoluchowski equation contains N-partcile

interactions, and one has to deal with all particles on an equal foot. In the limit of dilute

solutions, where two-particle interactions are dominant, it suffices to consider an ensemble

of two-particle systems.

Rather than solving Eq. 1.8 for associating proteins to get the distribution p(x, t|x0, t0), the

Brownian Dynamics method produces the same distribution by propagating a large number

1By assuming a packing ratio of 78.5%, a medium sized protein of radius 30 Å and surface area S can
accommodate as much as 721 water molecules on its surface, assuming 1.4 Å for the radius of the water
molecule. Essentially S ∗ 78.5%/2π1.42 ∼ 721
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of trajectories each for a replica of the system under consideration. Trajectories of each

of those systems can be propagated away from the boundaries according to the short-time

integrated Langevin equation (see Eq. 1.7),

δx = −1

γ
∇U(x)δt +

σ

γ
ξ(t)δt, (2.1)

which is the stochastic equation corresponding to the Smoluchowski equation. The Langevin

equation is Newton’s law written for particles in solutions. Particles in solutions experience

two types of interactions:

1. Direct forces from other particles or from external fields. This corresponds to the

determinstic or drift part −∇U(x) in Eq. 2.1

2. Stochastic “kicks” from solvent molecules. This corresponds to the stochastic or

random part σξ(t) in Eq. 2.1

The implementation of the BD method is complicated by the existence of reflecting and

reacting boundaries. Our strategy is to run stochastic trajectories of freely (no sinks, no

boundaries) diffusing particles, and take special considerations for reflecting and reacting

boundaries. Below we consider first how to propagate those freely diffusing trajectories for

finite size molecules of arbitrary shapes, and then we discuss how to deal with the reflecting

and reacting boundaries.

2.1.1 Details of the propagation algorithm

In this subsection we present the details of propagating Brownian Dynamics trajectories in

the case where the drift term −∇U(x) is neglected, away from boundaries and in the absence

of reaction. We follow largely the algorithm presented by [34], given two species A and B, in

solution. In the dilute-solution limit it suffices to consider the relative configurations of the

two molecules A and B. Let us assume that A is fixed in a convenient lab frame (lf), and

can rotate in any direction specified by its Euler angles with respect to (lf). B, however,

can diffuse with respect to (lf), and also can rotate in any direction specified by its Euler

angles with respect to (lf). Each molecule has its own body fixed frame and moves/rotates

with it. The equations that propagate the trajectories of the molecules in a time step δt are
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three:

rlf
B (t1) = rlf

B (t0) + MBt0→lf · ∆rBt0(t0) (2.2)

MBt1→lf = MBt0→lf · B1 · B2 · B3 (2.3)

MAt1→lf = MAt0→lf · A1 · A2 · A3 (2.4)

where t1 = t0 + δt, and MBt0→lf is a 3× 3 matrix with column k giving the body fixed unit

vector êk of B with respect to (lf) at a given time t0. MAt0→lf is defined similarly for the

A-body fixed unit vectors. The matrices Aj,Bj are the rotation matrices around body-fixed

axis j in a time step δt, and their multiplication gives the transformation from body-fixed

frame at time t0 to body-fixed frame at t1. The order of this multiplication is immaterial

when the time step δt is small. Thus:

A1 =





1 0 0
0 c(δφA

1 ) −s(δφA
1 )

0 s(δφA
1 ) c(δφA

1 )



 ,

A2 =





c(δφA
2 ) 0 s(δφA

2 )
0 1 0

−s(δφA
2 ) 0 c(δφA

2 )



 ,

A3 =





c(δφA
3 ) −s(δφA

3 ) 0
s(δφA

3 ) c(δφA
3 ) 0

0 0 1



 ,

where δφA
j is the stochastic angle of rotation around A-body fixed axis j in a time δt. c(· · ·)

and s(···) means cos(···) and sin(···), respectively. Assuming axially symmetric molecules (the

prolate ellipsoid of rotation approximation of proteins used in NMR) δφA
j can be generated

according to :

δφA
j =

√

2DRA
j δtGj (2.5)

where DRA
j is the jth eigenvalue of the rotation tensor of molecule A corresponds to the jth A-

body fixed axis, and {Gj} is a vector of Gaussian random numbers of zero mean and standard

deviation of 1. Those random numbers can be generated using the Box-Muller method [35]

(see gauss.f program in Appendix A.2 for a Fortran77 implementation of this method). The
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equations for the Bj matrices and δφB
j are similar. ∆rBt0(t0) in Eq. 2.2 can be generated,

assuming isotropic translation, according to the Ermak-McCammon algorithm[36]:

∆rBt0(t0) =
√

2DT δtG (2.6)

where DT is the isotropic relative translational diffusion coefficient, and G is a vector of

gaussian random numbers of zero mean and unit variance. An implementation of the above

algorithm in Fortran 77 was built as part of this thesis (see program pro-garcia.f in

Appendix A.3 ).

Comparison with other propagation algorithms used in diffusion-reaction sys-
tems

Wade and co-workers propagate using uncoupled equations for translational and rotational

diffusion. The rotational diffusion is taken care of by only one vector assuming ellipsoidal

geometry for proteins [37]. Zhou and Szabo (1996) in their algorithm also assume an

uncoupled form and the rotational algorithm is developed in the case of an isotropic diffusion

tensor (not only diagonal but also the diagonal elements are assumed to be equal)[38]. In

the algorithm that we followed here there are no assumptions regarding the diffusion tensor.

Therefore the more general consideration of the diffusional anisotropy of proteins can be

easily implemented in the frame of this algorithm.

Propagating trajectories near boundaries are a source of error in the simulation, due to

the possibility that the propagating particle could possibly, cross the boundary in one time

step many times, if the time step is relatively large. To reduce the error, a smaller time step

is required around those boundaries. The smaller the time step near boundaries, the less

sensitive the results are to the algorithm used to account for those boundaries. Brownian

Dynamics permits the usage of variable time steps. So our strategy is to propagate with a

large time step away from boundaries, and reduce the time step to a minimal value around

boundaries. This minimal time step will limit the speed of the simulation. It is not critical

how small this minimal time step is taken, but one has to be cautious about the integration

time which is used for analysis and obtaining observable quantities from the simulation. The

time step for analysis should be larger than the characteristic time for velocity relaxation[37].

Since γ in Eq. 2.1 is the velocity relaxation rate, then the minimal time step has to be much

larger than 1
γ

= MD
kBT

(see the discussion before Eq. 1.8)2.

2For a protein with molecular weight ∼ 13kDa (1kDa ≡ 103g/mol) the diffusion constant is estimated
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2.1.2 How to account for reflecting boundaries?

Inert boundaries introduce hard wall interactions and do not affect the total number of

propagating particles, that is they are conservative. If a particle crosses a reflecting boundary

in a proposed excursion we put the particle back in its old location[14].

2.1.3 Absorbing boundaries and reaction algorithms

In this thesis two algorithms were used to account for reactions. In both of these algorithms

the basic assumption is that the reaction configuration(s) define an absorbing surface or

volume in space. Mathematically the boundary condition corresponding to this absorbing

surface or volume is an absorbing boundary condition. In this subsection we present the

details of the two algorithms. The reactive configurations can be viewed as the set of

configurations in which the two reactants are in close proximity with their active surfaces

aligned.

Northrup-Allison-McCammon Algorithm[40, 41]

In this algorithm a large number of simulated trajectories yields the recombination prob-

ability of a pair of reactants. The reactants are initially placed at interparticle separation

b, and then propagated until one of the reactive configurations is met (a reaction occurs)

or the two reactants become infinitely separated (no reaction). Out of the total number of

trajectories the fraction of reactive trajectories gives the recombination probability β∞. The

diffusion-limited reaction rate is given by

k = k(b)β∞, (2.7)

where k(b) is the diffusion-controlled rate to reach the separation b. Practically the infinite

separation is substituted by a large finite separation q. With this truncation distance the

obtained recombination probability is denoted by βq, and obviously it is smaller than β∞,

because as q increases the probability that the reactants diffuse to close proximity decreases.

The correction to βq is given by [40]:

β∞ =
βq

1 − (1 − βq)
k(b)
k(q)

, (2.8)

[39] ∼ 11 × 10−7cm2/s, the velocity relaxation time is ∼ 10fs
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where k(q) is the diffusion-controlled rate to reach the separation q > b. q is usually chosen

to be a sufficiently large sphere. The two equations Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.7 are exact when the

encounter reactive flux at the b-surface is isotropic i.e., angle-independent. Otherwise they

are approximate [41]. When b is taken as a large sphere enclosing the reactive sink these two

equations are obviously exact. However, when the b-surface is taken near the sink, the two

equations are approximate.

Zhou Algorithm[14, 38]

This algorithm first assumes the absorbing volume υb has a finite reactivity κs rather than

being absorbing with infinite reactivity. Considering proteins, this absorbing volume was

taken as the bound state ensemble. A large number of trajectories initiated in υb and

propagated until a truncation by reaction was met or otherwise until a cutoff time Tcut

was reached. A truncation-by-reaction probability is calculated at each time step for each

trajectory using[42, 14]

1 − e−
κs∆t

2
[u(0)+u(∆t)] (2.9)

where ∆t is the time step, u(t) is a step function that is equal to 1 if the trajectory happens

to be at t inside υb, and 0 otherwise. Thus u(t) is calculated before and after the proposed

move, and a uniform random number R between 0 and 1 is generated if the truncation

probability is > R, then the trajectory is truncated, otherwise the trajectory is continued

to the next time step, and so on. In the analysis, the cutoff time is pinned and the number

of survived trajectories up to that time pin is recorded. The surviving fraction is plotted

versus 1√
πDT t

, where DT is the relative diffusion constant of the reactants. The long-time

tail of the obtained curve is fitted to a linear function. The y-intercept of the fitted function

gives the long-time survival probability S∞. The diffusion-limited rate k is obtained via [38]

k =
κsυbS∞
1 − S∞

, (2.10)

where the value of κs is adjusted to give S∞ ∼ 0.5.

2.2 Electrostatic calculations

2.2.1 Theory

The electrostatic calculations in this thesis are done using the UHBD program (University

of Houston Brownian Dynamics) [43]. This program is based on the continuum electrostatic
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theory of salt and dielectric effects, and it solves the Poissan-Boltzmann equation using

a finite difference approach. The full (or non-linear) Poissan-Boltzmann equation for a

monovalent salt is

−∇ · ǫ∇Φ = ρ +
∑

i

qinie
qiΦ/kBT (2.11)

where Φ is the electrostatic potential, ǫ is the electrostatic permitivity of the medium under

consideration, qi and ni are the charge and concentration of the ith ionic species. The

linearized Poissan-Boltzmann equation is produced by substituting the first two terms of the

Taylor series of the exponential term in its place, leaving, as an apporiximation,

−∇ · ǫ∇Φ + ǫκ2Φ = ρ (2.12)

where κ is the inverse Dedye-Hückel screening length, given by

κ2 =
2Ie2

kBTǫ
(2.13)

where I =
∑

1
2
( qi

e
)2ni is the ionic strength, and e is the unit electric charge.

2.2.2 Implementation

The details of the implementation are previously published in [44, 45]. Appendix B.2 shows a

typical input file that is piped into the UHBD executable to obtain the electrostatic energy.

All the keywords in this input file are described in detail in the UHBD manual available

online3. In this input file the file “mol.qcd” is called the qcd file and it is prepared from the

pdb file through several steps described in detail in Appendix B.1.

Mutations were generated using the InsightII program (Accelrys, San Diego) by replacing

the old residue with the new one in the minimized wild-type structure, and then minimizing

the side chain of the mutated residue beyond Cβ keeping everything else fixed. The protein

interior is considered a low dielectric with permitivity ǫp = 4, on the other hand the solvent

permitivity was set to ǫs = 78. The boundary between the two media was determined by

the van der Waal’s radii of the protein atoms.

To calculate the electrostatic interaction energy in a complex AB̂ composed of two subunits

A, and B̂ (in a transition-state configuration) we need three calculations: one for the

electrostatic energy of the complex AB̂, and the other two for each subunit separately. To

3 http://adrik.bchs.uh.edu/uhbd/index.html
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minimize the error in the calculations, which arises from splitting charges into grid points,

we added the Coulomb interaction energy
∑

ij
qiqj

ǫprij
to the obtained difference between the

regular run and the reference runs [45]. This gave the quantities UAB̂, UA, and UB̂ for the

complex, A, and B̂ subunits, respectively. Subsequently the electrostatic interaction energy

was obtained by:

Uel = UAB̂ − UA − UB̂

For the calculation of 〈Uel〉TS (the average interaction energy over the ensemble of the transi-

tion state), a combination of shell scripts and Fortran 77 programs were created to facilitate

computational-time distribution, analysis, and integrity-checking of the computational jobs

and results (consult Appendices A.14-A.34 and the corresponding programs and scripts).

2.3 Collision-detection algorithm

The computational time of detecting collision between a protein with total number of atoms

N1 (call this protein A), and another protein with total number of atoms N2 (protein B) scales

as N1 × N2, due to the N1 × N2 possible events. To reduce the expense of such calculations

we took the procedure of reducing the number of atoms involved in the detection whenever

it was possible to do so. The possibility of our procedure is limited by the extent of the

overlap between the ranges of the x, y, and z coordinates of the atoms in both proteins.

For illustration see Fig. 2.1, where the green rectangles surround the atoms in the overlap

region. For a general overlap case such as the one illustrated in Fig. 2.1D, the N1×N2 job is

reduced sequentially by first including only the atoms with z−overlap in the detection, then

those are trimmed further by adding the x−overlap then finally the y−overlap restrictions.

This procedure gives the reduced N ′
1 ×N ′

2 detection events which involves only the atoms in

the overlap region between the two subunits in a given configuration (see the collision()

function in 1emv-wseeds.f in Appendix A.11, and the related subroutines). The speed gain

in this procedure is obtained through reducing the number of detection events to be plugged

into the slow collision function, which checks for the atom types before assigning a cutoff

distance against which this function checks for overlap.
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Figure 2.1: (A) No overlap. (B) Overlap in z-coordinates. (C) Overlap in y-coordinates.
(D) A general case. The green rectangles surround the overlap region between proteins.
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CHAPTER 3

Energy Landscape and Transition State of

Protein-Protein Association

Ramzi Alsallaq and Huan-Xiang Zhou1

ABSTRACT Formation of a stereospecific protein complex is favored by specific inter-

actions between two proteins but disfavored by the loss of translational and rotational

freedom. Echoing the protein folding process, we have previously proposed a transition

state for protein-protein association. Here we clarify the specification of the transition state

by working with two types of toy models for protein association. A “hemisphere” model

consists of two matching hemispheres as associating proteins, and a “crater” model consists

of a spherical protein with a crater to which another spherical protein fits snugly. Short-range

pairwise interactions between sites across the interface hold together the bound complex.

Small relative translation and rotation between the subunits quickly destroy the interactions,

leading to a sharp transition between the bound state with numerous short-range interactions

but restricted translation and rotational freedom and the unbound state with at most a

small number of interactions but expanded configurational freedom. This transition sets the

outer boundary of the bound state as well as the transition state for association. The energy

landscape is funnel-like, with the deep well of the bound state surrounded by a broad shallow

basin. Calculations with the toy models suggest that mutational change in the interaction

energy in the X-ray structure of a protein- protein complex, commonly used to approximate

the effect on the association constant, overestimates the effect of mutation by 10 − 20%.

With an eye toward specifying the transition states of actual protein complexes, we find

1Reprinted from Biophysical Journal, 92, R. Alsallaq and H.-X. Zhou, Energy landscape and transition
state of protein-protein association, 1486-1502, Copyright(2007), with permission from Biophysical Journal

D.1.
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that the total number of contacts between the subunits serves as a good surrogate of the

interaction energy. This formalism of protein-protein association is applied to the barnase-

barstar complex, reproducing the experimental results for the association rate over a wide

range of ionic strength.

3.1 Introduction

Interactions between proteins play central roles in diverse biological functions such as signal

transduction, immune response, motility generation, and enzyme catalysis and inhibition.

The mode of action is the association and dissociation of the interacting partners. The

product of association is a stereospecific protein complex. Both the stability of the protein

complex (measured by the association constant Ka) and the association and dissociation

rate constants, ka and kd, are of fundamental interest. In many ways the association process

resembles the folding of a protein [46]. Both are favored by short-range specific interactions,

between two subunits in association whereas among residues within the same polypeptide

chain in folding. Both are disfavored by restrictions on internal motion, i.e., relative

translation and rotation for association and large-scale variations of chain conformations

for folding. Great insight to protein folding has been gained from systematic studies of toy

models [47]. Here we present a study of the association process based on two types of toy

models. Echoing the protein folding process, we have previously proposed a transition state

for protein-protein association [48, 30]. The bound state of two proteins is characterized

by specific (e.g., van der Waals, hydrophobic, and electrostatic) interactions, whereas the

unbound state is characterized by translational and rotational freedom. On going from

the bound to the unbound, a sharp transition in interaction energy and in configurational

freedom is expected. This transition serves as the outer boundary of the bound state

as well as the transition state for association. A main aim of the present study is to

clarify the specification of the transition state. The measured association constants for

protein complexes vary from< 103 to > 1015M−1. What accounts for the over ten orders of

magnitude difference in Ka? Valuable information is provided by the structure of a protein

complex determined by X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy. This structure presents

a representative configuration of the bound complex. However, statistical mechanically there

is no reason to expect a simple relation between Ka and the interaction energy in just one
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representative configuration of the bound complex. The understanding of Ka is limited by

uncertainties about the extent of relative translation and rotation sampled in the bound state

and how the interaction energy changes with the relative motion. In recent years significant

progress has been made toward a fundamental understanding of binding affinity and kinetics

([46, 48, 30, 26, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54]), but many important questions remain unresolved.

With the two types of toy models studied here, in which interactions between the subunits

are fully specified, we hope to address:

1. How can the outer boundary of the bound state, i.e., the transition state, be specified?

2. What are the extent of relative motion in the bound state and the size of its

configurational volume?

3. Is there a simple relation between Ka and Um, the minimum interaction energy in

the bound state and, in particular, can the effects of point mutations on Ka be

approximated by the changes in Um?

4. Can the transition state thus specified be used to predict electrostatic enhancement of

the association rate?

3.2 Formulation of the association constant

When two molecules associate to form a complex, the equilibrium is measured by the

association constant, Ka. We now illustrate the formulation of Ka on a number of molecular

models.

3.2.1 General model

The development here largely follows the book of Hill [55], but with an emphasis on protein

molecules. Consider a protein molecule α with internal dynamics well separated from overall

translational and rotational motion. In particular, the separability of internal and overall

motion is the basis of the model-free approach to the analysis of NMR relaxation data [56].

Let the overall translation be described by the displacement vector rα, the overall rotation be

described by an orientation vector ωα, and the internal degrees of freedom be represented by

a vector xα. If the potential of mean force, after considering the solvent degrees of freedom,
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of the protein molecule is Uα(xα), then the configurational integral is,

Zα =

∫

e−βUα(xα)drαdωαdxα = 8π2V

∫

e−βUα(xα)dxα (3.1)

where β = (kBT )−1 and V is the volume sampled by the translation of protein molecule α.

For convenience, Uα will be simply referred to as the potential energy. Now suppose that

there are three species, protein A, protein B, and their complex C. For protein A or B, Eq.

3.1 gives the configurational integral when the subscript “α” is replaced by “A” or “B”. For

the complex, translations of the subunits can be recast as the overall translation R plus

a relative translation r = rB − rA. The potential energy of the complex can be written as

UC(r, ωA, ωB,xA,xB), and its configurational integral is,

ZC =

∫

b

e−βUC(r,ωA,ωB ,xA,xB)dRdrdωAdωBdxAdxB = V

∫

b

e−βUC(r,ωA,ωB ,xA,xB)drdωAdωBdxAdxB

(3.2)

It should be noted that the bound state is defined as a particular region in the configurational

space and the integration of Eq. 3.2 is restricted to this region, as signified by the subscript

“b”. Specifying the boundary of this region is a focus of the present study. The equilibrium

constant for the association of proteins A and B to form the 1:1 complex C is then [55],

Ka =
ZC/V

(ZA/V )(ZA/V )
(3.3a)

=

∫

b
e−βUC(r,ωA,ωB ,xA,xB)drdωAdωBdxAdxB

(8π)2
∫

e−β[UA(xA)+UB(xB)]dxAdxB

(3.3b)

It is now helpful to define a potential of mean force to explicitly measure the energy of

interaction between the subunits:

e−βU(r,ωA,ωB) =

∫

e−βUC(r,ωA,ωB ,xA,xB)dxAdxB
∫

e−β[UA(xA)+UB(xB)]dxAdxB

(3.4)

Note that as r → ∞ (i.e.,as the subunits move far apart), UC(r, ωA, ωB,xA,xB) =

UA(ωA,xA) + UB(ωB,xB) and U(r, ωA, ωB) becomes zero. The association constant then

becomes

Ka = (8π2)−2

∫

b

e−βU(r,ωA,ωB)drdωAdωB (3.5)

So far, the individual translations of the subunits in the complex has been recast as the

overall translation of the complex plus relative translation within the complex, but the

individual rotations of the subunits have been retained in the formulation of Ka. One way
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to separate overall and relative rotations is to (i) select a fixed orientation of protein A

and then sample different orientations of protein B, and (ii) rotate protein A and protein B

together to different orientations. Let the orientation of protein B relative to the selected

orientation of A be ω, and the orientation of the subunits together be Ω, then,

Ka = (8π2)−2

∫

b

e−βU(r,ω)drdωdΩ = (8π2)−1

∫

b

e−βU(r,ω)drdω (3.6)

It has often been said that, when two proteins form a complex, six translational and

rotational degrees of freedom are lost. This statement is misleading as it neglects the relative

translational (r) and relative rotational (ω) motion within the complex. A completely rigid

complex, i.e., one without any relative translation or rotation, has an association constant

that is given by an integral over a single point, which is zero unless the interaction potential

well is infinitely deep. The formulation of the association constant presented above is based

on separating the relative translational and rotational degrees of freedom (r and ω) from the

internal degrees of freedom (xA and xB) of the subunits. Tidor and Karplus [57] used normal-

mode analysis to study the contribution of relative motion within the bound complex. The

advantage of their approach is that there is no need to explicitly separate r and ω from xA

and xB). The advantage of our formulation is that there is no need to assume the potential

U(r, ω) as harmonic. The change in chemical potential upon the association of proteins A

and B is [55]

∆µ = −kBT ln(ZC/V [C]) + kBT ln(ZA/V [A]) + kBT ln(ZB/V [B]) (3.7a)

= −kBT ln Ka + kBT ln([C]/[A][B]) (3.7b)

where [A], [B], [C] are the concentrations of the separate proteins and the complex. Note

that, at chemical equilibrium, ∆µ = 0 and Eq. 3.7b leads to [C]/[A][B] = Ka, the expected

dependence of the equilibrium concentrations on the association constant. The standard

chemical-potential change is obtained when [A] = [B] = [C] = 1 M, which is given by,

∆µ0 = −kBT ln(Ka.1M) (3.7c)

If Ka is in units of M−1, then the logarithmic term of Eq. 3.7c can be simply written as

ln Ka.
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3.2.2 Spherical model

Consider two spherical proteins, with an interaction energy U(r) depending on the inter-

protein distance r. A complex is considered formed when r is within an outer limit r‡

defining the bound state. For this model, the association constant is given by [30, 26, 53],

Ka =

∫ r‡

0

e−βU(r)4πr2dr (3.8)

which is easily derived from Eq. 3.6 after considering the fact that individual rotations of

the subunits are uncoupled from their relative translation and do not affect the association

process. When the interaction potential is harmonic, i.e., U(r) = Um + f(r − rm)2/2, one

has

Ka ≈ 4πr2
m

√

2π

βf
e−βUm (3.9)

With the individual rotations cast aside, the two spherical subunits can be viewed as

point masses, and the complex a diatomic molecule. While each subunit before association

has three translational degrees of freedom, the complex has three degrees of translation for

the center of mass, two degrees of rotation (around two perpendicular axes through the

center of mass), and one degree of vibration for the inter-subunit distance. If the masses of

the subunits are mA and mB, then their partition functions for translational motion are

qα = (
2πmα

βh2
)3/2V (3.10)

where α = A or B, and h is Planck’s constant. The partition function of the complex,

accounting for translation, rotation, and vibration, is [55]

qC = [(
2πm

βh2
)3/2V ].[

8π2I

βh2
].[

1

βhν
].e−βUm (3.11)

where m = mA + mB is the total mass, I = µr2
m is the moment of inertia with

µ = mAmB/(mA + mB) the reduced mass, ν = (f/µ)1/2/2π is the vibrational frequency.

In Eq. 3.11, the classical limit of the vibrational partition function is used. One

can easily check that the association constant calculated from the partition functions,

Ka = (qC/V )/[(qA/V )(qB/V )], is identical to the result given by Eq. 3.9.

In this simple model, individual rotations of the subunits and their relative translation are

uncoupled, and the relative translation can be further separated into rotation of the complex
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and vibration within the complex. Rotation of the complex is equivalent to a change in the

direction of the relative translation, whereas vibration within the complex is just a change in

the magnitude of the relative translation. For more complicated models, individual rotations

and relative translation become coupled. It then becomes impractical to introduce harmonic

approximations to any of the translational and rotational degrees of freedom.

3.2.3 Rigid-body model

Equation 3.6 can be interpreted as the expression for the association constant of two proteins

modeled as rigid bodies that are interacting with an interaction potential U(r, ω). One

expects U(r, ω) to have a deep minimum, which identifies the bound state. As already

alluded to, the bound state is not just a single configuration of the complex. Configurational

sampling around the energy minimum must take place in the bound state, and the integral

in Eq. 3.6 should reflect this sampling. It is clear that Ka is not solely determined by the

minimum interaction energy, Um, in the bound state. Equally important are the variation of

the interaction energy with relative motion and the size of the configurational space of the

bound state. Unfortunately, X-ray crystallography cannot tell the extent of configurational

space sampled by the constituent proteins in the bound state. Some relative motion around

the energy minimum is prevented by steric clashes between the subunits. Steric clashes thus

set an inner boundary for the bound state. The outer boundary remains to be specified.

In this study we specify the six relative translational and rotational degrees of freedom of

the bound state in the following way (see Fig. 3.1A). Protein A is fixed in space, with the

center of the binding site at the origin of a laboratory-fixed coordinate system. Protein

B is allowed to translate and rotate. The position of the binding site of protein B in the

laboratory-fixed coordinate system is identified as the relative translation vector r. With

the magnitude of r denoted as r and the direction of r specified by polar and azimuthal

angles θ and φ, dr = r2dr sin θdθdφ = −r2drd cos θdθdφ. The orientation ω of protein B in

the laboratory-fixed coordinate system consists of a body-fixed unit vector e (with the polar

and azimuthal angles ξ and ζ) and a rotation angle χ around the unit vector. In terms of

these angles, dω = sin ξdξdζdχ = −d cos ξdζdχ. Equation 3.6 can be rewritten as [48],

Ka =

∫

b
e−βU(r,ω)drdω

∫

b
drdω

×
∫

b

drdω/8π2 = 〈e−βU(r,ω)〉bυb (3.12)
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Figure 3.1: (A) Definitions of the three translational (r) and three rotational (e and χ)
degrees of freedom. (B) The hemisphere and (C) crater models in their minimum-energy
configurations. (D) Side view of the interface between two subunits with two types of
interaction sites: filled for “h” and open for “p”.

where the first term is the average Boltzmann factor of the bound state, and the second term

υb =
∫

b
drdω/8π2 bis the configurational volume of the bound state. If υb is in units of Å3,

then a multiplicative factor of 10−27NA, where NA is Avogadros number, is required for Ka

to be expressed in units of M−1. In this study Eq. 3.12 is implemented by sampling r and

ω over a region that covers the bound state. A similar sampling approach has been taken
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by Schlosshauer and Baker [58]. In the sampling region r is restricted to between 0 and r0

and cos θ to between cos θ0 and 1. No restrictions are imposed on the other four coordinates,

hence φ and ζ are allowed to vary from 0 to 2π, cos ξ from −1 to 1, and χ from −π to π.

The upper bound r0 is introduced because, among the six degrees of freedom, the relative

separation r is the only one for which the span of all possible values (0 to ∞) cannot be fully

sampled. In this study we typically set the upper bound r0 to 10Å. Within r < r0, a certain

span of cos θ values may not be allowed due to collision between the subunits (such as in the

hemisphere models to be introduced later). The lower bound cos θ0 is introduced to account

for this situation. The total sampling volume in the six-dimensional configurational space

is 16π3(1 − cos θ0)r0. A uniform probability in this volume would require uniform sampling

of cos θ, φ, cos ξ, ζ, and χ, but sampling of r with a weight proportional to r2. To enrich

sampling of the bound state, we instead sample r uniformly between 0 and r0. Accordingly

the average of a quantity A, 〈A〉, is calculated as 〈r2A〉′/〈r2〉′, where 〈· · ·〉′ means averaging

with uniform sampling of r. Of all the configurations distributed within the sampling volume,

some do not contribute to Ka because they involve steric clashes between the subunits. Let

the fraction that avoid clashes be fc. Within this fraction, only a sub-fraction (fb) are in the

bound state. The configurational volume of the bound state is given by

υb =
fcfbV0〈r2〉′b

8π2
= 2πfcfb(1 − cos θ0)r0〈r2〉′b (3.13)

where 〈r2〉′b is the average of r2 over the bound-state configurations, generated with uniform

sampling of r. Suppose that, out of M0 initial configurations, M0 configurations do not have

steric clashes, and of these Mb are in the bound state. Then fc = M/M0,fb = Mb/M , and

the average Boltzmann factor is given by

〈e−βU(r,ω)〉b =

∑

Mb
r2e−βU(r,ω)

Mb〈r2〉′b
(3.14)

The average Boltzmann factor can be used to define a free energy of interaction in the

bound state:

〈e−βU(r,ω)〉b = e−βGint (3.15)

The magnitude of Gint is expected to be less than that of the minimum energy Um. Now

Eq. 3.12 can be written as

− kBT ln Ka = Gint − kBT ln(10−27NAυb) (3.16)
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3.2.4 Toy models

We implement two types of toy models to illustrate the calculation of the association

constant. The first, called the hemisphere model, consists of two matching hemispherical

proteins (both with a radius denoted by R), which form a whole sphere in the bound state

(see Fig. 3.1B). The binding site on each subunit is a flat circle with an area S = πR2. The

second toy model, called the crater model, consists of a spherical protein with a crater to

which another spherical protein snugly fits in the bound state (see Fig. 3.1C). The radii of

the two proteins are denoted as RA and RB, respectively. In this case the binding site is

curved on each side. If the polar angle spanned by the binding site on protein B is γ, then

the interface area is 2πR2
B(1 − cos γ). In this study cos γ is set to 0.5, so the interface areas

of the two models are identical when R = RB. In both models, the body-fixed unit vector

e on protein B is chosen to be the normal vector located at the center of the binding site,

pointing toward the interior of the protein. The coordinate systems for r and ω are defined

such that the configuration in which the two subunits are perfectly matched corresponds to

r = 0, cos θ = cos ξ = 1, and χ = 0. Note that for the hemisphere model, when r < R, cos θ

must be greater than 0 to avoid collision between the two subunits. To model interactions,

matching loci on the binding sites of the two subunits are randomly selected, with a minimum

separation of sm = 3.5Å among the loci on either side. To ensure stereospecificity of the

bound complex, there are two types of interaction loci (labeled “h” and “p”). The total

numbers of “h” and “p” loci are denoted nh and np, respectively (see Fig. 3.2). Each locus

on protein A potentially interacts with all the loci on protein B and vice versa.

The interaction energy between two loci across the interface is a square well (between

two “h” loci or two “p” loci) or square barrier (between an “h” and a “p” locus), with a

width rw = 3.5Å (see Fig. 3.1D). When the two subunits collide, the interaction energy is

infinite; otherwise it is given by

U(r, ω) =

nh+np
∑

iA,iB=1

u0IiAiBs(|riA − riB |) (3.17)

where I = −1 for two like loci and +1 for two unlike loci, s(r) = 1 if r < rw and 0 otherwise,

and u0 is set to 1.57kBT0, in which T0 is a reference temperature (e.g., 300K). Unless

otherwise indicated, results will be for the reference temperature. In the perfectly-matched

configuration of the complex, the nh “h” loci and np “p” loci on protein A coincide with
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Figure 3.2: The different models and the interaction loci. “h” loci are in black, and “p” loci
are in gray. A few loci are shown for illustration over the hemisphere model interfaces.

their cognate loci on protein B and no other pairs are within interaction range, leading to a

total energy of −(nh + np)u0. Note that the energy given by Eq. 3.17 is discrete. Two sets

of parameters are implemented for both the hemisphere model and the crater model. In the

first set, R = 20Å for the hemisphere model while RA = 25Å and RB = 20Å for the crater

model. The interface areas of the two models are both 1257Å2. Over this area 30 interaction

loci are randomly distributed, of which 18 were “h” loci and 12 are “p” loci. In the second

set, R = 17Å for the hemisphere model while RA = 21Å and RB = 17Å for the crater model.

The interface areas of the two models are now 908Å2. Over this area 20 interaction loci

are randomly distributed, of which 12 are “h” loci and 8 are “p” loci (see Fig. 3.2). The

interaction locus densities are about 1 in every 45 Å2 of interface area for all models. For

easy reference, the hemisphere and crater models with the larger surface area will be denoted

as HL and CL, respectively, and the corresponding ones with the smaller interface area will

be denoted as HS and CS, respectively. The sampling bounds r0 and cos θ0 for the models

are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

3.2.5 Outer boundary of bound state and association rate constant

The outer boundary of the bound state dictates the rate constant at which the complex

is formed by diffusion. Experimental data on the diffusion-controlled association rate thus

provide valuable information for specifying the outer boundary. In the absence of long-

range interactions, the diffusion-controlled association rate constant, k0
a, is typically in the
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Table 3.1: Transition-state and bound state properties of the toy models with an interface
area of 1257Å2

Variables Hemisphere Model Crater Model
Sampling ranges of coordinates

r0(Å) 10 6 10 6
cos θ0 0 0 -1 -1

mean and standard deviation of coordinates in transition state

r̄‡ ± σ‡
r(Å) 3.3±0.7 3.4±0.5 3.7±0.9 4.0±0.7

¯cosθ‡ ± σ‡
cos θ 0.8±0.2 0.8±0.2 0.7±0.2 0.7±0.2

φ̄‡ ± σ‡
φ 3.0±1.8 3.0±1.8 2.8±1.9 3.0±2.0

¯cosξ‡ ± σ‡
cos ξ 0.995±0.004 0.994±0.005 0.988±0.011 0.987±0.009

ζ̄‡ ± σ‡
ζ 2.9±1.7 2.9±1.7 3.6±1.6 3.4±1.7

χ̄‡ ± σ‡
χ 0.004±0.15 -0.001±0.19 -0.01±0.17 0.003±0.20

energetic and geometric parameters of bound state
−βUm 54.98 56.55 54.98 54.98
−βU ‡ 23.56 21.99 25.14 21.99
〈e−βU〉b 6.79 × 1020 6.26 × 1020 4.44 × 1020 3.01 × 1020

−βGint 47.97 47.89 47.54 47.15
fc 7.18 × 10−3 2.52 × 0−3 1.66 × 10−3 0.510 × 10−3

fb 2.26 × 10−3 11.96 × 10−3 2.10 × 10−3 14.57 × 10−3

〈r2〉′b(Å2) 6.75 7.13 7.54 8.78
υb(10−3Å3) 6.88 8.10 3.31 4.92

Ka(1015M−1) 2.8 3.1 0.89 0.89

range of 105 to 106M−1s−1 [59]. The parameters used in the models should lead to values

of k0
a that are in this range. We carry out this important check by calculating k0

a for each

model through Brownian dynamics simulations [38] (see section 2.1 for the details on the

Brownian Dynamics). The outer boundary of the bound state plays a critical role in the

transition-state theory for the protein-protein association [48, 30, 59]. In this theory, the

outer boundary is taken to be the transition state, and the association rate constant in the

presence of long-range electrostatic interactions is calculated as

ka = k0
a〈e−βUel〉‡ (3.18)

where Uel is the free energy of long-range electrostatic interactions between the associating

proteins, and 〈· · ·〉‡ signifies averaging over the transition state. Previous specifications of
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Table 3.2: Transition-state and bound state properties of the toy models with an interface
area of 908Å2

Variables Hemisphere Model Crater Model
Sampling ranges of coordinates

r0(Å) 10 6 10 6
cos θ0 0 0 -1 -1

mean and standard deviation of coordinates in transition state

r̄‡ ± σ‡
r(Å) 3.4±0.8 3.5±0.7 3.5±0.6 3.3±0.5

¯cosθ‡ ± σ‡
cos θ 0.7±0.2 0.7±0.2 0.7±0.2 0.7±0.2

φ̄‡ ± σ‡
φ 3.0±1.9 3.0±1.9 3.0±1.8 3.1±1.8

¯cosξ‡ ± σ‡
cos ξ 0.994±0.006 0.993±0.007 0.986±0.010 0.988±0.008

ζ̄‡ ± σ‡
ζ 3.5±2.1 3.5±2.1 3.3±1.9 3.2±1.9

χ̄‡ ± σ‡
χ -0.004±0.23 -0.002±0.25 -0.03±0.18 -0.03±0.14

energetic and geometric parameters of bound state
−βUm 39.27 39.27 36.13 36.13
−βU ‡ 18.85 17.28 17.28 18.85
〈e−βU〉b 1.36 × 1014 0.953 × 1014 0.111 × 1014 0.154 × 1014

−βGint 32.54 32.19 30.04 30.36
fc 10.1 × 10−3 3.54 × 0−3 2.47 × 10−3 0.770 × 10−3

fb 2.46 × 10−3 14.13 × 10−3 2.09 × 10−3 9.65 × 10−3

〈r2〉′b(Å2) 6.55 7.23 7.37 6.58
υb(10−3Å3) 10.2 13.6 4.78 3.69
Ka(108M−1) 8.4 7.8 0.32 0.34

the transition state have been guided by experimental data ([48, 60, 61, 62, 63]). Our aim is

to establish a theoretical foundation for the transition state of protein-protein association.

We test our theoretically based transition state by comparing the prediction of Eq. 3.18 for

the ionic-strength dependence of ka against experimental data.

3.3 Funnel-like energy landscape and transition state

The toy models are designed to capture two essential properties of protein complexes. (1)

The bound state is located around the bottom of a deep energy well, stabilized by numerous

specific interactions. (2) Small separation and reorientation of the subunits will destroy

many of these interactions and lead to the dissociation of the complex. These properties are
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reminiscent of those for protein folding and suggest a funnel-like energy landscape.

3.3.1 Configurational sampling in toy models

Configurations of the subunits in each model system are randomly generated, with the

relative separation (r) restricted to within 10Å. Each configuration is checked for collision

between the subunits. If no collision occurs, the interaction energy is calculated. Typically

energy calculations are made on 10 million configurations (consult 1r5b-wseeds.f, and

2r5b-wseeds.f in Appendices A.4 and A.5 which were used to sample configurations for

HL, and CL models respectively). Figure 3.3A displays a scatter plot of the interaction

energy versus the rotation angle χ for the HL model.
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Figure 3.3: (A) Scatter plot of the interaction energy versus the rotation angle, χ, for the HL
model. For clarity, the full range of χ is evenly divided into 500 bins and each bin contains at
most one sampled χ value at each energy level. The total number of sampled configurations
is 107 (r0 = 10Å). The transition-state energy level is indicated by the dark horizontal line.
(B) The standard deviation of χ and the parameter Ξ (Eq. 3.19) at different energy levels.
An arrow indicates the transition-state energy level, where Ξ is maximal.

A striking feature of the plot is the sudden transition between the bound state in

which relative rotation is restricted and interaction between the subunits is strong and the

unbound state in which relative rotation is unrestricted but inter-protein interaction is weak.

This contrast is manifested by the standard deviation of χ(σχ) sampled at different energy

levels (Figure 3.3B) (see 1r5b-avr-std-stde-Ebased.f in Appendix A.6 which was used

to obtain the averages, and standard deviations of each of the 6 coordinates specifying the
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configurations of the HL model, see also Fig. 3.1). The transition can be conveniently

located by the parameter

Ξ(U) = 〈σχ(U ′)〉U ′>U − σχ(U) (3.19)

which is the difference of the standard deviation of χ at energy level U from the average for

all higher energy levels (U ′ > U). At the start of the transition from the bound state to the

unbound state, Ξ(U) is maximal. We take the corresponding energy level, U ‡, as defining the

outer boundary of the bound state and the transition state (see ts-determine-Ebased.f in

Appendix A.7 for Fortran 77 implementation of the above procedure) . For the HL model,

Figure 3.3B shows βU ‡ = 23.56. The corresponding σ‡
χ is 0.15 radians, or 8.6◦ (the mean

value of χ among the transition-state configurations is close to the expected value of 0).

Among the four toy models σ‡
χ varies from 8◦ to 14◦. Note that the location of the outer

boundary of the bound state stays the same even when the value of the energy parameter

u0 is changed.

Another feature of the U -versus-χ scatter plot is the profile of the lower bounds of the sampled

energies at different χ values. For example, the lower bounds at ±90◦ are much lower than

those at ±120◦. The lower bounds in U are reached when the other five coordinates are

close to those in the perfectly-matched configuration. Starting with the perfectly-matched

configuration (in which χ = 0◦), as the value of χ is changed toward ±180◦, the energy

shows nearly the same profile as in Fig. 3.3A. This profile is a reflection of the distribution

of the interaction loci within the binding sites. The energies and statistical distributions

in χ and the other coordinates for the transition states of the four toy models are listed in

Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The span of allowed values of the relative separation r experiences a

sharp transition, as illustrated by a scatter plot in Fig. 3.4A for the HL model, similar to the

situation for the rotation angle χ. The transition also occurs at the same energy level U ‡ as

found in the χ dependence. The mean values of r among the transition-state configurations

of the four toy models all fall within 3 to 4 Å; the standard deviations are between 0.5 and

1 Å.

In contrast to χ and r, sampling along the other four coordinates shows much less

variation between the bound and unbound states. Avoidance of collision forces the direction

of the translation of subunit B to be away from subunit A (i.e., cos θ > 0). This is so

even for the crater models, for which the lower bound of cos θ is set to −1. There are no
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Figure 3.4: (A) Scatter plot of the interaction energy versus the relative separation r for the
HL model. The full range of r (0 to 10Å) is evenly divided into 500 bins and each bin contains
at most one sampled r value at each energy level (out of a total of 107 sampled configurations).
(B) The free-energy functional W (r) and its energetic and entropic components.

significant differences in the ranges of cos θ and φ sampled between the bound and unbound

states. Avoidance of collision also significantly restricts the direction of the body-fixed unit

vector e. Only values of cos ξ > 0.8 are sampled in each of the four models (freedom in cos θ

and cos ξ will eventually be regained when r is greater than the sum of the subunit radii),

with values in the bound state restricted to ∼ 0.98, corresponding to a polar angle of ∼ 10◦.

Because of the restriction on cos ξ, there is apparent freedom in the azimuthal angle ζ of the

unit vector e (note that the value of ζ is irrelevant at cos ξ = 1) Though it is not possible to

sample the full span of possible r values (0 to ∞), the regions of interest, i.e., the bound

state and the transition to the unbound state occur well below the upper bound r0 = 10Å

and hence are well sampled. To make sure that conclusions are not influenced by the specific

value of r0, the configurational spaces of the four toy models are also sampled with r0 = 6Å.

All the main results presented above are confirmed, with a possible small shift in U ‡ (Tables

3.1 and 3.2).

3.3.2 Free-energy functional along r

Along the r coordinate, the interplay between interaction energy and configurational freedom

in the transition from the bound state to the unbound state can be elucidated by separating

the Boltzmann weight into energetic and entropic contributions. The energy function E(r)
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can be defined from the average Boltzmann factor among the N(r) allowed configurations

in a bin [r − ∆r/2, r + ∆r/2];

e−βE(r) =

∑

N(r) e−βU(r,ω)

N(r)
. (3.20)

Note that E(r) = 0 as r → ∞. The entropy function can be defined by scaling the number

of allowed configurations with the expected number if collisions were not considered,

e
S(r)
kB =

fc(1 − cos θ0)r0N(r)

2M∆r
, (3.21)

where M is the total number of allowed configurations collected over the sampling volume

V0 = 16π3(1 − cos θ0)r0. Note also that S(r) = 0 as r → ∞. A free-energy functional can

then be defined accordingly,

W (r) = E(r) − TS(r) (3.22)

Appendix A.8 has the program 1r5b-pmf-all.f which calculates e−βE(r) . Figure 3.4B

displays the free-energy functional and its energetic and entropic components for the HL

model. Note that, even at r = 10Å, βE(r) and S(r)/kB are still quite significant (at ∼ 10

and ∼ 4, respectively). The interactions contributing to E(r) at such large separations

between the centers of the binding sites come from loci on the peripheries of the binding

sites. These interactions may hold the subunits together to allow them time to search for the

bound state. Such an “entrapment” effect has been seen in Brownian Dynamics simulations

[64]. The energy and entropy functions have very different dependences on r. E(r) decreases

sharply as the subunits enter the bound state (at around the mean r value, 3.4Å, of the

transition-state configurations). The change in S(r) is more gradual. The asynchronous

changes in E(r) and S(r) do not seem to lead to a significant free-energy barrier, unlike

what was speculated previously [30]. How the change in internal degrees of freedom during

the association process affects the energy and entropy functionals remains to be studied.

A similar free-energy functional, W (r, χ) that depends both on r and χ can also be defined.

The energy component is again given by the average Boltzmann factor according to Eq.

3.20 but with N(r) replaced by N(r, χ), the number of allowed configurations within a two-

dimensional grid with r in [r − ∆r/2, r + ∆r/2] and χ in [χ − ∆χ/2, χ + ∆χ/2]. Appendix A.9

has the program 1r5b-pmf-r-chi-all.f which was used to obtain e−βU(r,ω) for HL model.

The entropy component is given by Eq. 3.21, but with N(r) in the numerator replaced by

N(r, χ) and additional factor, 2π/∆χ, is inserted. Figure 3.5A-D displays W (r, χ) for the
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four toy models. The functional presents a funnel-like energy landscape, with the deep well

of the bound state surrounded by a broad shallow basin.
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Figure 3.5: The free-energy functional W (r, χ) for the (A) HL, (B) CL, (C), HS, and (D)
CS models.

3.3.3 Number of contacts-surrogate for interaction energy

Our aim is to extend the study of protein-protein association from toy models to actual

protein- protein complexes. In that case calculation of interaction energies based on realistic

molecular models becomes a formidable challenge. Therefore we have sought alternatives

to the interaction energy for obtaining the energy landscape of protein-protein association.

Inspired by the use of contacts in studying protein folding, we have tested different contact-

based choices and found a reasonable surrogate in Nc, the sum of native contacts and

nonnative contacts. The former are taken as formed by cognate pairs of interaction loci

within a distance of rw = 3.5Å whereas the latter are taken as formed by non-cognate pairs
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of interaction loci within a shorter distance threshold r′w = 2.5Å. The specific choices of

these two parameters are made based upon two criteria:

• The value of the average interaction energy calculated over the N ‡
c ensemble of

configurations is close to the value of the interaction energy E‡.

• The volumes υb of the bound states specified by E‡, and N ‡
c have the same order of

magnitude and large enough to set the rates obtained through Brownian Dynamics

simulations in the range 105 − 106 (consult Eq. 2.10 for how the rate depends on υb).

Scatter plots of Nc versus the rotation angle χ and the relative separation r are shown in

Fig. 3.6A and 3.6B for the HL model. These pictures are qualitatively very similar to those

found for the interaction energy (see Figs. 3.3A and 3.4A). In the Nc versus r scatter plot a
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Figure 3.6: Scatter plots of the total contact number versus (A) the rotation angle χ and
(B) relative separation r for the HL model. Dark horizontal lines indicate N ‡

c .

void appears at the r = 0 and Nc = 0 corner, because when the separation is small the two

subunits will inevitably make at least a few contacts. The transition-state Nc level, N ‡
c , can

be found from the maximum of the parameter Ξ(Nc) that is defined analogous to Eq. 3.19.

The value of N ‡
c thus found is 20, 21, 15, and 14, respectively, for the HL, CL, HS, and CS

models.

The transition-state configurations obtained with Nc are very similar to those obtained with

energy. The average energies of the Nc-based transition-state configurations are 24, 25, 23,

and 18, respectively, in units of kBT . These are close to the values of βU ‡ listed in Tables
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3.1 and 3.2. In addition, the means and standard deviations of the six coordinates in the

Nc-based transition-state configurations are close to their energy-based counterparts (data

not shown).

A “free-energy functional” WNc(r) can be defined analogous to W (r), with −βU in Eq.

3.20 replaced by Nc. Note that the entropic components of WNc(r) and W (r) are identical.

The energetic component ENc(r) shows high correlation with its counterpart E(r) (e.g., with

R2 = 0.97 for the HL model). Similarly, in analogy to W (r, χ), a two-dimensional free-energy

functional, WNc(r, χ), can be defined. Figure 3.7A displays this functional for the HL model,

which presents the same funnel-like energy landscape as seen in Fig. 3.5A. The correlation

between E(r, χ) and ENc(r, χ), when the latter is lower than −15kBT , is shown in Fig. 3.7B

for the HL model.
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Figure 3.7: (A) The free-energy functional WNc(r, χ) for the HL model. (B) Correlation of
the energetic component ENc(r, χ) with its counterpart E(r, χ). The values of the latter is
restricted to lower than −15kBT . This range of values covers the bound state and much of
the transition region to the unbound state (correlation outside this range deteriorates). The
line of linear regression (with zero intercept) is shown.

3.3.4 Barnase-barstar complex

The formalism developed for the toy models can be directly applied to actual protein-protein

complexes. For illustration, here we present the application to the barnase-barstar complex,

a system that has been studied extensively ([48, 30, 60, 62, 19, 65, 66, 20, 44, 67, 68]). We

treat each subunit as a rigid body. The binding sites on the two subunits are identified by
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heavy atoms making interfacial contacts which are less than 5Å in the X-ray structure of the

complex (Protein Data Bank entry 1brs chains C and F; Fig. 3.8) [65]. There are a total

of 109 such atoms on the barnase side and 101 on the barstar side. The geometric center of

this collection of interface atoms and the normal vector of their least-square plane are used

to define the coordinate systems for r and ω. The laboratory-fixed coordinate system has its

origin at the geometric center and its z-axis along the normal vector. Barnase is then fixed

in this coordinate system. The geometric center and the normal vector is then body-fixed on

barstar, which is then allowed to translate and rotate. The position of the geometric center

fixed on barstar defines r; the normal vector fixed on barstar becomes the body-fixed unit

vector e, which together with a rotation angle χ define ω.

The X-ray structure corresponds to r = 0, cos θ = cos ξ = 1, and χ = 0.

Interaction loci are identified from the collection of interface atoms. For each interface atom,

the shortest cross-interface contact with a heavy atom in the X-ray structure is found. All

such cross-interface contacts are then sorted in ascending order of contact distances. If a

contact-forming atom is within sm = 3.5Å of an atom on the same protein which forms

a shorter contact, the longer contact is eliminated from the list. In the end a total of 17

distinct contacts are retained. Figure 3.8 displays the interaction loci, i.e., atoms forming

those cognate contacts. For each interaction-locus atom, a contact radius is defined as half

of the contact distance with its partner.

For configurations that do not involve steric collision between the two subunits, the number

of contacts, Nc, is found by summing the number of native and nonnative contacts. A native

contact is formed by an interaction-locus atom with its cognate partner, with a distance

that is not longer than the value found in the X-ray structure by rw = 3.5Å. A nonnative

contact is formed by a non-cognate pair of interaction-locus atoms, with a distance that is

not longer than the sum of their contact radii by r′w = 2.5Å. In particular, in their X-ray

structure, there are 21 nonnative contacts in addition to the 17 native contacts, resulting in

Nc = 38. Steric collision is detected whenever a pair of atoms on the two subunits is closer

than a collision distance. For the purpose of detecting collision, atoms are classified into

three types: hydrogen, polar (nitrogen and oxygen), and nonpolar (carbon and others). The

following collision distances are used: 2.64Å between polar atoms, 3.48Å between nonpolar

atoms, 3.11Å between polar and nonpolar pairs, 2.14Å between hydrogens, 1.63Å between

polar and hydrogen atoms, and 2.51Å between nonpolar and hydrogen atoms.
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Figure 3.8: The interaction-locus atoms of the barnase-barstar complex. Barnase and barstar
are shown in blue and gray, respectively; the interaction-locus atoms are shown as green or
pink spheres.

Scatter plots of Nc versus the rotation angle χ and the relative separation r are shown in

Fig. 3.9 for the barnase-batstar complex.

These plots show resemblance to corresponding plots for the toy models (see Fig. 3.6).

Figure 3.10 shows that the transition from the bound to the unbound state occurs at Nc = 14

for configurations sampled with r0 = 6Å.

The mean and standard deviation of χ in the transition-state configurations are 0.01 and
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Figure 3.9: Scatter plots of the total contact number versus (A) the rotation angle χ and
(B) relative separation r for the barnase-barstar complex. Dark horizontal line indicate N ‡

c .
To ensure adequate sampling of the whole range of r from 0 to 10 Å, three independent runs
are carried out with the upper bound of r set to 4, 6, and 10 Å, respectively. The sampled
configurations are then combined.
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Figure 3.10: Specifying the transition state of barnase-barstar. Ξ has a maximum at N ‡
c = 14.

0.31 radians (or 0.6◦and 18◦), respectively. The mean and standard deviation of r in the

transition state are 4.9 and 0.5 Å, respectively. These and other statistics of the transition

state are collected in Table 3.3. Representative configurations in the transition state are

shown in Fig. 3.11. In Fig. 3.12 we display the free-energy functional WNc(r, χ). Similar to

the situation found in the toy models (see Fig. 3.7A), this functional exhibits a funnel leading
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to the minimum-energy configuration (as given by the X-ray structure of the complex).

Table 3.3: Transition-state and bound state properties of barnase-barstar complex

r0(Å) 6
cos θ0 -1

r̄‡ ± σ‡
r(Å) 4.9 ± 0.5

¯cosθ‡ ± σ‡
cos θ 0.89 ± 0.08

φ̄‡ ± σ‡
φ 3.2 ± 2.5

¯cosξ‡ ± σ‡
cos ξ 0.92 ± 0.05

ζ̄‡ ± σ‡
ζ 2.8 ± 1.7

χ̄‡ ± σ‡
χ 0.01 ± 0.31

Nc,max 30
N ‡

c 14
fc 0.101 × 10−3

fb 0.059
〈r2〉′b(Å2) 19.5

υb(10−3Å3) 8.75
Interface area (Å2)2 797

Ka(1012M−1)3 8

While the transition from the unbound to the bound state is qualitatively similar to those

in the toy models, a major difference in the barnase-barstar complex is that the interface

involves atomic details. Because of this, when the relative separation is small, collision

between the subunits can be avoided only if they are nearly aligned for complex formation.

In particular, at small r rotation around the body-fixed unit vector becomes very restricted,

and only a narrow range of χ around 0◦ can be sampled. This explains why in Fig. 3.12 the

WNc(r, χ) surface does not cover the full sampled range of χ.

Comparing Fig. 3.9A with Fig. 3.6A, it can be seen that fluctuations in the lower bounds

of the sampled Nc values across the range of χ are much more prominent in the barnase-

barstar complex. In the toy models, the variation of the lower bounds of Nc with χ reflects

the distribution of the interaction loci within the interface. Unlike in the toy models, a change

in χ in the barnase-barstar complex can lead to collision between the proteins. Avoidance of

2Taken as half of the buried solvent accessible area calculated with a 1.4-Åprobe radius.
3Schreiber and Fersht [19]. The value listed is for an ionic strength of 125mM .
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collision thus introduces additional variations in the lower bounds of Nc. Alignment of the

proteins at small separations required by avoidance of collision also explains the expanded

void at the r = 0 and Nc = 0 corner in the Nc versus r scatter plot (comparing Fig. 3.9B

against Fig. 3.6B). As the proteins are more aligned, more contacts will also form.

Figure 3.11: Representative transition-state configurations. Barnase, shown in blue, is fixed
in the laboratory frame whereas barstar is allowed to translate and rotate. The body-fixed
unit vector e on barstar in different configurations is shown as arrows. For one particular
configuration, the arrow is in blue and the corresponding structure of barstar is shown in
gray.
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3.4 Equilibrium and kinetics of association

As described in the previous section, the outer boundary of the bound state is specified as

the transition region in translation and rotational freedom on going from the bound to the

unbound state. This specification allows for an unambiguous calculation of the association

constant from the integration in Eq. 3.6. On the other hand, the numerical value of Ka

should not be sensitive to the precise specification of the outer boundary of the integration.

3.4.1 Determination of Ka

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 list geometric and energetic information for the bound state of the toy

models. The operational definition of the bound state is given by the energetic criterion

U ≤ U ‡. As noted in the previous section, the relative separation and orientation between

the two proteins in the bound state are severely restricted. Specifically, the separation

distance r is restricted to within ∼ 4Å, the direction of the body-fixed unit vector e on

protein B is restricted to within ∼ 10◦, and rotation around this vector is restricted to

within ∼ 15◦. The resulting configurational volume of the bound state is ∼ 10−2Å3. The

free energy of interaction in the bound state, Gint, defined in terms of the average Boltzmann

factor via Eq. 3.15, is about 5kBT to 10kBT higher than the minimum energy (Um) found
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from configurational sampling. The association constant is 2.8 × 1015 and 0.89 × 1015M−1,

respectively, for the HL and CL models and 8.4 × 108 and 0.32 × 108M−1, respectively, for

the HS and CS models.
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Figure 3.13: The energy level used to define the outer boundary of the bound state versus
the calculated value of Ka.

To illustrate the insensitivity of the value of Ka to the precise specification of the outer

boundary of the bound state, in Fig. 3.13 we plot Ka for the HL model calculated at

different levels of βU ‡. It can be seen that essentially the same value of Ka is obtained

from the sampled configurations as long as βU ‡ > −48. When the bound state is located

in a deep energy well, the integral of the Boltzmann factor for evaluating Ka (Eq. 3.6) is

dominated by a small region around the energy minimum, and the precise specification of

the limits of the integral has no consequence on the numerical value of Ka. This is the same

reason why the method of steepest descent works so well for evaluating integrals of functions

with sharp maxima. However, as the sampling volume increases, eventually the integration

and the resulting Ka value go to infinity. The values of Ka calculated with configurations

sampled with r0 = 10 and 6Å are essentially identical. This is despite the fact that in the

latter configurations the collision-free fraction fc is lower by ∼ 3-fold and the bound fraction

fb is higher by ∼ 6-fold. Moreover, the configurational volumes of the bound state obtained

from the two sets of sampling agree closely. For the HL model, the minimum interaction
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energy obtained from the r0 = 6Å configurations is lower by one level, indicating that there

is uncertainty in obtaining the absolute minimum interaction energy by sampling.

3.4.2 Configurational volume of bound state

While the calculation of the association constant using different specifications of the outer

boundary of the bound state confirms that the numerical value of Ka is unequivocally

determined, it does indicate that the further breakup of Ka into the average Boltzmann

factor and the configurational volume (Eq. 3.12) is to a certain extent arbitrary. On the

other hand, the diffusion-controlled rate to reach the bound state is sensitive to the size of the

configurational volume, hence data on k0
a serve as a determinant of υb. We have carried out

Brownian dynamics simulations to calculate the diffusion-controlled rate constant to reach

the bound state, using an algorithm developed previously [38] (consult 2.1 for full description

of the method, and program 2r5c-BD-Ebased.f in AppendixA.10 for implementation on CL

model) . With the outer boundary of the bound state as specified in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, k0
a

is found to vary from 0.6 × 105 to 3.7 × 105M−1s−1 for the four models. These values fall

within the range of 105 to 106M−1s−1 observed experimentally for the diffusion-controlled

association of proteins in the absence of long-range electrostatic enhancement [59]. Thus

our specification of the outer boundary of the bound state appears reasonable. Again, the

configurational volume of the bound state thus obtained is ∼ 10−2Å3.

In the previous section it is seen that, according to statistics of the six translation and

rotational coordinates of sampled configurations, the transition state obtained with the

number of contacts, Nc, closely mimics that obtained with energy. The configurational

volume of the bound state calculated with the two approaches also agrees to within a factor

of 3, as does k0
a, the diffusion-controlled rate constant for reaching the bound state.

3.4.3 Effects of mutations

In theoretical studies of the effects of mutations on the association constant, a common

practice is to calculate mutational effects on the interaction energy in the X-ray structure of

the complex [44, 69, 70]. This is equivalent to the approximation

− ln(
Ka;mt

Ka;wt

) = β〈∆Um〉 (3.23)
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where Ka;mt and Ka;wt are the association constants of the wild-type and mutant complex,

and ∆Um is the average change, due to the mutation, in interaction energy of the minimum-

energy configurations of the wild-type complex. We now have an opportunity to test this

approximation.

Ten single, double, triple, quintuple, and decuple mutations each are made by deleting 1,

2, 3, 5, or 10 interaction loci on subunit A of the CL model. For the single mutations, the

mutation loci are selected randomly. For the other mutations, the most closely clustered sets

of loci are selected. The association constant for each mutant is then calculated in the same

way as the original (“wild-type”) CL model.

For the wild-type CL model, 38 configurations are found to have the minimum energy

Um = −54.98kBT . The mutations are applied to these configurations, and the changes

in the interaction energy (from Um) are averaged to obtain 〈∆Um〉. In Fig. 3.14 the results

for the total of 50 mutations are compared with the corresponding values for −kBT ln(Ka;mt

Ka;wt
).

A good correlation is seen, but 〈∆Um〉 overestimates the magnitude of −kBT ln(Ka;mt

Ka;wt
) by 10

to 20%.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the effect of mutation on the association constant and the
average change in interaction energy in the minimum-energy configurations of the wild-type
CL model. The diagonal line indicates perfect agreement.

A useful approach for isolating the energetic contribution of a particular interaction to
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−kBT ln Ka is the double-mutant cycle [66]. If locus X of protein A interacts with locus Y

of protein B, then

β∆∆Gint ≡ − ln[
Ka;mt(X → 0; Y → 0)

Ka;wt

] + ln[
Ka;mt(X → 0)

Ka;wt

] + ln[
Ka;mt(Y → 0)

Ka;wt

], (3.24)

approximates the contribution of the X-Y interaction. Here “X→0” represents a deletion

mutation. The relation between ∆∆Gint and the interaction energy between X and Y in

the minimum-energy configuration is tested on the CL model. For 10 randomly selected

interaction loci on subunit A, deletion mutations decrease lnKa by 0.8 to 2.3 (these results

are part of what is shown in Fig. 3.14). Deletions of their cognate partners on subunit B

decrease ln Ka by 0.3 to 2.5. When both partners are deleted, the change in lnKa aranges

from -0.7 to 2.8. Applying the double-mutant cycle, we obtain values of ∆∆Gint with an

average of -1.45 and a root-mean- square-deviation of 0.22. The average, multiplied kBT , is

very close to the contribution of a cognate pair of interaction loci, i.e. −u0 = −1.57kBT .

3.4.4 Enthalpy-entropy decomposition

Elsewhere in the paper results are for a specific temperature, T = T0. Here we examine the

temperature dependence of Ka. This dependence allows for the decomposition of −kBT ln Ka

into enthalpy and entropy. As shown by Eq. 3.7c, −kBT ln Ka represents the standard

chemical-potential change upon association. The enthalpy and entropy components of ∆µ◦

are

∆H0 =
∂(β∆µ0)

∂β
= −∂ ln Ka

∂β
(3.25a)

∆S0 = kB ln Ka +
∆H0

T
(3.25b)

We focus on the particular situation where the interaction potential U(r, ω) is temperature

independent. One consequence of the temperature independence is that the same specifica-

tion of the outer boundary of the bound state can be used for all temperatures. Equation 3.9

for the spherical model suggests that Ka can be separated into a factor with an exponential

dependence on β = (kBT )−1 and a factor with a power-law dependence on β. For the more

general expression of Ka, given by Eq. 3.6, we can write

Ka = K0
ae

−βUm (3.26a)
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where Um is the minimum energy in the bound state and

K0
a = (8π2)−1

∫

b

e−β[U(r,ω)−Um]drdω (3.26b)

As noted earlier, the integration of Eq. 3.26b is dominated by a small region around the

energy minimum. In this region the harmonic approximation may be applicable. In that

case each degree of freedom contributes a factor β−1/2 (see Eq. 3.9). Since there are six

degrees of freedom we expect the prefactor K0
a to depend on β as β−3. We find that K0

a

indeed has a power-law dependence on β for all the four toy models, as illustrated in Fig.

3.15 for the HL model. The power for all the four models is about 2.5 instead of 3, hence

Ka = K0
a(β0)(

β

β0

)−5/2e−βUm (3.26c)

where β0 = (kBT )−1. The enthalpy and entropy components are then given by

∆H0 = Um + 2.5kBT (3.27a)

∆S0 = kB ln K0
a(β0) + 2.5kB[1 − ln(

β

β0

)] (3.27b)
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Figure 3.15: Temperature dependence of the prefactor K0
a of the association constant. The

line shows the power-law dependence, K0
a(β)/K0

a(β0) = (β/β0)
−2.5.

When the interaction potential U(r, ω) is temperature independent, the enthalpy compo-

nent differs from the minimum energy by just a few kBT . Both solvent effects and conforma-

tional fluctuations within the protein molecules will introduce temperature dependence to
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the interaction potential U(r, ω). In that case there will no longer be simple relations between

the enthalpy component and the minimum interaction energy. For the toy models, varying

temperature is equivalent to changing the energy parameter u0 at a fixed temperature. We

have thus also seen how Ka is affected by u0.

3.4.5 Test on transition state of barnase-barstar complex

As shown in Table 3.3, the configurational space explored by the bound state of the barnase-

barstar complex is similar to those of the toy models. In particular, the configurational

volume of the bound state, at 8.75 × 10−3Å3, is similar to those found for the toy models.

With an experimentally determined value of 8 × 1012M−1 [19], we may use Eq. 3.12 to

deduce a value of 1.5 × 1018 for the average Bolztmann factor. This corresponds to a free

energy of interaction of Gint = −42kBT . Assuming a 7kBT gap between the minimum

interaction energy Um and Gint, one finds Um = −49kBT . Since we find 38 distinct contacts

between the two proteins in the X-ray structure, on average each of these contacts apparently

contributes ∼ 1.3kBT , or about 0.8 kcal/mol, to the binding of the proteins. Compared to

the value of 38 for Nc in the X-ray structure, the maximum value found by configurational

sampling is only 31. The failure to obtain a higher Nc,max is largely due to the rigid-body

treatment of the proteins. With the outer boundary of the bound state specified as the

transition region in translation and rotational freedom, the diffusion-controlled rate constant

for reaching the bound state in the absence of long-range electrostatic enhancement, obtained

by Brownian dynamics simulations, is 3× 105M−1s−1, which falls within the expected range.

We have also carried out another critical test on the transition state of the barnase-barstar

complex. The electrostatic interaction free energy in the transition state is calculated over

100 representative configurations for the ionic- strength range of 10 to 2000 mM. Equation

3.18 is then used to predict the association rate constant at different ionic strengths. Figure

3.16 displays the comparison between predicted results for ka and experimental data of

Schreiber and Fersht [20]. With k0
a = 1.4 × 106M−1s−1, good agreement is seen for the full

range of ionic strength. That the k0
a value obtained from Brownian dynamics simulations is

slightly lower than what is required for fitting with the experimental data is to be expected;

some of the configurations rejected due to steric collision in the rigid-body treatment of the

proteins in the Brownian dynamics simulations would be allowed for real, flexible proteins,

leading to a higher k0
a.
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Figure 3.16: Predicted and experimental results for the ionic-strength dependence of the
barnase-batstar association rate.

3.5 Discussion

We have used two types of toy models of protein-protein association to explore the

configurational space in the bound state and in the transition region to the unbound state.

The models are driven by two key observations: numerous specific interactions stabilize the

bound state, and these interactions are lost quickly upon small translation and rotation

between the partner proteins, leading to the dissociation of their complex. On going from

the bound state to the unbound state, both the energy function and the sampling ranges of

translational and rotational coordinates experiences a sharp increase. The increase allows

for the specification of the outer boundary of the bound state as well as the transition state

for association. The energy landscape is funnel-like, with the deep well of the bound state

surrounded by a broad shallow basin. The basin arises from the presence of one or a few

loosely formed native contacts. Some of the features of this energy landscape has been seen

in previous studies [58, 71].

3.5.1 Dissection of association constant

It is obviously desirable to relate the association constant of a protein-protein complex to

interactions in the X-ray structure of the complex. A step in bridging the two is Eq. 3.16,

in which −kBT ln Ka is separated into the free energy of interaction, Gint, in the bound
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state, and a term determined by the configurational volume υb of the bound state. Our

study with the toy models suggest υb is of the order of 10−2Å3. It further suggests that

Gint is higher than the interaction energy in the X-ray structure of the complex by 5kBT to

10kBT . Taken together, we conclude that, when dissecting −kBT ln Ka into contributions

from individual interactions found in the X-ray structure, its magnitude should be increased

by 17kBT to 22kBT (assuming that Ka is in units of M−1). This increase is to account for

the fact that Ka is determined by an ensemble of configurations in the bound state, rather

than just the single configuration found in the X-ray structure. Calculations with the toy

models suggest that the change of the interaction energy in the X-ray structure by mutation

predicts reasonably well the effect on −kBT ln Ka. The former appears to overestimates the

latter by 10 to 20% in magnitude. The double-mutant cycle is shown to be able to isolate

the energetic contribution of an individual interaction.

3.5.2 Mechanism of protein-protein association

The outer boundary of the bound state, marked by a sharp transition in translation and

rotational freedom, has been identified as the transition state for protein-protein association.

There are two lines of evidence in support of this identification. First, the diffusion-controlled

rate for reaching this “transition state” is in the expected range of values. Second, this

identification puts the transition state in close proximity to the bound state. Such proximity

was actually proposed previously [30] in explaining a common kinetic feature observed in

a wide range of protein-protein complexes. The association and dissociation rates have

disparate ionic-strength dependences, with the former showing strong dependence whereas

the latter showing relative insensitivity. The basis of that explanation was Eq. 3.18. Because

of the proximity of the bound and transition states, Gint and 〈Uel〉‡ are expected to show

similar ionic-strength dependence, hence the insensitivity of kd to and the strong dependence

of ka on ionic strength. In this study we have gone one step further, quantitatively

rationalizing the ionic-strength dependence of the barnase- barstar association rate. In our

formalism of protein-protein association, short-range and long-range interactions have been

treated separately. The former are used to specify the transition state, the latter are then

introduced for calculating association rate enhancement. In well-separated configurations,

short-range interactions can be ignored; however, both in the bound state and in the broad

surrounding basin, the two types of interactions are at play at the same time. The following
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mechanism of association emerges (Fig. 3.17).

Figure 3.17: Illustration of the mechanism of protein-protein association. “+” and “-”
signs indicate long-range electrostatic interactions or short-range native interactions. Arrows
indicate translation toward the basin around the bound state or into the bound state
(rotation is not shown). In the basin subsets of short-ranges native interactions are present.

From afar, long-range electrostatic interactions bias the associating proteins, both in

separation and in orientation, toward a broad basin around the bound state. Inside the broad

basin, subsets of native contacts hold the subunits together and open parallel pathways for

them to reach the transition state. After passing the transition state, the subunits undergo

fine-tuning in translation and rotation and internal degrees of freedom (e.g., sidechains

rotamers) rearrange to achieve stereospecific fit between the two sides. There is ample

similarity between protein-protein association and protein folding.
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3.5.3 Folding upon association

Our formalism of protein-protein association has focused on proteins that are relatively

rigid, such that internal fluctuations can be separated from overall translation and rotation.

The situation where one or both subunits are unstructured before association or otherwise

undergo significant conformational changes is not addressed. The association kinetics of

such systems will likely involve new mechanisms in which protein folding or conformational

transition and association are coupled [46, 72, 73]. As far as the association equilibrium is

concerned, we can introduce a fictitious intermediate state in which the two subunits are

unbound but take their conformations in the bound state. Then the overall association

constant Ka is the product of the equilibrium constants between the unbound and interme-

diate states (Kc) and between the intermediate and bound states (K ′
a). Our formalism for

association applies to the latter equilibrium. The former equilibrium involves intramolecular

conformational transitions. Since the proteins prefer the unbound conformations over the

bound ones when separated, we must have Kc ≪ 1. Thus in general the association constants

of unstructured proteins will be substantially lower than their structured counterparts.
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CHAPTER 4

Prediction of Protein-Protein Association Rates from a

Transition-State Theory

Ramzi Alsallaq and Huan-Xiang Zhou1

Summary We recently developed a theory for the rates of protein-protein association.

The theory is based on the concept of a transition state, which separates the bound state with

numerous short-range interactions but restricted translational and rotational freedom, and

the unbound state with at most a small number of interactions but expanded configurational

freedom. When not accompanied by large-scale conformational changes, protein-protein

association becomes diffusion-limited. The association rate is then predicted as ka = k0
ae

−∆G
‡
el

kBT

where ∆G‡
el is the electrostatic interaction free energy in the transition state, k0

a is the rate

in the absence of electrostatic interactions, and kBT is thermal energy. Here this transition-

state theory is used to predict the association rates of four protein complexes. The predictions

for the wild-type complexes and 23 mutants are found to agree closely with experimental

data over wide ranges of ionic strength.

4.1 Introduction

Rapid association between proteins is crucial in a wide array of biological processes such as

the utilization of and self-defense against toxins [21, 74, 20, 75, 29], receptor activation

1Reprinted from Structure, 15, R. Alsallaq and H.-X. Zhou, Prediction of protein-protein association rates
from a transition-state theory, 215-224, Copyright(2007), with permission from Elsevier D.2.
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by growth hormones and cytokines [76, 77, 78], and regulation of actin polymerization

[79, 80]. In contrast to the study of protein folding kinetics, where theoretical developments

[81, 82, 83, 84, 85] and molecular dynamics simulations [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92] have worked

in concert to elucidate mechanisms, modeling efforts of protein association kinetics have

mostly focused on Brownian dynamics simulations [64, 14, 60, 61, 62, 93, 94, 95, 68]. Recently

we developed a theory for the rates of protein-protein association [27] (see Chapter.3). Here

we extensively test this theory against experimental data for four protein-protein complexes

and 23 of their mutants over wide ranges of ionic strength.

The theory is based on the concept of a transition state for protein-protein association. The

notion of a transition state has been invoked in previous studies of protein-protein association

[60, 48, 61, 96, 62, 30, 97, 63, 58, 68]. In our recent theory, this concept is fully developed.

As illustrated in Figure 4.1A, the bound state of two associating proteins is defined by a

deep well of the interaction energy. The transition state is located at the outer boundary of

the bound state and marks the end point of the sharp increase in interaction energy. It also

marks the beginning point of increased freedom in relative translation and rotation between

the two proteins.

The rate of association can be approximated by kak+/(k+ + k−), where ka is the diffusion-

limited rate for reaching the transition state, k+ is the rate of forming the stereospecific

complex from the transition state through conformational rearrangement, and k− is the rate

of dissociation from the transition state [59]. If no large-scale conformational changes are

involved, then one expects k+ ≫ k−, and the rate of association approaches ka. For an

intermolecular force to affect ka, it must be present in the diffusion process that leads to

the transition state, and thus be long-ranged. Electrostatic interactions between associating

proteins provide the dominant long-range force, and can significantly increase the magnitude

of ka. In theoretical studies it has been shown that the electrostatic rate enhancement can

be accurately predicted by a transition-state theory formula [38, 59]

ka = k0
ae

−∆G
‡
el

kBT (4.1)

where k0
a is the basal rate, i.e., the rate in the absence of electrostatic interactions, ∆G‡

el is

the electrostatic interaction free energy in the transition state, and kBT is thermal energy.

Note that though Eq. 4.1 formally resembles a transition-state theory, its derivation was

actually not trivial at all. It is an approximation that is valid only when the complex formed
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is stereospecific and the intermolecular force is long-ranged, conditions which are fortuitously

fulfilled for protein-protein association under the influence of electrostatic interactions.

Implementation of Eq. 4.1 entails generating configurations in the transition state and

calculating the electrostatic interaction energies over these configurations.

Considerations based on orientational constraints for protein association have suggested that

the basal rate lies in the range of 105−106M−1s−1 [64, 59, 58]. Experimental results typically

extrapolate to this range at high ionic strengths, which screen electrostatic interactions

between proteins. Rates above this range then indicate electrostatic enhancement. As noted

previously [30, 97], the presence of electrostatic rate enhancement is accompanied by a telltale

sign, in the form of disparate ionic-strength effects on the association and dissociation rates.

For the association of proteins in which electrostatic rate enhancement is implicated, it is

widely observed that the association rate shows large variations with ionic strength while

the dissociation rate (kd) is modestly affected by ionic strength. The transition-state theory

provides a simple qualitative explanation for the disparate ionic-strength effects. As the

transition state is located at the outer boundary of the bound state and hence is close to

it, ionic strength is expected to screen electrostatic interactions in the two states to nearly

the same extent. Hence the effect of ionic strength on the binding affinity (i.e., ka/kd) will

be almost solely confined to the association rate. In this sense, ionic strength in protein

association is analogous to a mutation with a Φ-value of 1 in protein folding. Like a native

contact that is present in the transition state for protein folding, electrostatic interactions

are almost fully formed in the transition state for protein association.

In this chapter we go beyond qualitative explanation and aim for quantitative account of

effects of ionic strength and mutations on the association rates of four protein complexes.

These are formed by barnase (Bn) and barstar (Bs), DNase E9 and its cognate immunity

protein Im9, interlukin-4 (IL4) and interlukin-4 binding protein (IL4BP), and fasciculin 2

(Fas) and acetylcholinesterase (AChE). They represent a broad structural and functional

spectrum. Bn is a ribonuclease produced by Bacillus amyloliquefaciens and excreted as a

weapon against predators or competitors. Binding of the inhibitor Bs protects the host

cell from the potentially lethal ribonuclease activity of the enzyme. The binding of Im9

to E9 plays an analogous role in Escherichia coli. Binding of the IL4 cytokine to IL4BP,

the extracellular domain of the IL4 receptor α chain, is a critical event in the regulation of

immune responses. Fas is a snake toxin from the venom of the green mamba that inhibits
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the enzyme, AChE, responsible for the breakdown of the neural transmitter acetylcholine.

Effects of mutations and ionic strength on the binding affinities of these complexes have been

studied recently [44, 70]. An initial test of the transition-state theory on the ionic-strength

dependence of the association rate of the Bn-Bs complex appeared promising [27] (see Fig.

3.16). The study presented here, covering all the four complexes and 23 of their mutants over

wide ranges of ionic strength, is among the most comprehensive theoretical investigations

of protein-protein association rates. The overall good agreement with experimental data,

obtained without human intervention, indicates that the transition-state theory holds truly

predictive power.

4.2 Results

The transition state for protein-protein association separates the bound state with numerous

short-range interactions but restricted translational and rotational freedom, and the unbound

state with at most a small number of interactions but expanded configurational freedom.

Specifically, it is located at the outer boundary of the bound state and is uniquely identified

by the onset of a sharp increase in translational and rotational freedom. In particular, the

sampling range of the rotational angle χ(Figure 4.1B) experiences a sharp increase as the

two proteins move out of the bound state. This increase is reflected by the magnitude of σχ,

the standard deviation of χ sampled at a given level of interaction energy (Figure 4.1C). The

interaction energy was actually mimicked by Nc, the total number of native and nonnative

contacts. The transition state was identified by the level of Nc that maximized

Ξ(Nc) = 〈σχ(N ′
c)〉N ′

c<Nc − σχ(Nc) (4.2)

which represents the difference of the standard deviation of χ at contact level Nc from the

average for all lower contact levels. The transition-state contact level is denoted as N ‡
c

(Figure 4.1C).

The number of contacts, Nc, was 38, 42, 35, and 52, respectively, in the X-ray structures

of the Bn-Bs, E9-Im9, IL4-IL4BP, and Fas-AChE complexes. The corresponding transition-

state contact level, N ‡
c , was 14, 24, 16, and 23. Among the transition-state ensembles of the

four complexes, the relative separation r averaged 4.9, 3.9, 4.2, and 5.1Å, respectively, with

standard deviations all at 0.5 Å. The relative rotation angle χ distributed around 0◦ with

standard deviations at 18◦, 9◦, 11◦, and 6◦, respectively.
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A B

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the energy landscape for protein-protein association. (A) The
bound state is located in a deep well of the interaction energy. The transition state, indicated
by a green ring, marks the end of sharp increase in interaction energy and the start of the
increase in translational and rotation freedom. (B) The six degrees of relative translational
and rotational freedom between two associating proteins. One protein, shown in blue, was
fixed in space; the other, shown in red, was allowed to translate and rotate. The three
translational degrees of freedom were represented by the displacement vector r between the
centers of the binding sites on the two proteins. Of the three rotational degrees of freedom,
two were a unit vector e attached to the moving protein and the remaining one was the
rotational angle χ around the unit vector. In the X-ray structure of the bound complex, the
relative separation r = 0Å and the rotation angle χ= 0◦. (C)-(F) Transition of the standard
deviation of χ, σχ, from the bound state (with high contact levels) to the unbound state
(with low contact levels). The start of the sharp increase in σχ marks the transition state,
which was uniquely determined by a maximum of Ξ. Actual data for the (C) IL4-IL4BP, (D)
Fas-AChE, (E) Bn-Bs, and (F) E9-Im9 complexes are shown for illustration (with N ‡

c =16,
23, 14, and 24) respectively. In generating the transition state specification we neglected the
bias caused by sampling at r = 6Å limit, the low Nc lines with less than 1% sampling rates
were neglected.

In each of the four protein complexes, the two subunits have opposite net charges. As shown

in Figure 4.2, the electrostatic surfaces are highly complementary. The complementarity

underlies the electrostatic rate enhancement observed on these complexes [21, 20, 76, 29].
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Figure 4.1 continued

Using 100 representative configurations of the transition-state ensemble, the electrostatic

interaction free energy was calculated by solving the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann (PB)

equation.

In Figure 4.3, association rates predicted by Eq. 4.1 are compared with experimental

results for the four complexes [21, 20, 76, 29]. In this comparison, the basal association rate

k0
a was left as an adjustable parameter. With k0

a set to a 1.4×106, 5×105, 5×104, and 5×104

M−1s−1, respectively, for Bn-Bs, E9-Im9, IL4-IL4BP, and Fas-AChE, the ionic-strength (I)

dependences of ka for the complexes are overall well predicted by the theory. The sharp

decreases of ka with increasing ionic strength are in line with electrostatic rate enhancement

for these complexes.

For three of the four complexes (Bn-Bs being the exception), the predictions overestimated

the rates of association at the lowest ionic strengths. To investigate possible reasons for the

overestimation, we also calculated the electrostatic interaction free energy by solving the

nonlinear PB equation. The magnitudes of ∆G‡
el were found to be reduced upon using the

nonlinear PB equation at the lowest ionic strengths. Specifically, ∆G‡
el changed from -3.55
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A B

C D

Figure 4.2: Electrostatic potential surfaces of the subunits in the four protein complexes
studied: (A) Bn-Bs; (B) E9-Im9; (C) IL4-IL4BP; and (D) Fas-AChE. Positive and negative
potentials are shown in blue and red, respectively. Mutated residues are labeled. Potential
surfaces were generated by the APBS program (Baker et al., 2001) and displayed by PyMOL
(http://www.pymol.org).
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Figure 4.3: Dependences of ka on ionic strength for wild-type complexes.

to -3.30 kcal/mol at I = 13mM for Bn-Bs, but from −6.77 to −5.85 kcal/mol at I = 25mM

for E9-Im9, from −4.31 to −3.66 kcal/mol at I = 150mM for IL4-IL4BP, and from −4.93

to −3.80 kcal/mol at I = 50mM for Fas-AChE. The differences in ∆G‡
el calculated from the

linearized and nonlinear PB equations diminished at higher ionic strengths. The values were

changed from −0.87 to −0.82 kcal/mol at I = 2000mM for Bn-Bs, from −2.74 to −2.43

kcal/mol at I = 275mM for E9-Im9, from −2.20 to −1.94 kcal/mol at I = 1000mM for IL4-

IL4BP, and from −1.66 to −1.42 kcal/mol at I = 500mM for Fas-AChE. If the nonlinear PB

equation was used instead of the linearized PB equation, the predicted rate of association

for Bn-Bs would be almost unchanged, but be reduced by 5-, 3-, and 7-fold, respectively, for

E9-Im9, IL4-IL4BP, and Fas-AChE at the lowest ionic strengths. These reductions would

bring predictions to much closer agreement with experimental data.

The values of k0
a obtained from the ionic-strength dependences of ka nearly fall in the

expected range of 105 − 106 M−1s−1 [64, 59, 58]. These were used below for the mutants of

the respective complexes without further adjustments. We also obtained values for k0
a by

Brownian dynamics simulations, which were 1.8 × 105, 3.4 × 104, 4.2 × 104, and 3.6 × 104

M−1s−1(see table 4.2 for details). The values required for optimal reproduction of the
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ionic-strength effects on ka were all underestimated by the Brownian dynamics simulation

results. The underestimate is not unexpected, since in the Brownian dynamics simulations

the proteins were treated as rigid, which could lead to an underestimate of the volume of

the bound state and hence the basal association rate. Interestingly, in both sets of results

the basal rate for the Bn-Bs complex is roughly an order of magnitude higher than those of

the other three complexes.

Association rates for 23 mutants of the four complexes were calculated because of availability

of experimental data [19, 66, 20, 76, 29, 98, 96]. There were 12 mutant Bn-Bs complexes

(mutations before and after a dash refer to those on Bn and Bs, respectively): K27A-

Bs; R59A-Bs; E60A-Bs; R83Q-Bs; R87A-Bs; Bn-D35A; Bn-D39A; Bn-E76A; K27A-D39A;

R59A-D35A; R83Q-D39A; and R87A-D39A. The E9-Im9 complex had five mutants (all on

the Im9 subunit): E9-E30A; E9-E41A; E9-S50A; E9-D51A; and E9-Y55A. Two IL4-IL4BP

mutants were: E9Q- IL4BP and R88A- IL4BP, and four Fas- AChE mutants were: Fas-

D74N; Fas-E202Q; Fas-D280V; and Fas-D283Q. The mutated residues are shown in Figures

4.2A-D. Except for the E202Q-Fas mutant, all mutations were in or around the interfaces

of the complexes. Most of the mutations reduced the net charges of the wild-type proteins,

but two actually increased the net charges (E60A-Bs and E9Q- IL4BP).

Figure 4.4 shows the comparison of predicted and experimental results on ka for the 23

mutants of the four complexes. The mutants were studied over different ionic strengths. In

all there are 81 data points in the comparison. Over four orders of magnitude, the predictions

track closely the experimental results. However, for some of the Bn-Bs mutants, the rate

of association was underestimated. Possible explanations for the underestimation will be

discussed in the next section.

The sensitivity of the predicted rate of association to the choice of the transition-state

contact level was examined by calculating ∆G‡
el and the basal rate k0

a from Brownian

dynamics simulations over a range of N ‡
c values. Figure 4.5 shows the variations of ∆G‡

el

and k0
a for the Bn-Bs complex over the N ‡

c range of 10 to 18. Relative to the contact level

of 14 determined by Eq. 4.2, e
−∆G

‡
el

kBT decreased by 2.2-fold at N ‡
c = 10 and increased by

1.9-fold at N ‡
c = 18 . The relatively small variation is a consequence of the long-range

nature of electrostatic interactions. The variation of k0
a expectedly showed the opposite
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of ka between prediction and experiment for 23 mutants. Mutants
were studied over different ranges of ionic strength, resulting in a total of 81 data points. A
diagonal line is drawn to indicate ideal agreement.

trend, increasing by 3.0-fold at N ‡
c = 10 and decreasing by 4.3-fold at N ‡

c = 18. Multiplying

the two factors together (see Eq. 4.1), the rate of association would be relatively constant,

varying at most by a factor of 2 within the N ‡
c range of 10 to 18. Near constancy of ka is

generally expected since k0
a and ∆G‡

el have opposite dependences on N ‡
c .

4.3 Theory and Implementation

4.3.1 Specification of the Transition State

Both the theoretical basis and the explicit procedure for specifying the transition state have

been presented in a recent paper [27] (see chapter 3). Here we outline this procedure.

The transition state was determined by sampling configurations. Appendix A.11 has the

Fortran77 program 1emv-wseeds.f which was used to sample configurations for E9-Im9

complex.

The proteins were treated as rigid; therefore there were only six relevant degrees of freedom:

three for relative translation and three for relative rotation (Figure 4.1B). Configurations in

the bound state and the transition region to the unbound state were sampled by randomly
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Values are scaled by those at N ‡
c = 14.

generating coordinates for the six degrees of freedom, with the only restriction of the

separation r to be within 6 Å. Configurations that did not involve steric collision between

the two proteins were saved and the contact number was then calculated (described below).

For the purpose of detecting collision, atoms were classified into three types: hydrogen, polar

(nitrogen and oxygen), and nonpolar (carbon and others). The collision distance within one

type or between two types of atoms was set to the minimum distance of such contacts in the

X-ray structure of the bound complex. The resulting values were: 2.5-2.7 Å between polar

atoms, 3.2-3.5 Å between nonpolar atoms, 2.8-3.1 Å between polar and nonpolar pairs, 1.6-

2.1 Å between hydrogens, 1.6-1.7 Å between polar and hydrogen atoms, and 2.5 Å between

nonpolar and hydrogen atoms. For a detailed description of the collision-detection algorithm

used here see section 2.3, and the collision function in 1emv-wseeds.f program included in

Appendix A.11 .

Contacts, native or nonnative, were formed between interaction-locus atoms. The latter

were a representative set of interface atoms, which in turn were heavy atoms making cross-

interface contacts below 5 Å in the X-ray structure of the complex. All cross-interface
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contacts were sorted in ascending order of contact distances. If a contact-forming atom was

within 3.5 Å of an atom on the same protein which formed a shorter contact, the longer

contact was eliminated from the list. The final remaining list constituted the cognate pairs

of interaction- locus atoms; the contact radius of each interaction-locus atom was assigned

to be half of the contact distance. When configurations of the proteins were sampled, a

native contact was formed when an interaction-locus atom was separated from its cognate

partner by a distance that was not longer by 3.5 Å than the corresponding value in the X-

ray structure. A nonnative contact was formed when a non-cognate pair of interaction-locus

atoms were within a distance that was not longer by 2.5 Å than the sum of their contact

radii.

For configurations at each contact level Nc, the standard deviation in the rotation angle χ was

calculated (Figure 4.1C). The transition state was specified by the contact level at which the

function Ξ(Nc) given in Eq. 4.2 was a maximum (see the program ts-determine-Ncbased.f

in Appendix A.12 for Fortran 77 implementation of the above procedure). The bound

structures of the four protein complexes were from the following Protein Data Bank entries:

Bn-Bs, 1brs [65]; E9-Im9, 1emv [99]; IL4- IL4BP, 1iar [100]; and Fas-AChE, 1mah [101].

Hydrogens were added and energy-minimized (see section 2.2.2). Table 4.1 displays the

basic sampling data for the four protein complexes.

4.3.2 Calculation of the Electrostatic Interaction Free Energy

For each complex, the transition-state ensemble was represented by 100 configurations with

the contact level at N ‡
c . For each configuration, the electrostatic interaction energy was

calculated as

Uel = Uel(AB) − Uel(A) − Uel(B), (4.3)

The three terms on the right-hand side represent the electrostatic energies of the complex

and the two proteins each by itself, respectively. Electrostatic energies were calculated by

the UHBD program [43], with the boundary between the protein low dielectric and the

solvent high dielectric specified by the protein van der Waals surface. Other details of the

electrostatic interactions can be found in a recent study of the effects of mutations and ionic

strength on the binding affinities of the four protein complexes [44, 70] and in section 2.2.2.

Unless otherwise indicated, electrostatic energies were calculated by solving the linearized
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Poisson-Boltzmann equation. For comparison, the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation

was also solved (by adding the option “full” in the input script for the UHBD program).

The electrostatic interaction free energy, ∆G‡
el, technically should be calculated from

e
−∆G

‡
el

kBT = 〈e
−Uel
kBT 〉‡

where 〈· · ·〉‡ signifies averaging over the transition-state ensemble. However, for a finite

sample of the transition-state configurations, such an averaging could be dominated by the

configuration with the lowest interaction energy, which appears as a Boltzmann factor. As

a compromise, we instead calculated ∆G‡
el simply as the average of the interaction energies

in the transition-state configurations:

∆G‡
el = 〈Uel〉‡ (4.4)

4.3.3 Determination of Basal Rate by Brownian Dynamics Simu-

lations

The association rate in the absence of interaction force was obtained from Brownian dynamics

simulations using an algorithm developed previously [14]. Briefly, the associating proteins

were randomly started from the bound state, defined by Nc > N ‡
c (for later reference the

volume of the bound state is denoted as υb). The contact levels used for calculating the

transition-state electrostatic interaction free energy themselves were used for defining the

reaction criteria. The trajectories were then propagated rotationally and translationally

using the algorithm of Fernandes and de la Torre [34] (see section 2.1 for the details of the

propagation algorithm). Specifically the proteins Bs, Im9, IL4BP, and Fas were allowed

to perform both relative translational and rotational excursions with respect to the lab

frame. On the other hand, the proteins Bn, E9, IL4, and Ach were allowed to perform

relative rotational excursions only with respect to the lab frame of reference. The relative

translational diffusion constants (DT in table 4.2) of the protein complexes were estimated

from the molecular weights of the subunits [39]. The values were 24, 23, 21, 19 Å2/ns,

respectively, for Bn-Bs, E9-Im9, IL4-IL4BP, and Fas-AChE (see table 4.2). Collisions

between the two proteins were treated like reflecting boundary conditions (see section 2.1 ).

While inside the bound state, the proteins could form a complex with finite reactivity κ. All

trajectories were either terminated due to reaction or stopped after reaching a cutoff time
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Tcut.

The lengths of the trajectories were converted to the survival probability S(t), which equals

the time-dependent rate k(t) scaled by the initial value k(0) = υbκ. Extrapolation of k(t) to

infinite time gave the association rate, k(∞), obtained with finite reactivity. The diffusion-

limited association rate k0
a for the absorbing volume υb was obtained with the formula [38]

1

k0
a

=
1

k(0)
+

1

k(∞)
, (4.5)

where k(∞) = S(∞)k(0) (see section 2.1 for how S(∞) is determined). Consult Appendix

A.13 for the program 1emv-BD.f which was used to obtain the survival probability S(∞) in

the association of Im9 (moving) to E9 (fixed).

4.4 Discussion

We have shown that the transition-state theory predicts well association rates for diverse

protein-protein complexes and a large number of their mutants over wide ranges of ionic

strength. These results suggest that the theory will have wide applicability. For three of

the complexes studied, i.e., barnase-barstar, E9-Im9, and fasciculin 2-acetylcholinesterase,

the need for electrostatic rate enhancement is clear as the association occurs in situations

where speed is of the essence [46]. Indeed, for barnase-barstar, rapid association is such a

priority that the inhibitor barstar has a cluster of acidic residues that facilitate association

with the nuclease barstar, even though the clustered charges reduce folding stability [102].

Speed is also required in the blocking of ion channels by toxins [75] and along the signaling

pathway leading to the stimulation of actin polymerization. As actin polymerization is a

nucleated event, the speed of upstream signaling has a critical impact on the rate of polymer

formation. It is thus not surprising that high association rates have been observed between

many partners along the signaling pathway, such as between Cdc42 and the Wiskott-Aldrich

Syndrome protein (WASp) leading to the latter’s activation and between activated WASp

and actin [79, 80]. The high association rate between Cdc42 and WASp has been found

to be essential for the latter to stimulate actin polymerization, as another Rho GTPase

sharing 70% sequence identity, TC10, with an identical dissociation rate but a 1000-fold

lower association rate, failed to stimulate actin polymerization [80]. In all these examples,

the transition-state theory may be used to gain insight on the biological roles of protein

association rates.
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Several other compelling arguments can be made for the requirement of rapid protein

association. (1) High binding affinity is often achieved through slow dissociation. However,

for proteins involved in signaling, slow dissociation is not an option, since a long-lasting

bound state effectively corresponds to a permanent off- or on-switch. Therefore, even if not

for a direct reason (such as in nucleation of actin polymerization), the affinity requirement

alone calls for fast association. This may partly explain why the association between IL4 and

IL4BP is electrostatically enhanced. (2) Enzyme-substrate binding is a determining factor

for the overall turnover rate and becomes the rate-limiting step for catalytically perfect

enzymes. (3) When several proteins compete for the same receptor or when one protein

is faced with alternative pathways, kinetic control, not thermodynamic control, dominates

for much of the time; this is especially true when dissociation is slow. For example, newly

synthesized proteins potentially face aggregation if not isolated by a chaperonin. From the

point of view of kinetic control, it is easy to see why rapid binding of denatured proteins

to GroEL has been observed [103]. (4) Related proteins, such as Cdc42 and TC10, can

have significantly different association rates, suggesting that association rate may serve as

an additional mechanism for specificity. Much of the focus of studies on protein association

has been on the binding affinity. The examples presented here suggest that binding rate

deserves as much attention as binding affinity.

Electrostatic rate enhancement requires complementary charge distributions on the two

associating molecules. For some proteins, there are obvious reasons to take up positive

or negative charges. For example, proteins targeting nucleic acids generally have enriched

distributions of positively charged residues on the nucleic-acid binding sites [104, 105]. The

positive charges on the nucleic-acid binding sites can be easily exploited by inhibitors (like

barstar): fast inhibition can be achieved through a concentration of negatively-charged

residues on the latter molecules. Toxins blocking the Shaker potassium channel apparently

follow a similar strategy [106]. Apparently for facilitating the conduction of the positively

charged potassium ion, the mouth of the channel pore is lined with two rings of negative

charges [107]. To complement the resulting negative electrostatic surface, channel toxins have

excess positively charged residues. The charge-complementarity argument can also be made

to rationalize the excess positive charges on fasciculin 2, which targets acetylcholinesterase.

The latter uses a negative electrostatic surface around the entrance to the active-site gorge

for the fast binding of its positively charged substrate [29, 108]. In other cases, such as in
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complexes formed by WASp and Cdc42 [109] and by IL4 and its receptor [100], the reasons

for a particular subunit to take up either positive or negative charges are not obvious. That

they nonetheless show charge complementarity highlights the biological roles of their fast

association.

The transition-state theory offers important advantages over Brownian dynamics simulations.

First, the transition state is uniquely specified, so the theory holds truly predictive power.

Second, the theory is rigorous and yet fast to implement. The need for expensive simulations

of translational and rotational diffusion in the presence of intermolecular forces is eliminated.

Schreiber and co-workers have used Eq. 4.1 but calculated ∆G‡
el from an empirical energy

function on the bound state, thus avoiding the specification of the transition state[110].

Though they seem to have had some success in the simplified approach, an approach with

theoretical rigor is still more desirable. As we have shown here, the rigorous transition-state

theory makes accurate predictions for the association rate.

Based on an expression similar to Eq. 4.1, Miyashita et al. (2004) [63] have used experimental

data to derive the transition state for the association of cytochrome c2 with bacterial reaction

center. Their experiment-based transition state appears to be similar to the transition

states that we have determined from theory for the four complexes. In particular, the

standard deviation of the rotation angle χ in their transition-state ensemble was 9◦, which

falls within the range of corresponding values that we found. Based on experimental results

for mutational effects on association rates, others [48, 96] have suggested a transition state

in which the two proteins are pre-aligned and solvent-separated. The transition states that

we have determined conform to this description.

Mechanistically, long-range electrostatic interactions bias configurational sampling around

the transition state. Once reaching there, the two proteins will undergo further confor-

mational rearrangements to achieve stereospecific fit. Molecular dynamics simulations have

shown that the formation of native contacts between two proteins is a very cooperative event

(Huang et al., 2005 [106]), much like in protein folding. have shown that the formation of

native contacts between two proteins is a very cooperative event [106], much like in protein

folding.

The rates of association are predicted well for most of the 23 mutants studied here, but

the rates for Bn-Bs mutations involving K27, R59, R83, and R87 of Bn and D39 of Bs are

systematically under-predicted. These residues form an ion cluster across the interface (see
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Figure 4.2A). In the present study, modeling of mutation was restricted to the mutated

residue. In reality neighboring residues will respond to the mutation by conformational

rearrangement. Such rearrangement will optimize interactions. For example, upon mutating

the bulky side chain of K27 to Ala, neighboring R83 and R87 may adjust to make better

contacts with D39 and D35 across the interface. The neglect of conformational rearrangement

of neighboring residues in the present study appears to be the most likely reason for the

under-prediction of the Bn-Bs mutants. Conformational rearrangement can be modeled by

molecular dynamics simulations [106] and will be considered in the future.

Like in earlier Brownian dynamics studies [60, 61, 62], we have modeled the effects of salts

totally in terms of the ionic strength, appearing in the Debye-Hückel screening parameter in

the linearized Poisson- Boltzmann equation. The effects of salts on biomolecular interactions

are actually very complex. Broadly speaking, salt ions can exert influences by specifically

binding to the biomolecules and by indirect means. We have no way of ruling out specific ion

binding in the four protein complexes studied, but there is no particular reason to suspect

that it plays a significant role either. One indirect means is through the redistribution

around the proteins throughout the association process. The redistribution was modeled

by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation in the present study. Another indirect means leads to

the Hofmeister effect, which itself is not well understood. Framed within the electrostatic

theory [111, 46], the Hofmeister effect arises from the tendency of ions to stay away from

protein surfaces in order to optimize hydration. Since in our model for the transition state

the two proteins are solvent- separated, we may expect the differential Hofmeister effect

between the transition state and the unbound state not to be significant. The overall good

agreement between the predicted and experimental dependences of the rate of association

on salt concentration suggests that the (nonlinear) Poisson-Boltzmann captures the bulk of

salt effects on protein-protein association rates.

It is now increasingly recognized that proteins function in the context of multi- component

complexes. Binding rate likely plays as important roles as binding affinity in the proper

functioning. The transition-state theory presents new opportunities for uncovering molecular

bases of variations in binding rates among proteins and for designing proteins with desired

binding rates.
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CHAPTER 5

On the Association of Proteins to circular DNA:

modeling the facilitated rate of association

Ramzi Alsallaq and Huan-Xiang Zhou1

ABSTRACT The facilitated diffusion-limited rate of association of proteins to their specific

sites on circular DNA substrates is derived based on a surface-potential model. We assume

the protein performs 3D diffusive motion whether be it in the relatively small region where

it is exposed to the surface force, or outside this region in the bulk. The analytical solution

is comparable to numerical simulations using parametrization.

5.1 Introduction

The biological function of DNA is realized through site-specific DNA-binding proteins finding

their tiny target bases amid myriad flanking non-target bases of DNA. It is very unlikely that

the protein finds its specific target directly without binding non-specific sites. The simple

diffusion models fail to explain the rapid rates at which the association occurs. Therefore

it was suggested that proteins find their specific sites on DNA through a mechanism of

facilitated diffusion. The proposed mechanism consists of two steps : First the protein lands

on a random non-specifc site on the DNA. Second the protein translocates from the initial

random site to the final specific site by facilitated diffusion (see [112] for a review on the

subject). The main characteristic of the facilitated diffusion is that the protein performs

excursions along the chain as well as into the surrounding solution. If the protein’s new

excursion is correlated to the old one on the chain the motion is described as hopping,

whereas if it is not correlated it is described as jumping [112]. Several theoretical studies

1To be submitted to the Journal of Chemical Physics
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that explicitly combined one-dimensional motion along the DNA and the three-dimensional

excursions in the solution were conducted [113, 114, 115, 116, 16, 117, 118, 119, 8, 120].

Berg coupled the diffusion in the bulk with the surface diffusion around the specific site,

and calculated the association rate constant around an infinite plane and sphere all with

patches as a function of the non-specific affinity [16]. Zhou and Szabo (2004) [119] accounted

for nonspecific binding by including a short-range strongly attractive surface potential and

calculated the diffusion-limited rate around an infinite plane, infinite cylinder, and a sphere

all with patches modeling the specific site. Zhou modeled facilitated association via a short-

range surface potential and calculated the rate of association to a small patch on a cylinder

modeling the finite linear DNA. Zhou assumed the protein moves in two phases with different

diffusion constants: the bulk, and the surface phases [8]. Klenin et al. proposed a theoretical

model for the reaction time and performed dynamic simulations assuming the protein moves

in the two phases, previously proposed by Zhou. In their simulation model Klenin et al.

used exit probabilities to model the surface potential effect on the reaction time [120]. In the

present work we derive the rate constant of association of proteins to their specific sites on

circular DNA.The derivation is based on the theoretical model previously suggested by Zhou

[8]. Furthermore, we perform numerical simulations, to check the accuracy and limitations

of the theoretical model applied to circular DNA.

But why should one model association to circular DNA?. Circular DNA naturally lacks

the ends as compared to linear DNA. Any assumptions about association to or dissociation

from the ends in the model are therefore not necessary. Thus modeling association to circular

DNA allows one to isolate the end effects. In contrast to circular DNA, for finite DNA the

ends of the chain are usually assumed reflecting [119, 118, 121]. Experiments on finite

DNA show that the ends of DNA could be reflecting to some proteins such as EcoRV or

EcoRI endonucleases [122, 123], or non-reflecting to other proteins such as EcoRI DNA

Methyltransferase [123], E. coli RNAP searching its promoter site on T7 DNA [124], or

human Rad51 forming a ring-like conformation and sliding along the DNA [125]. Whether

association to or dissociation from the ends of DNA exists in the major kinetic pathway

is left to experiment, comparisons between kinetic data on circular and linear DNA are

fruitfull. Surby and Reich (1996) [123] in their experiments found that the dissociation

rate constant of EcoRI Methyltransferase from circular DNA is reduced 3-fold compared to
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the dissociation rate of the same enzyme from the linearized DNA with equivalent contour

length, revealing the effect of dissociation via the ends of the linear DNA. Surby and Reich

also reported that the same dissociation rate constant of EcoRI endonuclease off DNA was

found regardless whether the DNA is circular or linearized [123]. Pingoud and co-workers

[122] concluded that EcoRV has a very low probability to fall off at the ends of linear DNA.

In this work we find the rate constants of association to circular DNA have the same values

as the corresponding rate constants of association to the linearized DNA with reflecting ends

(modeled in [8]).

5.2 Theory

In this section we present our derivation to the rate of facilitated association of a protein

to its specific site on a circular DNA. The circular DNA is modeled as a torus, and the

protein is modeled as a particle diffusing around the torus. The torus contains a patch

which models the specific site for the protein, and the surface potential affects the protein

within a very small distance near the surface of the torus. As proposed in [8] we assume the

protein diffusive dislocations encounter two phases: the bulk, and the surface phases. Only

motion in the surface phase is under the influence of the surface potential, and equilibration

is assumed between the surface and the bulk phases at steady-state conditions.

5.2.1 Diffusion around a torus with no surface potential

To prepare for solving the problem of facilitated association to circular DNA via a surface

potential we first solve the simpler problem when the potential is zero. We assume dilute

solution conditions. Thus each DNA chain occupies a domain , and the domains are separated

by much larger volumes that lack DNA chains [126]. The concentration of the protein in the

domain is normalized by the bulk concentration and it constitutes the protein probability

distribution around the DNA chain. We assume that the probability distribution of the

protein at time t, given that it was located at r0 at time t0 is given by P (r, t|r0, t0) ≡ P .

The diffusion equation of a DNA-binding protein (lac repressor, or EcoRV for example)

around circular DNA targeting a specific site on the DNA can be modeled as the diffusion

around a toroidal object with an absorbing patch (see Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Torus with a patch defined by −φ0 < φ < φ0 and its curvilinear coordinates

The diffusion equation is given by:

∂P

∂t
= ∇ · J (5.1)

and

J = De−γU∇eγUP, (5.2)

where U is the interaction field around the torus, that is, the surface potential, γ = 1/kBT ,

and kB is the Boltzmann constant. When U = 0 Eq. 5.2 reduces to

J = D∇P

Thus under steady-state conditions,

∇2P = 0 (5.3)

Appendix C.1 shows the details of how to get Eq. 5.4 below, and how to compute kDC .

Therefore the diffusion-limited rate constant around circular DNA with no interaction is

given by

kDC

4πDc
=

πL2R3

4c5

( ∞
∑

n=0

un,0Pn−1/2Q
′

n−1/2(χ0) +
∞

∑

n=0,m=0

un,mPm
n−1/2(χo)

sin mφ0

mφ0

Q
′

n−1/2(χ0)

)−1

,

(5.4)
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where χ = cosh α, D is the diffusion coefficient in the bulk solution around the torus. The

surface of the torus is defined by χ = χ0 = cosh α0 = L
R
, which is the ratio of the radius of

the torus L to the radius of its cross-section R. Pm
n−1/2 and Qm

n−1/2 are the toriodal harmonics

and can be computed for arguments χ0 ≥ 1 [127].

5.2.2 Diffusion around a torus with surface potential

To model the facilitated association to circular DNA we now add to the torus in the previous

section a surface potential U(α) with a short range given by ǫ. By assigning a distinct

diffusion constant to each direction and assuming the diffusion constant associated with the

surface phase is associated with φ, Eq. 5.3 will now take the form:

D⊥
∂

∂α

[ sinh α

cosh α − cos β
eγU(α) ∂

∂α
eγU(α)P

]

+Ds
1

sinh α(cosh α − cos β)

∂2P

∂φ2
= 0, (5.5)

where Ds, and D⊥ are the diffusion constants for the surface, and bulk phases respectively.

It should be noted that Eq. 5.5 applies to both regions:

• To the bulk phase (0 < α < α0 − ǫ) where Ds = D⊥, and U(α) ≡ 0, i.e., Eq. 5.5

becomes Eq. 5.3.

• To the surface phase (α0 − ǫ < α < α0) where P (α0, β, φ) → gs(β, φ).

Instead of solving Eq. 5.5 for both regions we solve for the bulk phase as in the previous

section, and we use the assumption that the surface phase is small (ǫ → 0).

Appendix C.2 shows the details of obtaining Eq.5.6 below, for the facilitated rate constant

around a torus with short range surface potential.

kDC

4πD⊥c
=

πL2R3

4c5
×

[

∞
∑

n=0

u
′

n0Pn−1/2(χ0)Q
′

n−1/2(χ0)+

∞
∑

n=0,m=1

u
′

nmPm
n−1/2(χ0)Q

′

n−1/2(χ0)(
sin mφ0

mφ0

)
]−1

(5.6)

This solution involves an implicit parameter λ = DsKns

D⊥R
which measures the effect of the

surface potential via Kns , when the ratio between the diffusion constants is fixed, and vice

versa. It should be noticed here that u
′

nm for m ≥ 1 becomes unm when the parameter

λ = DsKns

D⊥R
→ 0, and thus Eq. 5.6 becomes equivalent to Eq. 5.4, as it should be.
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5.2.3 Numerical Simulations

The goal of our numerical simulations is to validate our analytical solutions for the rate of

association given by Eqs. 5.4 and 5.6. In what follows we present the principles and details

of our Brownian dynamics simulations.

Brownian dynamics

Our goal is to run large number of stochastic trajectories of freely diffusing particles

surrounded by reacting and reflecting boundaries. Each of these trajectories will be truncated

either by crossing an absorbing (reacting) boundary or a large surface corresponding to

escape to infinity. By computing directly the fraction of truncated trajectories by reaction,

the rate of reaching the absorbing boundary is obtained. Brownian dynamics is an off-grid

method based on small-time integral of a Langvin equation. It allows the use of variable

time steps, drastically reducing the computational time [36, 128]. Special treatments for

reacting boundaries, volume avoiding effects, as well as truncating the trajectories need to

be considered. We will discuss these and other details in the following section.

Simulation details

The circular DNA is modeled by a rigid torus, with cross-sectional radius R(Å), the specific

site is modeled as a small patch on the torus with contour length 2h (Å), and the surface

potential is assumed to exist inside a larger enclosing torus with cross sectional radius Rpc

(Å), and below in this paper we will call this enclosing torus the b-surface. The DNA is placed

on the xy plane of the laboratory frame of reference such that the xz plane divides the torus

into two mirror pieces, and the torus center coincides with the origin of the laboratory frame

of reference, the distance from the origin to the center of the torus cross-section is L. The

protein is modeled as a freely diffusing particle. The particle initially is located at r0, and

then it is moved through a sequence of excursions {∆ri, i = 1, 2, 3, ....}, each determined by

a predefined time step ∆ti, and a vector G of Gaussian random numbers, such that;

∆ri =
√

2D∆tiG (5.7)

The Gaussian numbers with zero mean and standard deviation of 1 in Eq. 5.7 can be

generated by the Box-Muller method [35]. The diffusion constant D is set according to the
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phase the protein moves in. For bulk phase it is D⊥, and for the surface phase it is Ds. The

DNA surface is treated as a reflecting boundary, and the enclosing b-surface that represents

the potential boundary is treated as partially reflecting. If a move leads to non-reacting

overlap between the protein and the chain, the protein is put back to its old location just

before the move. If the protein crosses the b-surface going from the bulk to the potential

region the move is always accepted, however the protein is allowed to exit the potential region

by the exit probability p. The sequence of excursions represents the protein trajectory for

a run. This trajectory is truncated if either the protein crosses the reacting patch on DNA,

or the protein crosses a large sphere that encloses the DNA. This sphere will be called the

q-sphere below, and its radius is set to 2(L + Rpc), 6(L + Rpc, and 13(L + Rpc) for L = 50Å,

L = 100Å, and L = 200, 300Å, respectively . The radius of the q-sphere is set large enough

that the first-encounter flux at the b-surface is isotropic [41]. This large sphere is considered

an absorbing outer boundary, and the probability to return to the b-surface for a trajectory

started at this sphere is neglected in our simulations.

For simulating the rate of association, a simulation run started with the diffusing protein

randomly located at the b-surface, and ended when the protein crossed the reacting patch

or the q-sphere. The fraction of the trajectories that reached the patch and got truncated

is collected. This fraction is called here β∞, and gives the rate of association through the

relation [41]

kDC = kbβ∞, (5.8)

where kb is the diffusion-limited rate to reach b-surface, and it is calculated using a text book

analytical result for the capacitance of a torus [1]. kb is obtained through the relationship

between the capacitance and the rate constant [2]. In Eq. 5.8 we neglected the probability

that the protein will eventually return to the b-surface starting at the q-sphere.

The following values for the simulation parameters were used. The diffusion constant in

the surface phase is set equal to the diffusion constant in the bulk phase (Ds = D⊥ = 1Å2/ns).

The time steps were set up such that the step size in the bulk phase (∆ro) is 10 times its value

in the surface phase (∆ri), thus
√

6D⊥∆to = 10
√

6Ds∆ti, which gives ∆ti = 10−2∆to. In

the actual physical system the time is homogeneous everywhere, therefore our design of the

time steps will correspond to D⊥

Ds
= 100. ∆to was set such that the protein will not cross the
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distance (Rpc−R) in one time step. Thus it was set equal to one tenth of the minimum time

step required to cross this distance, ∆to = 10−1 (Rpc−R)2

2D⊥
. R and Rpc were set to 30Å and 33Å

respectively. Near the surface of the DNA and near the q-sphere the time step was set up such

that the probability of crossing these boundaries in a single time step is negligible. Two buffer

zones were created around the exterior of the DNA with width ǫ = 10−1(Rpc−R), and around

the interior of the q-sphere with width ǫq = 10ǫ. Within these buffer zones, and before making

the move, the minimum distance to the boundary (dm or dmq respectively) was computed

and the time step was determined according to max{∆tm, 10−1d2
m

2Ds
}, or max{∆tmq,

10−1d2
mq

2D⊥
},

respectively. The times ∆tm, and ∆tmq are the offset time steps that’s equivalent to zero

distance, near the DNA surface, and q-sphere respectively. In principle these offset times

can be set as small as possible to increase accuracy of simulation around boundaries, but

in practice they are set to small finite values, yet large enough to make computational time

within reach. We therefore set ∆tm = ∆tmq = 10−3 ǫ2

2D⊥
.

For rate simulations, the radius L of the circular DNA, the patch size h, and the exit

probability were varied in two different sets of simulation. In the first set of simulations

the specific site size h was varied for a fixed pair (L,p) of the DNA radius and the exit

probability. In the second set of simulations the patch size was fixed at h = 3Å and the

circular DNA radius was varied to L = 50, 100, 200, and 300Å. In the last set of simulation

the exit probability was varied to p = 1, 2−1, 2−2, 2−3, ...., 2−14 for each L value. The number

of runs for each set of parameters were 10,000, rendering the statistical error in the rates ∼
0.50%, estimated using binomial statistics.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Circular versus linear topology

Table 5.1 shows a comparison between the analytically derived rate in this paper for circular

DNA, given by Eq. 5.6, and the corresponding rate for linear DNA. The results for linear

DNA are calculated using the rates derived in [8] with the contour length 2Lc taken equal

to the circular DNA contour length 2πL. Note that the specific site is situated at the center

of the linear chain, and the chain is symmetrically expanded between ±Lc. The topology

of the two DNA templates is different; nevertheless the rates for equal contour lengths are
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comparable. Figure 5.2 shows how the scaled rate kDC

4πD⊥
changes for different substrates at

different values of the surface potential parameter λ. At fixed target size, the larger the

substrate, the larger the rate. The latter observation becomes more distinguishable at larger

values of the parameter λ.

Table 5.1: Comparison between the analytical rate of association to circular DNA, and the
analytical rate to linear DNA.

L(Å) 100 100 100 200 200 200 300 300 300

h(Å) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
λ 0.5 5 50 0.5 5 50 0.5 5 50
kcir

dc

4πD
(Å) 21.51 42.92 78.09 21.97 44.88 99.74 22.06 45.24 106.90

klin
dc

4πD
(Å) 22.14 45.24 90.09 22.14 45.50 106.66 22.14 45.52 110.68

5.3.2 Rate simulation

In the first set of simulations, the specific site sizes h were varied up to the contour length

of the chain, for each fixed combination pair between the values of the exit probability

p = 2−4, 2−8, 2−11, and the values of the chain radii L = 100, 200, 300, and 400. We found

that a relationship of the form λ = K
′

p
connects our theoretical rates to the simulated rates.

K
′

is used as an adjustable parameter to minimize the deviation error between the simulated

rate and the rate calculated by Eq. 5.6. The value K
′

= 0.020± 0.001 was found to put the

analytically derived rate within 10% of the simulated rate.The same value of K
′

regardless

of L or h, was found to relate λ to p. Fig. 5.3 displays both the analytical reduced rate,

using K
′

= 0.020 and the simulated rate (in Å) versus h. This relationship between λ and

p is expected to emerge from the dependence of Kns on p [129]. The quantitative agreement

is obvious between the simulated and the derived rate, even though the theoretical model

at intermediate to high h values systematically underestimates the rate of association by up

to 10%. This agreement suggests the interpretation of the parameter λ in the theoretical

model by its relation to the exit probability in the simulation model. This systematic

underestimation can be attributed to the error in the analytical rates obtained through

the constant flux approximation (Eqs. 5.4 and 5.6). Figure 5.5 displays the exact absorption

rate of a torus compared to the rate obtained using Eq. 5.4 by setting h = πL, and to the
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(A)λ = 0.5 (B)λ = 5.0

(C)λ = 50.0

Figure 5.2: The analytical rate kDC

4πD⊥
in Å, and the enhancement

kλ
DC

k0
DC

versus the contour

length of the specific site h (Å) at chain radii L = 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 (Å) for the surface
potential parameter λ =0.5, 5.0, and 50.0. The rate kDC or kλ

DC is given by Eq. 5.6, and
the rate k0

DC is given by Eq. 5.4 corresponding to λ = 0. The dotted horizontal lines give
the rate calculated using the capacitance of a torus. Notice that the analytical rates given
by Eq. 5.6 at h = πL fall below the horizontal lines.

rate of Eq. 5.6 setting h = πL, λ ∼ 10−20. The exact absorption rate was used to set kb (Eq.

5.8) in the simulations. Also Fig. 5.2 shows this discrepancy at different λ values, where the

gray horizontal lines mark the exact rates obtained for an all-absorbing torus surface. The

comparison of the derived rates 5.4 and 5.6 with h = πL and different λ values with the
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exact result given in [1] is valid due to the fact that when the whole surface of the torus is

absorbing the effect of the short-range surface potential is immaterial.

Figure 5.4 summarizes the results of the second set of simulations for the rate of

association to circular DNA, at small h. This figure compares between the simulated and the

theoretical rate at fixed h = 3Å for several values of p = 1, 2−1, 2−2, ..., and 2−14. The p = 1

case corresponds to the absence of the facilitated diffusion, because the protein no longer

suffers any entrapment at the surface of the DNA, and can move outside the surface region

with equal probability to any other region. Again good agreement between the simulated

and the analytical models is obtained for broad ranges of p. In the L = 50Å case in Figs.

5.4 and 5.3 we notice a moderate deviation between the two models at smaller p values.

5.4 Discussion

Recently Zhou applied a facilitated diffusion model via a surface potential, and obtained the

theoretical association rate to linear DNA with finite length [8]. In [8] the ends of the linear

chain are assumed reflecting, so it is not surprising that the rates in table 5.1 are comparable,

because reflecting ends are equivalent to periodic boundary conditions at these ends as far

as the limit of high λ or the surface sliding limit is concerned. On the other hand when λ is

small the protein essentially finding its targeted site by direct association from the solution.

Thus at the limit of weak surface potential the two topologies are expected to give the same

rate of association. This result shows that a linear DNA chain is kinetically comparable to

the circularized chain if the specific site is in the middle of the linear chain and the ends

of this chain are reflecting to the sliding protein. One can predict from this that when the

protein falls off the ends of a linear DNA, its rate will increase when the chain is circularized

provided the specific site was in the middle of the linear chain. Accordingly our model offers

experimentalists a way to test dissociation via the ends of linear DNA. Moreover, Klenin

et al. [120] recently considered the reaction time on linear DNA, and derived a theoretical

expression for the reaction time in terms of the parameter ξ, which they identified as the

sliding length ls previously used by Halford and Marko in their heauristic model to the

reaction time [112]. In Klenin et al.’s theory

ξ =

√

D1DK

2πD3D

In this work we add a connection between ξ and the facilitated rate of association. We
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Figure 5.3: The analytical rate (solid lines) and the corresponding simulated rate (symbols)
versus the contour length of the specific site h(Å) at chain radii L=50, 100, 200, 300 (Å)
(bottom to top), for the exit probabilities p = 2−4, 2−8, and 2−11. The analytical rate is
given by Eq. 5.6, and with λ set equal to 0.02

p
. The simulated rate is given by Eq. 5.8 .

The gray horizontal lines give the rates when the whole b-surface is absorbing, obtained by
a text-book result for the capacitance [1] and the relationship between the capacitance and
the rate of absorption [2].

arrived at the relationship λ = 0.02±0.001
p

that connects our simulation model to our theoretical

model. Although Klenin et al. used p as a kick-off probability that is at each 1D random

step, the protein makes in the surface phase, the probability for the protein to be ejected

from the 1D phase was taken to be p. We used p as an exit probability for a 3D rather

than a 1D diffusion in the surface phase. Therefore, the protein move is subjected to this

exit probability only when it crosses the potential boundary outward. In order to make

the correspondence if we follow their derivation, the corresponding efficiency for the surface
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for fixed patch size h=3 Åat chain radii L=50, 100, 200, 300 Å, for the exit probabilities
p = 20, 2−1, 2−2, ...., 2−14. The analytical rates for each p are obtained using λ = 0.020

p
in Eq.

5.6 (see text).

transport will be given by

νs = Dscs4πr2,

where cs is the volume density of non-specifically bound protein. The main assumption in

their theory is that the νs keeps its equilibrium value, and does not depend on r, here we

assume it takes the value at Rpc, thus

νs = Dscs4πR2
pc

The surface volume density can be converted to surface density gs by cs = 2πR2πL×gs

π(R2
pc−R2)2πL

=
2Rgs

R2
pc−R2 . By calculating the reaction time using the above surface efficiency in terms of gs,

the corresponding value for ξ in our simulations framework, would be

ξ =

√

DsR
′Kns

2πD⊥

where R
′

=
4πRR2

pc

R2
pc−R2 , and Kns = gs

c
(Eq. C.14). By using λ = DsKns

D⊥R
, and λ = 0.02

p
, one arrives
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Figure 5.5: The absorption rate kDC

4πD⊥
(Å) versus the radius, L(Å), of a torus of cross-sectional

radius R = 33 Å. The rate is compared among three results: the exact, Eq. 5.4, and Eq.
5.6. h is set equal to πL in Eqs. 5.4, and 5.6, λ is arbitrarily set to ∼ 10−20 in Eq.5.6. The
arrow points to the maximum error ∼ 7.9% at the smallest value L = 50Å used in the figure.

at:

Kns =
2R

p

and

ξ =

√

R′Rλ

2π
= RRpc

√

2λ

R2
pc − R2

The last equation relates λ to ξ. Thus our theoretical model and simulations connect the

association time and the association rate in a unified theme. When the surface potential is

stronger, the sliding length ξ and the rate are larger. Thus the portion of the one dimensional

excursions is critical for the rate, albeit rather monotonically. The larger the proportion of

one-dimensional motion, the faster the rate. Our model does not predict an optimized

sliding length for the rate, a result that is rather striking, given that theoretical models on

the reaction time predicts an optimized sliding length [120, 112]. The paradox is resolved by

understanding the key calculations for each observable. For the rate each successful arrival

at the specific site is counted regardless of the time spent, whereas for the reaction time only

a portion of those successful trajectories had made it within a given time. Essentially when
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the surface potential is very strong (i.e., very large λ) the protein will be ”wasting” a lot

of time in 1D excursions, although it has more probability to eventually reach the specific

site.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulations are used to compute the rates of association of

irregularly-shaped objects interacting via surface patches. Proteins and DNA are not an

exception given that they display various shapes and interact via short and long range

forces. Short-range forces are usually used to set up an absorbing hyper-surface that defines

the reaction criterion. Long-range forces on the other hand have to be included via forces

and torques affecting the BD trajectories in each time step.

In calculating the rates of association between proteins that exhibit significant elec-

trostatic complementarity, researchers have tended to approximate the computationally

demanding electrostatic calculations to facilitate its inclusion in the BD simulations [60, 61].

This study illustrates a different strategy for performing interaction-free BD simulations and

including the electrostatic effects on the rates of association via scaling. The scaling factor

was calculated using the most rigorous method presently known for solving the Poisson-

Boltzmann equation.

In modeling the facilitated rate of association between proteins and circular DNA in

this thesis the challenge was to account for the short-range surface potential in the BD

simulations. In this project the approach of exit probabilities within a range was used

successfully to model the effect of the partially absorbing surface potential. This approach

was also successful in predicting the reaction times between proteins and linear DNA [120].

On the basic science level, the main goal was not only predicting the association rate of

proteins to ligands, other proteins, or DNA, but also understanding how proteins manage to
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reach those rates.

We saw in this study that some proteins manage fast association rates to other proteins

in the range 105 − 106M−1s−1 through a funnel-like energy landscape, and even higher rates

through enriching the sampling of the successful pathways through attractive electrostatic

interactions. On the other hand, some other proteins manage fast rates of association to

specific sites on DNA through “entrapment” near the surface of the DNA by a short-range

attractive potential surrounding the chain, which effectively reduces the space to be searched

for the specific site via diffusion [130].

The work in these two projects can be utilized in different areas. In drug discovery it

is important to design a drug that binds fast and tight to a specific target. For example

in 2004 [131] the drug Ziconotide (Prialt; Elan Pharmaceuticals, Inc., San Diego, CA) was

passed by the Food and Drug Association. It is synthetically derived from a cone-shell snail

toxin and is used to treat cronic pain (associated with cancer) based on the rate and the

affinity of which the peptide binds to N-type calcium channels blocking the entry of calcium

into the channel. For instance given a drug that targets a specific protein and binds it albeit

rather slowly, the question of which mutations should be done on this drug to speed up its

association to its target can be answered by the models in this thesis, specially when the

target-drug interactions involve electrostatic interactions.

Another feasible application of the work in this thesis is in therapeutic studies. Mutations

on a key functional protein can cause diseases. The sickle cell disease is caused by replacing a

single residue (glutamic acid, negatively charged) by another (valine, neutral) in the oxygen-

transport protein, hemoglobin. Thus, studying the effect of mutations on the basic functions

of proteins, for instance the association to other proteins, is important in understanding

why those mutations cause the malfunction of the protein. In addition to these fields of

possible applications the study in this thesis highlights the importance of kinetics in the

biological function of proteins. For example the rate of opening and closing in the flap of

HIV-1 protease was critical in understanding its resistance to therapeutic inhibitors [132].
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6.1 Future Work

The transition state theory proposed by this thesis is based on two basic assumptions:

• The transition state is the upper bound of the absorbing volume (i.e., the bound

state). The bound state is assumed small.

• There is no chance that the protein will escape the absorbing volume, i.e., the volume

is perfectly absorbing.

Thus, what happens after reaching the transition state is not the concern of the study in this

thesis. When proteins suffer from significant conformational changes, one has to deal with

the question of what happens after reaching the transition state. Those conformational trans-

formations are expected to reduce the rates predicted using the models of this thesis. Thus

a more general model can be investigated along these lines. For example, the reaction step

after reaching the transition state can be refined by using Molecular Dynamics simulations.

The transition state ensemble can be used as startup configurations for such simulations.

This refinement can investigate the folding upon binding, and the conformational changes

associated with induced fit. These investigations could complete the picture of the diffusion-

limited association proposed by the models in this thesis. Furthermore, we assumed that the

proteins keep their rigid conformations at the encounter. Such an assumption simplifies the

real nature of proteins. Proteins are quite flexible, and their flexibility plays an important

role in their functions. Along these lines it would be interesting to investigate the effect

of relaxing this rigidity assumption on both the basal rates of association and on the

electrostatic contributions as well. The basal rate is expected to be more sensitive than

the electrostatic scaling due to the long-range character of the electrostatic interactions

(see Fig.4.5). However, one cannot circumvent the possibility that relaxing the rigidity

might introduce favorable interactions that will increase the contribution of the electrostatic

interactions via the scaling factor e−β∆G‡

.

Moreover, we under-predicted mutational effects on the association rates for some mutants.

It will be interesting to investigate whether this underestimation was caused by using the

van der Waal’s boundary for proteins, which tend to underestimate the value of ∆∆Geq [70]

(i.e., which might underestimate ∆∆G‡ as well) or the reason for this underestimation is

that we assumed rigid mutations without relaxing the structure around the mutated residues,
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as we claimed. Along the same line is the overestimation of the rates at low ionic strengths

in the wild-type data. We found this overestimation to decrease upon implementing a more

rigorous account of the distribution of ions in the solution around proteins (i.e., by solving

the non-linear PB equation). It will be interesting to calculate the mutational effects also

using the solution of the non-linear PB equation.
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APPENDIX A

Programs and Scripts

A.1: A function that returns uniform random deviates between 0 and 1.

A.2: A subroutine that produces gaussian random numbers with 0 average and standard

deviation of 1. It uses A.1.

A.3: A subroutine that propagates translationaly an object chosen center , and rotationally

the body-fixed axes around that center. Uses A.2.

A.4: Generates random overlap-free configurations around the snugly-fit configuration of the

HL model.

A.5:Generates the seeds for random overlap-free configurations around the snugly-fit config-

uration of the CL model.

A.6: Calculates the averages, and standard-deviations of each of the six degrees of freedom

r, cos θ, φ, cos ξ, ζ, and χ for the configurations which belong to the same interaction-energy

level.

A.7: Determines the transition-state level E‡ for a sigmoidal-type curve (variations in χ

versus E) by specifying the maximum deviation from the “tail” average of χ variations.

A.8: Calculates the potential of mean force in one degree of freedom (either r, or χ at a time

for the HL model.

A.9: Calculates the 2D potential of mean force in r, and χ for the HL model.

A.10: Propagates trajectories of the whole sphere (no crator) around the sphere with

the crator, and determines when a reaction occurs thus truncating the trajectory when

a minimum interaction energy is satisfied. The output shows the lifetimes of each trajectory.

Uses A.1, and A.3

A.11:Generates the seeds for random overlap-free configurations around the snugly-fit X-ray

configuration of the E9-Im9 complex.
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A.12: Determines the transition-state level N ‡
c for a sigmoidal-type curve (variations in χ

versus Nc) by specifying the maximum deviation from the “tail” average of χ variations.

A.13:Propagates trajectories of Im9 around E9 and determines when a reaction occurs thus

truncating the trajectory when a minimum contact number Nc is satisfied. The output shows

the lifetimes of each trajectory. Uses A.1, and A.3

A.14: Chart describing the logical flow of the scripts/programs used for preparing input files,

and then submitting them through condor standard environment. The gray ovals describes

the proper additions/replacements in the chart in case the mutations are in the randomized

subunit. When the mutations are in the randomized subunit the file “focus-cntr.dat” is a

multiple-line file contain the focus centers for the fine grid computations, and is produced by

the shell script “get-focus-cntr.sh” indicated by the gray oval. The scripts/programs follow

the chart.

A.24: Chart describing the logical flow of the scripts/programs used for analyzing the results

once they are obtained. The “wait” keyword indicates that before the analysis is done one

has to wait for the results.The scripts/programs follow the chart.

A.34: Chart describing the logical flow of the scripts used for filling in the gaps in the

results. Those gaps are usually due to stalled executions when a high load is being processed

by the cluster. The scripts/programs in this chart takes care of obtaining a list of the missing

results, submitting them, and finally analyzing them. The scripts/programs follow the chart.
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*************************************************************************************************

*************************************************************************************************

******************************************** RAN1.F *********************************************

************************** This program produces uniform random numbers *************************

*************************************  between  0 and 1 ***************************************** 

***************************** set the idum seed to a negative value to  *************************

****************************** initiate a sequence of random numbers    *************************

                           function ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                           

                                parameter (mbig=1000000000,

                               &      mseed=161803398,mz=0,fac=1.0/mbig)

                           

                                dimension ma(55)

                           

                                if (idum .lt. 0) then

                                   mj=mseed-iabs(idum)

                                   mj=mod(mj,mbig)

                                   ma(55)=mj

                                   mk=1

                                   do i=1,54

                                      ii=mod(21*i,55)

                                      ma(ii)=mk

                                      mk=mj-mk

                                      if (mk .lt. mz) mk=mk+mbig

                                      mj=ma(ii)

                                   enddo

                                   do k=1,4

                                      do i=1,55

                                         ma(i)=ma(i)-ma(1+mod(i+30,55))

                                         if (ma(i) .lt. mz) ma(i)=ma(i)+mbig

                                      enddo

                                   enddo

                                   inext=0

                                   inextp=31

                                   idum=1

                                endif

                           

                                inext=inext+1

                                if (inext .eq. 56) inext=1

                                inextp=inextp+1

                                if (inextp .eq. 56) inextp=1

                                mj=ma(inext)-ma(inextp)

                                if (mj .lt. mz) mj=mj+mbig

                                ma(inext)=mj

                                ran1=mj*fac

                           

                                return

                                end

A.1 Rand1.f
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***************************************************************************************************

***************************************************************************************************

********************************************* GAUSS.F *********************************************

********************* Generates a pair of Gaussian random numbers using ***************************

************************************** Box-Muller method ******************************************

****************************************** Uses RAND1.F *******************************************

                        subroutine gauss(z1,z2,idum,inext,inextp,ma)

               

                                real z1,z2,z

                                integer idum,inext,inextp,ma(55)

                                real ran1,ran4

               

                                1      ran4=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                                z1=2.0*ran4-1.0

                                ran4=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                                z2=2.0*ran4-1.0

                                z=z1*z1+z2*z2

                                if (z .ge. 1.0) go to 1

                                z=sqrt(-2.0*alog(z)/z)

                                z1=z1*z

                                z2=z2*z

               

                                return

                                end

A.2 Gauss.f
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********************************************PRO-GARCIA.F***********************************************

**********  This program propagates r00 vec and two orientation matrices for Euler ********************

**********  Angles xA0,xB0                                                         ********************

**********  Use in conjugation with rand1.f and gauss.f                            ********************

**********  Created by Ramzi Alsallaq Dec 2005                                     ********************

            subroutine  propagatefE(Dt,DRA,DRB,tstep,r00,xA0,xB0)

          

                                real*8 Dt(3),DRA(3),DRB(3)

                                real*8 tstep

                                real*8 r00(3),xA0(3,3),xB0(3,3)

                                integer idum,inext,inextp,ma(55)

                                real*8 phiA(3),phiB(3),AA(3,3),BB(3,3)

                                real*8 G1(3),G2(3),G3(3)

                                real r1,r2,r3,r4,r5,r6,r7,r8,r9,r10

                                real*8 rBB(3),mAA(3,3),mBB(3,3)

                               common /ran/idum,inext,inextp,ma

                               common rBB,mAA,mBB

           

                              call gauss(r1,r2,idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                              call gauss(r3,r4,idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                              call gauss(r5,r6,idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                              call gauss(r7,r8,idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                              call gauss(r9,r10,idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                              G1(1)=dsqrt(2.0*Dt(1)*tstep)*r1

                              G1(2)=dsqrt(2.0*Dt(2)*tstep)*r2

                              G1(3)=dsqrt(2.0*Dt(3)*tstep)*r3

                              do k=1,3

                                    rBB(k)=r00(k)

                                   do m=1,3

                                         rBB(k)=rBB(k)+xB0(k,m)*G1(m)   

                                   enddo

                              enddo

                              G2(1)=r9

                              G2(2)=r7

                              G2(3)=r5 

                              G3(1)=r10

                              G3(2)=r8

                              G3(3)=r6 

                             do j=1,3

                                  phiA(j)=dsqrt(2.D0*DRA(j)*tstep)*G2(j)

                                  phiB(j)=dsqrt(2.D0*DRB(j)*tstep)*G3(j)

                             enddo

A.3 Pro-garcia.f
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C   AA=AxAyAz

                            AA(1,1)=dcos(phiA(2))*dcos(phiA(3))

                            AA(1,2)=-dcos(phiA(2))*dsin(phiA(3))

                            AA(1,3)=dsin(phiA(2))

                            AA(2,1)=dcos(phiA(1))*dsin(phiA(3))+dsin(phiA(1))*

     &                                    dsin(phiA(2))*dcos(phiA(3))

                            AA(2,2)=dcos(phiA(1))*dcos(phiA(3))-dsin(phiA(1))*

     &                                    dsin(phiA(2))*dsin(phiA(3))

                            AA(2,3)=-dsin(phiA(1))*dcos(phiA(2))

                            AA(3,1)=-dcos(phiA(1))*dsin(phiA(2))*dcos(phiA(3))+

     &                                     dsin(phiA(1))*dsin(phiA(3))

                            AA(3,2)=dcos(phiA(1))*dsin(phiA(2))*dsin(phiA(3))+

     &                                    dsin(phiA(1))*dcos(phiA(3)) 

                            AA(3,3)=dcos(phiA(1))*dcos(phiA(2))

C   BB=BxByBz 

                            BB(1,1)=dcos(phiB(2))*dcos(phiB(3))

                            BB(1,2)=-dcos(phiB(2))*dsin(phiB(3))

                            BB(1,3)=dsin(phiB(2))

                            BB(2,1)=dcos(phiB(1))*dsin(phiB(3))+

     &                                    dsin(phiB(1))*dsin(phiB(2))*dcos(phiB(3))

                            BB(2,2)=dcos(phiB(1))*dcos(phiB(3))-dsin(phiB(1))*

     &                                    dsin(phiB(2))*dsin(phiB(3))

                            BB(2,3)=-dsin(phiB(1))*dcos(phiB(2))

                            BB(3,1)=-dcos(phiB(1))*dsin(phiB(2))*

     &                                      dcos(phiB(3))+dsin(phiB(1))*dsin(phiB(3))

                            BB(3,2)=dcos(phiB(1))*dsin(phiB(2))*

     &                                    dsin(phiB(3))+dsin(phiB(1))*dcos(phiB(3)) 

                            BB(3,3)=dcos(phiB(1))*dcos(phiB(2))

           

                           do j=1,3

                                do i=1,3

                                    mAA(i,j)=0.D0

                                   do q=1,3

                                        mAA(i,j)=mAA(i,j)+xA0(i,q)*AA(q,j)

                                   enddo

                               enddo

                               mAA(i,j)=mAA(i,j)/sqrt(mAA(1,j)**2+mAA(2,j)**2+

     &                                        mAA(3,j)**2)

                          enddo

                          

                         do j=1,3

                             do i=1,3

                                  mBB(i,j)=0.D0

                                  do p=1,3

                                      mBB(i,j)=mBB(i,j)+xB0(i,p)*BB(p,j)

                                   enddo

                            enddo

                            mBB(i,j)=mBB(i,j)/sqrt(mBB(1,j)**2+mBB(2,j)**2+

     &                                     mBB(3,j)**2)

                       enddo

                       return

                       

                       end

A.3 Pro-garcia.f
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C*****************************1R5B-WSEEDS.F**********************************************

C******** This program samples random configurations for HL model ***********************

C****************************************************************************************

C****************************************************************************************

                      real RA,RB

                      parameter (RA=20.0,RB=20.0)

              

                      real width,nncw,Rcut

                      parameter (width=3.5,nncw=2.5,Rcut=RA+RB+width)

              

                      integer Nhsite,Npsite,Nsite

                      parameter (Nhsite=18,Npsite=12,Nsite=Nhsite+Npsite)

              

                      real twopi,sitecut

                      parameter (twopi=6.2831853,sitecut=3.5)

              

                      integer Nconf

                      parameter (Nconf=10000000)

              

                      integer Idsite(Nsite)

                      real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                      real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                      integer savidum,savinext,savinextp,savma(55)

              

                      real r,costh,phi,costhB,phiB,chiB

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B

              

                      integer idum,inext,inextp,ma(55)

                      real    ran1,ran2

              

                      integer collision

                      real pot

                      real*8 sumpot

              

                      common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                      common /nc/nc,nnc

              

                      idum=-314

                      ran2=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

              

                      do i=1,Nhsite

                         Idsite(i)=-1

                      enddo

                      do i=1,Npsite

                         Idsite(Nhsite+i)=1

                      enddo

              

                      do i=1,Nsite

              100        r=RA*sqrt(ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma))

                         phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         xA(i)=r*cos(phi)

                         yA(i)=r*sin(phi)

                         zA(i)=0.0

                         do j=1,i-1

                            distance=(xA(i)-xA(j))**2+(yA(i)-yA(j))**2

                   &                +(zA(i)-zA(j))**2

                            if (distance .lt. sitecut**2) goto 100

                         enddo

                      enddo
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                      sumpot=0.0D0

                      do l=1,Nconf

              C            save idum in savidum, ..etc

              200          savidum=idum

                           savinext=inext

                           savinextp=inextp

                           do i=1,55

                                savma(i)=ma(i)

                           enddo

                           r=10.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                           costh=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                           if (r .lt. RA) costh=abs(costh)

                           sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh**2)

                           phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                           x0B=r*sinth*cos(phi)

                           y0B=r*sinth*sin(phi)

                           z0B=r*costh

                           costhB=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                           phiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                           chiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)-

                   &                       twopi/2.0

                           if (collision(x0B,y0B,z0B,r,sinth,phi,

                   &                      costhB,phiB).eq.

                   &           1) goto 200

                           call getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

                           sumpot=sumpot+pot()

              C            print savidum, ..etc

                           print '(8I10)',savidum,savinext,savinextp,

                   &                    (savma(i),i=1,5)

                           print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=6,15)

                           print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=16,25)

                           print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=26,35)

                           print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=36,45)

                           print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=46,55)

              

                           print '(A,6F7.3)','conf:',r,costh,phi,costhB,

                   &                          phiB,chiB

                      enddo

              

                      end

              

              

                      integer function collision(x0B,y0B,z0B,r,sinth,

                   &                              phi,costhB,phiB)

              

                      real RA,RB

                      parameter (RA=20.0,RB=20.0)

              

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B,r,sinth,phi,costhB,phiB

                      real delphi,phi1,phi2

                      real x1,y1,x2,y2

                      real sinthB,nx,ny,nz

              

                      character*2 case

              

                      collision=0

                      sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                      nx=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                      ny=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                      nz=costhB

              

              C       intersection of flat surface of A with B

              

              C       B does not intersect the z=0 plane

                      if (abs(z0B) .gt. RB) goto 400
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              C       intersection circle of B with z=0 does 

              C       not intersect flat surface of A

                      if (r*sinth .gt. RA+sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) goto 400

              

              C     intersection circle of B is inside flat surface of A

                      if (r*sinth .lt. RA-sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) then

                          if (abs(z0B*nz) .lt. 

                   &               sinthB*sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) then

                              collision=1

                              goto 500

                          else if (z0B*nz .lt. 0.0) then

                              collision=1

                              goto 500

                          endif

                         goto 400

                      endif

              

              C       one of two intersection points is in  

              C       right side of line

                      delphi=acos((r**2+RA**2-RB**2)/(2.0*r*RA*sinth))

                      phi1=phi+delphi

                      phi2=phi-delphi

                      x1=RA*cos(phi1)

                      y1=RA*sin(phi1)

                      x2=RA*cos(phi2)

                      y2=RA*sin(phi2)

                      if ((x1-x0B)*nx+(y1-y0B)*ny .gt. z0B*nz .or.

                   &      (x2-x0B)*nx+(y2-y0B)*ny .gt. z0B*nz) then

                         collision=1

                         goto 500

                      endif

              

              C       both intersection points are 

              C       in "wrong" side of line

                      if (abs(x0B*nx+y0B*ny+z0B*nz) .lt. sinthB*RA .and.

                   &    abs(z0B*nz) .lt. sinthB*sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) then

                        collision=1

                        goto 500

                      endif

              

              C       intersection of hemispherical surface of A with B

              

              C       two spheres do not intersect

              400     if (r .gt. RA+RB) goto 500

              

                      case='NN'

                      if (z0B*(r**2+RA**2-RB**2) .lt. 0) then

                         case(1:1)='Y'

                      else if (abs(r**2+RA**2-RB**2) .lt. 

                   &                     2.0*r*sinth*RA) then

                         case(1:1)='Y'

                      endif

                      if (nz*(nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B) .lt. 0) then

                         case(2:2)='Y'

                      else if (abs(nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B) .lt. 

                   &                             sinthB*RA) then

                         case(2:2)='Y'

                      endif

              C       no intersection between plane 

              C       and hemisphere at all.

                      if (abs(nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B) .gt. 

                   &          RA) case(2:2)='N'

              

                      if (case .eq. 'YY') then
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                         collision=1

                      else if (case .eq. 'NY') then

                         if (r**2+RA**2-RB**2 .lt. 

                   &             -2.0*z0B*RA) collision=1

                      else if (case .eq. 'YN') then

                         if (nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B .lt. 

                   &             -nz*RA) collision=1

                      else

                         if (r**2+RA**2-RB**2 .lt. -2.0*z0B*RA .and.

                   &         nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B .lt. 

                   &         -nz*RA) collision=1

                      endif

              

              500     return

                      end

              

              

                      subroutine getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

              

                      integer Nsite

                      parameter (Nsite=30)

              

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

              

                      real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                      real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                      integer Idsite(Nsite)

              

                      real sinthB

                      real z(3),x1(3),y1(3)

                      real R(3,3)

              

                      common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

              

                      sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                      z(1)=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                      z(2)=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                      z(3)=costhB

                      x1(1)=z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      x1(2)=0.0

                      x1(3)=-z(1)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      y1(1)=-z(1)*z(2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      y1(2)=(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      y1(3)=-z(2)*z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      R(1,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(1)+sin(chiB)*y1(1)

                      R(2,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(2)+sin(chiB)*y1(2)

                      R(3,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(3)+sin(chiB)*y1(3)

                      R(1,3)=z(1)

                      R(2,3)=z(2)

                      R(3,3)=z(3)

                      R(1,2)=z(2)*R(3,1)-z(3)*R(2,1)

                      R(2,2)=z(3)*R(1,1)-z(1)*R(3,1)

                      R(3,2)=z(1)*R(2,1)-z(2)*R(1,1)

              

                      do i=1,Nsite

                        xB(i)=x0B+R(1,1)*xA(i)+R(1,2)*yA(i)+R(1,3)*zA(i)

                        yB(i)=y0B+R(2,1)*xA(i)+R(2,2)*yA(i)+R(2,3)*zA(i)

                        zB(i)=z0B+R(3,1)*xA(i)+R(3,2)*yA(i)+R(3,3)*zA(i)

                      enddo

              

                      return

                      end

              

              

                      function pot()
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                      integer Nsite

                      parameter (Nsite=30)

              

                      real Em

                      parameter (Em=-0.93/0.592)

              

                      real width,nncw

                      parameter (width=3.5,nncw=2.5)

              

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

              

                      real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                      real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                      integer Idsite(Nsite)

              

                      real distance

              

                      common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                      common /nc/nc,nnc

              

                      pot=0.0

                      nc=0

                      nnc=0

                      do i=1,Nsite

                      do j=1,Nsite

                         distance=sqrt((xB(j)-xA(i))**2+(yB(j)-yA(i))**2

                   &                  +(zB(j)-zA(i))**2)

                         if (distance .lt. width) then

                             pot=pot+Em*Idsite(i)*Idsite(j)

                             if (i.eq.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                          width) nc=nc+1

                             if (i.ne.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                           nncw) nnc=nnc+1

                         endif

                      enddo

                      enddo

              

                      return

                      end

              

              

                function ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

              C This code returns a unfirm random number between 0 and 1.  

              C Set idum to a negative value to initialize sequence.

              C

                parameter (mbig=1000000000,mseed=161803398,

                   &        mz=0,fac=1.0/mbig)

              

                dimension ma(55)

              

                if (idum .lt. 0) then

                   mj=mseed-iabs(idum)

                   mj=mod(mj,mbig)

                   ma(55)=mj

                   mk=1

                   do i=1,54

                      ii=mod(21*i,55)

                      ma(ii)=mk

                      mk=mj-mk

                      if (mk .lt. mz) mk=mk+mbig

                      mj=ma(ii)

                   enddo

                   do k=1,4

                      do i=1,55
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                         ma(i)=ma(i)-ma(1+mod(i+30,55))

                         if (ma(i) .lt. mz) ma(i)=ma(i)+mbig

                      enddo

                   enddo

                   inext=0

                   inextp=31

                   idum=1

                endif

              

                inext=inext+1

                if (inext .eq. 56) inext=1

                inextp=inextp+1

                if (inextp .eq. 56) inextp=1

                mj=ma(inext)-ma(inextp)

                if (mj .lt. mz) mj=mj+mbig

                ma(inext)=mj

                ran1=mj*fac

              

                return

                end
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C*******************************2R5B-WSEEDS.F***************************************

C****************This program samples random configurations for CL model************

C***********************************************************************************

C***********************************************************************************

              

                      real RA,RB,costh0

                      parameter (RA=25.0,RB=20.0,costh0=0.5)

              

              

                      integer Nhsite,Npsite,Nsite

                      parameter (Nhsite=18,Npsite=12,Nsite=Nhsite+Npsite)

              

                      real twopi,sitecut

                      parameter (twopi=6.2831853,sitecut=3.5)

              

                      integer Nconf

                      parameter (Nconf=10000000)

              

                      integer Idsite(Nsite)

                      real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                      real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

              

                      real r,costh,sinth,phi,costhB,sinthB,phiB,chiB

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B

                      real distance

              

                      integer idum,inext,inextp,ma(55)

                      integer savidum,savinext,savinextp,savma(55)

                      real    ran1,ran2

              

                      integer collision

                      real pot

                      real*8 sumpot

                     

                      common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                      common /nc/nc,nnc

              

                      idum=-314

                      ran2=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

              C       Nhsite are -ve and Npsite are +ve

                      do i=1,Nhsite

                         Idsite(i)=-1

                      enddo

                      do i=1,Npsite

                         Idsite(Nhsite+i)=1

                      enddo

              

                      do i=1,Nsite

              100        r=RB

                         phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         costh=-1.0+(-costh0+1)*ran1(idum,inext,

                   &                 inextp,ma)

                         sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh**2)

                         xA(i)=r*cos(phi)*sinth

                         yA(i)=r*sin(phi)*sinth

                         zA(i)=r*costh+RB

                         do j=1,i-1

                            distance=(xA(i)-xA(j))**2+(yA(i)-yA(j))**2

                   &                +(zA(i)-zA(j))**2

                            if (distance .lt. sitecut**2) goto 100

                         enddo
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                      enddo

                      sumpot=0.0D0

                      do l=1,Nconf

                         sinth0=sqrt(1.0-costh0**2) 

              C          save idum in savidum, ..etc

              200        savidum=idum

                         savinext=inext

                         savinextp=inextp

                         do i=1,55

                            savma(i)=ma(i)

                         enddo

              

                         r=10.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)         

                         costh=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh**2)

                         phi=(twopi)*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         x0B=r*sinth*cos(phi)

                         y0B=r*sinth*sin(phi)

                         z0B=r*costh

                         costhB=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                         phiB=(twopi)*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         chiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)-twopi/2.0

                         if (collision(x0B+RB*sinthB*cos(phiB),

                   &         y0B+RB*sinthB*sin(phiB),    

                   &         z0B+RB*costhB) .eq. 1)  goto 200

                         call getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

                         sumpot=sumpot+pot()

              C          print savidum, ..etc

                         print '(8I10)',savidum,savinext,savinextp,

                   &                    (savma(i),i=1,5)

                         print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=6,15)

                         print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=16,25)

                         print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=26,35)

                         print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=36,45)

                         print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=46,55)

              

                         print '(A,6F7.3)','conf: ',r,costh,phi,costhB,

                   &                                phiB,chiB

                     enddo

              

               300   end

              

              

                      integer function collision(xcB,ycB,zcB)

              

                      real RA,RB,costh0

                      parameter (RA=25.0,RB=20.0,costh0=0.5) 

              

                      real xcB,ycB,zcB

                      real zL,z0,h,d,zA,nx,ny,nz

              

                      collision=0       

              C The position of the A sphere:

                      zA=sqrt(RA**2-(1.0-costh0**2)*RB**2)-

                   &                 RB*(1.0-costh0)

              C The distance between sphere centers:

                      d=sqrt(xcB**2+ycB**2+(zcB+zA)**2)

              C The radius of the circle of intersection:

                      h=sqrt(RA**2-((RA**2-RB**2+d**2)/(2*d))**2)

              C The unit vector along d:

                      nx=xcB/d

                      ny=ycB/d

                      nz=(zcB+zA)/d

              C Center of circle of intersection is:
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                      z0=sqrt(RA**2-h**2)*nz-zA

              C The z-coordinate of the lowest point on 

              C the circle of intersection:

                      zL=z0-h*sqrt(nx**2+ny**2)

              

                      if (d .ge. RA+RB) then

                      else if (d .ge. zA+RB) then

                            if (zL .ge. RB-RB*costh0) then

                            else

                            collision=1

                            endif

                      else

                      collision=1      

                      endif

                      return

                      end

              

              

              

                      subroutine getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

              

                      integer Nsite

                      parameter (Nsite=30)

              

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

              

                      real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                      real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                      integer Idsite(Nsite)

              

                      real sinthB

                      real z(3),x1(3),y1(3)

                      real R(3,3)

              

                      common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

              

                      sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                      z(1)=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                      z(2)=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                      z(3)=costhB

                      x1(1)=z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      x1(2)=0.0

                      x1(3)=-z(1)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      y1(1)=-z(1)*z(2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      y1(2)=(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      y1(3)=-z(2)*z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      R(1,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(1)+sin(chiB)*y1(1)

                      R(2,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(2)+sin(chiB)*y1(2)

                      R(3,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(3)+sin(chiB)*y1(3)

                      R(1,3)=z(1)

                      R(2,3)=z(2)

                      R(3,3)=z(3)

                      R(1,2)=z(2)*R(3,1)-z(3)*R(2,1)

                      R(2,2)=z(3)*R(1,1)-z(1)*R(3,1)

                      R(3,2)=z(1)*R(2,1)-z(2)*R(1,1)

              

                      do i=1,Nsite

                        xB(i)=x0B+R(1,1)*xA(i)+R(1,2)*yA(i)+R(1,3)*zA(i)

                        yB(i)=y0B+R(2,1)*xA(i)+R(2,2)*yA(i)+R(2,3)*zA(i)

                        zB(i)=z0B+R(3,1)*xA(i)+R(3,2)*yA(i)+R(3,3)*zA(i)

                      enddo

              

                      return

                      end
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                      function pot()

              

                      integer Nsite

                      parameter (Nsite=30)

              

                      real Em

                      parameter (Em=-0.93/0.592)

              

                      real width,nncw

                      parameter (width=3.5,nncw=2.5)

              

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

              

                      real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                      real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                      integer Idsite(Nsite)

              

                      real distance

              

                      common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                      common /nc/nc,nnc

              

                      pot=0.0

                      nc=0

                      nnc=0

                      do i=1,Nsite

                      do j=1,Nsite

                         distance=sqrt((xB(j)-xA(i))**2+(yB(j)-yA(i))**2

                   &                  +(zB(j)-zA(i))**2)

                         if (distance .lt. width) then

                             pot=pot+Em*Idsite(i)*Idsite(j)

                             if (i.eq.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                      width) nc=nc+1

                             if (i.ne.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                     nncw) nnc=nnc+1

                         endif

                      enddo

                      enddo

              

                      return

                      end

              

              

                function ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

              C This code returns a unfirm random number between 0 and 1.  

              C Set idum to a negative value to initialize sequence.

              

                parameter (mbig=1000000000,mseed=161803398,mz=0,

                   &        fac=1.0/mbig)

              

                dimension ma(55)

              

                if (idum .lt. 0) then

                   mj=mseed-iabs(idum)

                   mj=mod(mj,mbig)

                   ma(55)=mj

                   mk=1

                   do i=1,54

                      ii=mod(21*i,55)

                      ma(ii)=mk

                      mk=mj-mk

                      if (mk .lt. mz) mk=mk+mbig

                      mj=ma(ii)

                   enddo
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                   do k=1,4

                      do i=1,55

                         ma(i)=ma(i)-ma(1+mod(i+30,55))

                         if (ma(i) .lt. mz) ma(i)=ma(i)+mbig

                      enddo

                   enddo

                   inext=0

                   inextp=31

                   idum=1

                endif

              

                inext=inext+1

                if (inext .eq. 56) inext=1

                inextp=inextp+1

                if (inextp .eq. 56) inextp=1

                mj=ma(inext)-ma(inextp)

                if (mj .lt. mz) mj=mj+mbig

                ma(inext)=mj

                ran1=mj*fac

              

                return

                end
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C****************************1R5B-AVR-STD-STDE-EBASED.F*******************************

C************This program calculates averages, and standard deviations****************

C************of the random configuraton 6 coordinates, given by 3 for ****************

C************************translation, and 3 for rotation******************************

C*************** Written by Ramzi Alsallaq 2005 **************************************

                      real RA,RB

                      parameter (RA=20.0,RB=20.0)

              

                      real width,nncw,Rcut

                      parameter (width=3.5,nncw=2.5,Rcut=RA+RB+width)

              

                      integer Nhsite,Npsite,Nsite

                      parameter (Nhsite=18,Npsite=12,

                   &             Nsite=Nhsite+Npsite)

              

                      real twopi,sitecut

                      parameter (twopi=6.2831853,sitecut=3.5)

              

                      integer Nconf

                      parameter (Nconf=10000000)

              

                      integer Idsite(Nsite)

                      real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                      real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                      integer savidum,savinext,savinextp,savma(55)

              

                      real r,costh,phi,costhB,phiB,chiB

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B

              

                      integer idum,inext,inextp,ma(55)

                      real    ran1,ran2

              

                      integer collision

                      real pot

                      real*8 sumpot

              

                      real*8 emat(-20:40),estp

                      real*8 ocun(-20:40),ocun1(-20:40)

                      parameter(estp=1.57)

                      real*8 Ac(10),sumesqr(-20:40,10),sume(-20:40,10)

                      real*8 sumeqd(-20:40,10)

                      real*8 std(-20:40,10),stde(-20:40,10)

              

              

                      common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                      common /nc/nc,nnc

              

                      idum=-314

                      ran2=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

              

                      do i=1,Nhsite

                         Idsite(i)=-1

                      enddo

                      do i=1,Npsite

                         Idsite(Nhsite+i)=1

                      enddo

              

                      do i=1,Nsite

              100        r=RA*sqrt(ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma))

                         phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)
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                         xA(i)=r*cos(phi)

                         yA(i)=r*sin(phi)

                         zA(i)=0.0

                         do j=1,i-1

                            distance=(xA(i)-xA(j))**2+(yA(i)-yA(j))**2

                   &                +(zA(i)-zA(j))**2

                            if (distance .lt. sitecut**2) goto 100

                         enddo

                      enddo

                      do k=-20,40

                         emat(k)=0.0D0

                         ocun(k)=0.D0

                         do ll=1,10

                            sume(k,ll)=0.0D0

                            sumesqr(k,ll)=0.0D0

                            sumeqd(k,ll)=0.0D0

                            std(k,ll)=0.0D0

                            stde(k,ll)=0.0D0

                         enddo

                      enddo

              

              C  Calculate the averages of the configuration parameters

                         open(25,file='config.out')

              

                      do l=1,Nconf

              C          read in previously saved idum in savidum, ..etc

                         read(25,'(8I10)')idum,inext,

                   &                      inextp,(ma(i),i=1,5)

                         read(25,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=6,15)

                         read(25,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=16,25)

                         read(25,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=26,35)

                         read(25,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=36,45)

                         read(25,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=46,55)

                         read(25,*)

              

                         r=10.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         Ac(2)=r

                         costh=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         if (r .lt. RA) costh=abs(costh)

                         Ac(3)=costh

                         sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh**2)

                         phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         Ac(4)=phi

                         x0B=r*sinth*cos(phi)

                         y0B=r*sinth*sin(phi)

                         z0B=r*costh

                         costhB=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         Ac(5)=costhB

                         phiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                         Ac(6)=phiB

                         chiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)-twopi/2.0

                         Ac(7)=chiB

              C           if (collision(x0B,y0B,z0B,r,sinth,phi,

                    &                   costhB,phiB).eq.

              C     &     1) pause "didn't retract!"

                         call getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

                         Ac(1)=-pot()

                             do i=-20,40

                               x0=(real(i)-0.5)*estp

                               x1=(real(i)+0.5)*estp

                               if(Ac(1).gt.x0.and.Ac(1).lt.x1) then

                                  emat(i)=Ac(1)

                                  ocun(i)=ocun(i)+1.

                                  do q=1,7

                                    sume(i,q)=sume(i,q)+Ac(q)*r**2
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                                    sumesqr(i,q)=sumesqr(i,q)+

                   &                             Ac(q)**2*r**2

                                    sumeqd(i,q)=sumeqd(i,q)+

                   &                            Ac(q)**4*r**2

              C                    print*,sume(i,q),sumesqr(i,q)

                                  enddo

                                  sume(i,8)=sume(i,8)+Ac(2)**2

                                  sumesqr(i,8)=sumesqr(i,8)+Ac(2)**4

                               endif

                             enddo

                      enddo

              

                        do k=-20,40

                          do j=1,7

                            sume(k,j)=sume(k,j)/sume(k,8)

                            sumesqr(k,j)=sumesqr(k,j)/sume(k,8)

                            sumeqd(k,j)=sumeqd(k,j)/sume(k,8)

                          enddo

                        enddo

              C*********************************************************

              C*************** Output the results***********************

                         open(14,file='avr-std-stde-Ebased.dat')

                         do k=-20,40

                            ocun1(k)=ocun(k)/(ocun(k)-1.)

                            do j=1,8

                               std(k,j)=sqrt(ocun1(k)*(sumesqr(k,j)-

                   &                    sume(k,j)**2))

                               stde(k,j)=sqrt(ocun1(k)*(sumeqd(k,j)-

                   &                     sumesqr(k,j)**2))

                            enddo

                                 write(14,'(A5,8F8.3)')'avr: ',

                   &                       (sume(k,j),j=1,7),

                   &                         sumesqr(k,2)

                                 write(14,'(A5,7F8.3,1F11.1)')'std: ',

                   &                           (std(k,j),j=1,7),ocun(k)

                                 write(14,'(A5,7F8.3,1F11.1)')'stde:',

                   &                           (stde(k,j),j=1,7),ocun(k)

                                 write(14,*)'                 '

                                 write(14,*)'                 '

              

                             enddo

              

              

                         close(14)

                         close(25)

              

              

                end

              

              

                integer function collision(x0B,y0B,z0B,r,sinth,phi,

                   &                       costhB,phiB)

              

                      real RA,RB

                      parameter (RA=20.0,RB=20.0)

              

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B,r,sinth,phi,costhB,phiB

                      real delphi,phi1,phi2

                      real x1,y1,x2,y2

                      real sinthB,nx,ny,nz

              

                      character*2 case

              

                      collision=0

                      sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)
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                      nx=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                      ny=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                      nz=costhB

              

              C       intersection of flat surface of A with B

              

              C       B does not intersect the z=0 plane

                      if (abs(z0B) .gt. RB) goto 400

              

              C    intersection circle of B with z=0 does not 

              C    intersect flat surface of A

                      if (r*sinth .gt. RA+sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) goto 400

              

              C    intersection circle of B is inside flat surface of A

                      if (r*sinth .lt. RA-sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) then

                         if (abs(z0B*nz) .lt. sinthB*

                   &              sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) then

                            collision=1

                            goto 500

                         else if (z0B*nz .lt. 0.0) then

                            collision=1

                            goto 500

                         endif

                         goto 400

                      endif

              

              C    one of two intersection points is in  "right" 

              C    side of line

                      delphi=acos((r**2+RA**2-RB**2)/(2.0*r*RA*sinth))

                      phi1=phi+delphi

                      phi2=phi-delphi

                      x1=RA*cos(phi1)

                      y1=RA*sin(phi1)

                      x2=RA*cos(phi2)

                      y2=RA*sin(phi2)

                      if ((x1-x0B)*nx+(y1-y0B)*ny .gt. z0B*nz .or.

                   &      (x2-x0B)*nx+(y2-y0B)*ny .gt. z0B*nz) then

                         collision=1

                         goto 500

                      endif

              

              C    both intersection points are in "wrong" side of line

                      if (abs(x0B*nx+y0B*ny+z0B*nz) .lt. sinthB*RA .and.

                   &      abs(z0B*nz) .lt. sinthB*

                   &      sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) then

                         collision=1

                         goto 500

                      endif

              

              C       intersection of hemispherical surface of A with B

              

              C       two spheres do not intersect

              400     if (r .gt. RA+RB) goto 500

              

                      case='NN'

                      if (z0B*(r**2+RA**2-RB**2) .lt. 0) then

                         case(1:1)='Y'

                      else if (abs(r**2+RA**2-RB**2) .lt. 

                   &           2.0*r*sinth*RA) then

                         case(1:1)='Y'

                      endif

                      if (nz*(nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B) .lt. 0) then

                         case(2:2)='Y'

                      else if (abs(nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B) .lt. 

                   &           sinthB*RA) then
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                         case(2:2)='Y'

                      endif

              C    no intersection between plane and hemisphere at all.

                      if (abs(nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B) .gt. 

                   &          RA) case(2:2)='N'

              

                      if (case .eq. 'YY') then

                         collision=1

                      else if (case .eq. 'NY') then

                         if (r**2+RA**2-RB**2 .lt. 

                   &                 -2.0*z0B*RA) collision=1

                      else if (case .eq. 'YN') then

                         if (nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B .lt. 

                   &                      -nz*RA) collision=1

                      else

                         if (r**2+RA**2-RB**2 .lt. -2.0*z0B*RA .and.

                   &         nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B .lt. 

                   &                      -nz*RA) collision=1

                      endif

              

              500     return

                      end

              

              

                  subroutine getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

              

                      integer Nsite

                      parameter (Nsite=30)

              

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

              

                      real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                      real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                      integer Idsite(Nsite)

              

                      real sinthB

                      real z(3),x1(3),y1(3)

                      real R(3,3)

              

                      common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

              

                      sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                      z(1)=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                      z(2)=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                      z(3)=costhB

                      x1(1)=z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      x1(2)=0.0

                      x1(3)=-z(1)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      y1(1)=-z(1)*z(2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      y1(2)=(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      y1(3)=-z(2)*z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                      R(1,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(1)+sin(chiB)*y1(1)

                      R(2,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(2)+sin(chiB)*y1(2)

                      R(3,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(3)+sin(chiB)*y1(3)

                      R(1,3)=z(1)

                      R(2,3)=z(2)

                      R(3,3)=z(3)

                      R(1,2)=z(2)*R(3,1)-z(3)*R(2,1)

                      R(2,2)=z(3)*R(1,1)-z(1)*R(3,1)

                      R(3,2)=z(1)*R(2,1)-z(2)*R(1,1)

              

                      do i=1,Nsite

                        xB(i)=x0B+R(1,1)*xA(i)+R(1,2)*yA(i)+R(1,3)*zA(i)

                        yB(i)=y0B+R(2,1)*xA(i)+R(2,2)*yA(i)+R(2,3)*zA(i)

                        zB(i)=z0B+R(3,1)*xA(i)+R(3,2)*yA(i)+R(3,3)*zA(i)
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                      enddo

              

                      return

                      end

              

              

                      function pot()

              

                      integer Nsite

                      parameter (Nsite=30)

              

                      real Em

                      parameter (Em=-0.93/0.592)

              

                      real width,nncw

                      parameter (width=3.5,nncw=2.5)

              

                      real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

              

                      real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                      real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                      integer Idsite(Nsite)

              

                      real distance

              

                      common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                      common /nc/nc,nnc

              

                      pot=0.0

                      nc=0

                      nnc=0

                      do i=1,Nsite

                      do j=1,Nsite

                         distance=sqrt((xB(j)-xA(i))**2+(yB(j)-yA(i))**2

                   &                  +(zB(j)-zA(i))**2)

                         if (distance .lt. width) then

                            pot=pot+Em*Idsite(i)*Idsite(j)

                            if (i.eq.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                         width) nc=nc+1

                            if (i.ne.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                        nncw) nnc=nnc+1

                         endif

                      enddo

                      enddo

              

                      return

                      end

              

              

                function ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

              C This code returns a unfirm random number between 0 and 1.  

              C Set idum to a negative value to initialize sequence.

              C

                parameter (mbig=1000000000,mseed=161803398,mz=0,

                   &                       fac=1.0/mbig)

              

                dimension ma(55)

              

                if (idum .lt. 0) then

                   mj=mseed-iabs(idum)

                   mj=mod(mj,mbig)

                   ma(55)=mj

                   mk=1

                   do i=1,54

                      ii=mod(21*i,55)
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                      ma(ii)=mk

                      mk=mj-mk

                      if (mk .lt. mz) mk=mk+mbig

                      mj=ma(ii)

                   enddo

                   do k=1,4

                      do i=1,55

                         ma(i)=ma(i)-ma(1+mod(i+30,55))

                         if (ma(i) .lt. mz) ma(i)=ma(i)+mbig

                      enddo

                   enddo

                   inext=0

                   inextp=31

                   idum=1

                endif

              

                inext=inext+1

                if (inext .eq. 56) inext=1

                inextp=inextp+1

                if (inextp .eq. 56) inextp=1

                mj=ma(inext)-ma(inextp)

                if (mj .lt. mz) mj=mj+mbig

                ma(inext)=mj

                ran1=mj*fac

              

                return

                end
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C*******************************TS-DETERMINE-EBASED.F**************************

C******************************************************************************

C*********** This program determine the transition state Energy *************** 

C*********** E# by calculating the maximum deviation from the  ****************

C************************* previous points ************************************

C***************** Created by Alsallaq 2006 ***********************************

    

                      integer N,Ncfmin

                      parameter (N=100,Ncfmin=100)

                      real  dr(N),dcs(N),dphi(N),dcsB(N)

                      real  dphiB(N),dchiB(N)

                      real E(N),NE(N),ts,et

                      integer Nl,i

                      character*32 line

                      double precision sum1,sum2(N),sumc(N)

                      sum1=0.D0

                      i=1

                      do while (1.eq.1)

                         read(*,*,end=800)E(i),dr(i),dcs(i),dphi(i),

                    &                dcsB(i),dphiB(i),dchiB(i),NE(i)

                         if (NE(i) .gt. Ncfmin) then

                            i=i+1

                         endif

                      enddo

               800    Nl=i-1

                      do j=2,Nl

                         sumc(j)=0.D0

                         do k=1,j-1

                             sumc(j)=sumc(j)+dchiB(k)

                         enddo

                      enddo

                        

                      ts=1.E-40

                      

                      do jj=2,Nl

                         sum2(jj)=abs(dchiB(jj)-sumc(jj)/(real(jj-1)))

                         if(sum2(jj).gt.ts) then

                           ts=sum2(jj)

                           et=E(jj)

                        endif

               

                        print'(F8.3,F9.6)',E(jj),sum2(jj)

                      enddo

                      print*,et

                     

                     end
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C******************************1R5B-PMF-ALL************************************

C******************************************************************************

C*************This program finds PP(r)=sum_r < rj<r+dr (exp(-potj)) ***********

C************* and P(chiB)=sum_chiB<chiBj<chiB+dchiB (exp(-potj)) *************

C******************************************************************************

C*********************** Created by Alsallaq 2005 *****************************

            

                       real RA,RB

                       parameter (RA=20.0,RB=20.0)

               

                       real width,nncw,Rcut

                       parameter (width=3.5,nncw=2.5,Rcut=RA+RB+width)

               

                       integer Nhsite,Npsite,Nsite

                       parameter (Nhsite=18,Npsite=12,Nsite=Nhsite+Npsite)

               

                       real twopi,sitecut

                       parameter (twopi=6.2831853,sitecut=3.5)

               

                       integer Nconf

                       parameter (Nconf=10000000)

               

                       integer Idsite(Nsite)

                       real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                       real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

               

                       real r,costh,phi,costhB,phiB,chiB

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B

               

               

                       integer idum,inext,inextp,ma(55)

                       integer savidum,savinext,savinextp,savma(55)

                       real    ran1,ran2

               

                       integer collision

                       real pot,callpot,snc

                       real*8 sumpot

                       integer nc,nnc

               

                      

                       real dchiB

                       real rr0,ddr

                       parameter(rr0=10.00)

                       integer nnr,nnchi,l,rpin,chipin

                       parameter (nnchi=100,nnr=100)

                       real A(10),xch(0:nnchi),xrr(0:nnr)

                       real*8 Pre(nnr),Prn(nnr),Pce(nnchi),Pcn(nnchi)

                       real*8 rocun(nnr),cocun(nnchi)

                       real*8 sumexpe,sumexpn,expe,expn

               

               

                       common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                       common /nc/nc,nnc

               

               

                       idum=-314

                       ran2=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                      

                       do i=1,Nhsite

                          Idsite(i)=-1

                       enddo
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                       do i=1,Npsite

                          Idsite(Nhsite+i)=1

                       enddo

               

                       do i=1,Nsite

               100        r=RA*sqrt(ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma))

                          phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          xA(i)=r*cos(phi)

                          yA(i)=r*sin(phi)

                          zA(i)=0.0

                          do j=1,i-1

                             distance=(xA(i)-xA(j))**2+(yA(i)-yA(j))**2

                    &                +(zA(i)-zA(j))**2

                             if (distance .lt. sitecut**2) goto 100

                          enddo

                       enddo

               

                      dchiB=twopi/real(nnchi)

                      ddr=rr0/real(nnr)

                      print*,dchiB,ddr

                       do s=1,nnr

                         Pre(s)=0.0D0

                         Prn(s)=0.0D0

                         rocun(s)=0.0D0

                       enddo

                       do kk=1,nnchi

                          Pce(kk)=0.0D0

                          Pcn(kk)=0.0D0

                          cocun(kk)=0.0D0

                       enddo

                         

                         do i=0,nnchi

                           xch(i)=dchiB*real(i)-twopi/2.0

               C            print*,xch(i)

                         enddo

                         do ii=0,nnr

                           xrr(ii)=ddr*real(ii)

               C            print*,xrr(ii)

                         enddo

                         open(15,file='config.out')

                       l=0

                       do kk=1,Nconf

               C          read in previously saved idum in savidum,..etc

                          read(15,'(8I10)')idum,inext,inextp,

                   &           (ma(i),i=1,5)

                          read(15,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=6,15)

                          read(15,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=16,25)

                          read(15,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=26,35)

                          read(15,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=36,45)

                          read(15,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=46,55)

                          read(15,*)

               

               C          save idum in savidum, ..etc

                          savidum=idum

                          savinext=inext

                          savinextp=inextp

                          do i=1,55

                             savma(i)=ma(i)

                          enddo

               

                          r=10.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          costh=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          if (r .lt. RA) costh=abs(costh)

                          sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh**2)

                          phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)
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                          x0B=r*sinth*cos(phi)

                          y0B=r*sinth*sin(phi)

                          z0B=r*costh

                          costhB=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          phiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          chiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)-

                   &           twopi/2.0

               

                          call getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

                          callpot=-pot()

                          snc=real(nc+nnc)

                          l=l+1

                          chipin=int((chiB+twopi/2.0)/dchiB)+1

                          rpin=int(r/ddr)+1

                          if(chipin.gt.nnchi) chipin=nnchi

                          if(rpin.gt.nnr) rpin=nnr

                          expe=exp(callpot)        

                          expn=exp(snc)

                          Pre(rpin)=Pre(rpin)+expe

                          Pce(chipin)=Pce(chipin)+expe*r**2

                          Prn(rpin)=Prn(rpin)+expn

                          Pcn(chipin)=Pcn(chipin)+expn*r**2

                          rocun(rpin)=rocun(rpin)+1.D0

                          cocun(chipin)=cocun(chipin)+1.D0

               

                      enddo

                      close(15)

                         print*,'Nconf=',l

                         open(10,file='pmf-rpin-E-noweight-t1.dat')

                         open(11,file='pmf-rpin-snc-noweight-t1.dat')

                         open(12,file='pmf-chipin-E-t1.dat')

                         open(13,file='pmf-chipin-snc-t1.dat')

                          sumexpe=0.0D0

                          sumexpn=0.0D0

                          nl=0

                        do ll=1,nnr

                             Pre(ll)=Pre(ll)/rocun(ll)

                             Prn(ll)=Prn(ll)/rocun(ll)

               

                           if((xrr(ll-1)+xrr(ll))/2. .gt. 5.0) then

                           sumexpe=sumexpe+Pre(ll)

                           sumexpn=sumexpn+Prn(ll)

                           nl=nl+1

                           endif

                        enddo

                          

                          flatave=sumexpe/real(nl)

                          flatavn=sumexpn/real(nl)

                          print*,'flat-r-E',flatave

                          print*,'flat-r-Nc',flatavn

               

                         do jj=1,nnr

                           write(10,'(1F8.3,2D16.4)')(xrr(jj-1)+

                   &                 xrr(jj))/2.,Pre(jj),rocun(jj)

                           write(11,'(1F8.3,2D16.4)')(xrr(jj-1)+

                   &                 xrr(jj))/2.,Prn(jj),rocun(jj)

                         enddo

               

                         

                          sumexpe=0.0D0

                          sumexpn=0.0D0

                          nl=0

                        do ll=1,nnchi

                             Pce(ll)=Pce(ll)/cocun(ll)

                             Pcn(ll)=Pcn(ll)/cocun(ll)
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                           if(abs(xch(ll-1)+xch(ll))/2. .gt. 1.0) then

                           sumexpe=sumexpe+Pce(ll)

                           sumexpn=sumexpn+Pcn(ll)

                           nl=nl+1

                           endif

                        enddo

               

                          flatave=sumexpe/real(nl)

                          flatavn=sumexpn/real(nl)

                          print*,'flat-chiB-E',flatave

                          print*,'flat-chiB-Nc',flatavn

               

                         do jj=1,nnchi

                           write(12,'(1F8.3,2D16.4)')(xch(jj-1)+

                   &                xch(jj))/2.,Pce(jj),cocun(jj)

                           write(13,'(1F8.3,2D16.4)')(xch(jj-1)+

                   &                xch(jj))/2.,Pcn(jj),cocun(jj)

                         enddo

                         close(10)

                         close(11)

                         close(12)

                         close(13)

               

               

                         end

               

               

                       subroutine getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

               

                       integer Nsite

                       parameter (Nsite=30)

               

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

               

                       real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                       real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                       integer Idsite(Nsite)

               

                       real sinthB

                       real z(3),x1(3),y1(3)

                       real R(3,3)

               

                       common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

               

                       sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                       z(1)=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                       z(2)=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                       z(3)=costhB

                       x1(1)=z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       x1(2)=0.0

                       x1(3)=-z(1)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(1)=-z(1)*z(2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(2)=(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(3)=-z(2)*z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       R(1,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(1)+sin(chiB)*y1(1)

                       R(2,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(2)+sin(chiB)*y1(2)

                       R(3,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(3)+sin(chiB)*y1(3)

                       R(1,3)=z(1)

                       R(2,3)=z(2)

                       R(3,3)=z(3)

                       R(1,2)=z(2)*R(3,1)-z(3)*R(2,1)

                       R(2,2)=z(3)*R(1,1)-z(1)*R(3,1)

                       R(3,2)=z(1)*R(2,1)-z(2)*R(1,1)
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                       do i=1,Nsite

                        xB(i)=x0B+R(1,1)*xA(i)+R(1,2)*yA(i)+R(1,3)*zA(i)

                        yB(i)=y0B+R(2,1)*xA(i)+R(2,2)*yA(i)+R(2,3)*zA(i)

                        zB(i)=z0B+R(3,1)*xA(i)+R(3,2)*yA(i)+R(3,3)*zA(i)

                       enddo

               

                       return

                       end

               

               

               

                       function pot()

               

                       integer Nsite

                       parameter (Nsite=30)

               

                       real Em

                       parameter (Em=-0.93/0.592)

               

                       real width,nncw

                       parameter (width=3.5,nncw=2.5)

               

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

               

                       real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                       real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                       integer Idsite(Nsite)

                       integer nc,nnc

               

                       real distance

               

                       common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                       common /nc/nc,nnc

               

                       pot=0.0

                       nc=0

                       nnc=0

                       do i=1,Nsite

                       do j=1,Nsite

                          distance=sqrt((xB(j)-xA(i))**2+

                   &                    (yB(j)-yA(i))**2

                   &                   +(zB(j)-zA(i))**2)

                          if (distance .lt. width) then

                             pot=pot+Em*Idsite(i)*Idsite(j)

                             if (i.eq.j .and. distance .lt.

                   &                     width) nc=nc+1

                             if (i.ne.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                     nncw) nnc=nnc+1

                          endif

                       enddo

                       enddo

               

                       return

                       end

               

               

               

                       function ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

               

                       parameter (mbig=1000000000,mseed=161803398,mz=0,

                   &              fac=1.0/mbig)

               

                       dimension ma(55)

               

                       if (idum .lt. 0) then
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                          mj=mseed-iabs(idum)

                          mj=mod(mj,mbig)

                          ma(55)=mj

                          mk=1

                          do i=1,54

                             ii=mod(21*i,55)

                             ma(ii)=mk

                             mk=mj-mk

                             if (mk .lt. mz) mk=mk+mbig

                             mj=ma(ii)

                          enddo

                          do k=1,4

                             do i=1,55

                                ma(i)=ma(i)-ma(1+mod(i+30,55))

                                if (ma(i) .lt. mz) ma(i)=ma(i)+mbig

                             enddo

                          enddo

                          inext=0

                          inextp=31

                          idum=1

                       endif

               

                       inext=inext+1

                       if (inext .eq. 56) inext=1

                       inextp=inextp+1

                       if (inextp .eq. 56) inextp=1

                       mj=ma(inext)-ma(inextp)

                       if (mj .lt. mz) mj=mj+mbig

                       ma(inext)=mj

                       ran1=mj*fac

               

                       return

                       end
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C*******************************1R5B-PMF-R-CHI-ALL.F****************************

C******** This program finds PP(r,chiB)=sum_chiB<chiBj<chiB+dchiB   ************

C********                                  _r < rj<r+dr(exp(-potj)) ************

C********      =the Boltzmann-wieghted sum of configurations        ************

C********               in a range of chiB,and r                    ************

C********            the ourput is in a GRID form                   ************

C********    THIS PROGRAM TAKES MOLDELS CONGIGURATIONS AS INPUT     ************

C*******************************************************************************

                       real RA,RB

                       parameter (RA=20.0,RB=20.0)

               

                       real width,nncw,Rcut

                       parameter (width=3.5,nncw=2.5,Rcut=RA+RB+width)

               

                       integer Nhsite,Npsite,Nsite

                       parameter (Nhsite=18,Npsite=12,

                   &              Nsite=Nhsite+Npsite)

               

                       real twopi,sitecut

                       parameter (twopi=6.2831853,sitecut=3.5)

               

                       integer Nconf

                       parameter (Nconf=10000000)

               

                       integer Idsite(Nsite)

                       real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                       real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

               

                       real r,costh,phi,costhB,phiB,chiB

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B

               

               

                       integer idum,inext,inextp,ma(55)

                       integer savidum,savinext,savinextp,savma(55)

                       real    ran1,ran2

               

                       integer collision

                       real pot,callpot,snc

                       real*8 sumpot

                       integer nc,nnc

                      

                       real dchiB,flat1,flat2,flatav

                       real rr0,ddr

                       parameter(rr0=10.00)

                       integer nnr,nnchi,l,rpin,chipin,nl

                       parameter (nnchi=100,nnr=25)

                       real A(10),xch(nnchi+2),xrr(nnr+2)

                       real*8 PP(nnr,nnchi),ocun(nnr,nnchi),sumexp,expo

                       real*8 PPn(nnr,nnchi),sumexpn,expon

               

                       common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                       common /nc/nc,nnc

                        

                       idum=-314

                       ran2=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

               

                       do i=1,Nhsite

                          Idsite(i)=-1

                       enddo

                       do i=1,Npsite

                          Idsite(Nhsite+i)=1

                       enddo
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                       do i=1,Nsite

               100        r=RA*sqrt(ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma))

                          phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          xA(i)=r*cos(phi)

                          yA(i)=r*sin(phi)

                          zA(i)=0.0

                          do j=1,i-1

                             distance=(xA(i)-xA(j))**2+(yA(i)-yA(j))**2

                    &                +(zA(i)-zA(j))**2

                             if (distance .lt. sitecut**2) goto 100

                          enddo

                       enddo

               

               

                       open(14,file='config.out')

                      

                       dchiB=twopi/real(nnchi)

                       ddr=rr0/real(nnr)

                       print*,dchiB,ddr

                       do s=1,nnr

                         do kk=1,nnchi

                            PP(s,kk)=0.0D0

                            PPn(s,kk)=0.0D0

                            ocun(s,kk)=0.D0

                         enddo

                       enddo

                         

                       do i=1,nnchi+1

                           xch(i)=dchiB*real(-1+i)-twopi/2.0

               C            print*,xch(i)

                       enddo

                       do ii=1,nnr+1

                           xrr(ii)=ddr*real(-1+ii)

               C            print*,xrr(ii)

                       enddo

               

                       do l=1,Nconf

               C   read in previously saved idum in savidum, ..etc

                          read(14,'(8I10)')idum,inext,inextp,

                   &                       (ma(i),i=1,5)

                          read(14,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=6,15)

                          read(14,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=16,25)

                          read(14,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=26,35)

                          read(14,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=36,45)

                          read(14,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=46,55)

                          read(14,*)

               

               C          save idum in savidum, ..etc

                          savidum=idum

                          savinext=inext

                          savinextp=inextp

                          do i=1,55

                             savma(i)=ma(i)

                          enddo

               

                          r=10.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          costh=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          if (r .lt. RA) costh=abs(costh)

                          sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh**2)

                          phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          x0B=r*sinth*cos(phi)

                          y0B=r*sinth*sin(phi)

                          z0B=r*costh

                          costhB=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)
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                          phiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          chiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)-

                   &           twopi/2.0

               

                          call getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

                          callpot=-pot()

                          snc=real(nc+nnc)

               

                          chipin=int((chiB+twopi/2.0)/dchiB)+1

                          rpin=int(r/ddr)+1

                          if(chipin.gt.nnchi) chipin=nnchi

                          if(rpin.gt.nnr) rpin=nnr

                          expo=exp(callpot)    

                          expon=exp(snc)

                          PP(rpin,chipin)=PP(rpin,chipin)+expo

                          PPn(rpin,chipin)=PPn(rpin,chipin)+expon

                          ocun(rpin,chipin)=ocun(rpin,chipin)+1.

               

                      enddo

               

                          sumexp=0.0

                          sumexpn=0.0

                          nl=0

                          open(10,file='pmf-r-chi-E-t1.dat')

                          open(11,file='pmf-r-chi-snc-t1.dat')

                          do ll=1,nnr

                            do jj=1,nnchi

                                 PP(ll,jj)=PP(ll,jj)/ocun(ll,jj)

                                 PPn(ll,jj)=PPn(ll,jj)/ocun(ll,jj)

               

                              if(ll.eq.nnr) then

                                 sumexp=sumexp+PP(ll,jj)

                                 sumexpn=sumexpn+PPn(ll,jj)

                                 nl=nl+1

                              endif

                            enddo

                          enddo

               

                          flat1=sumexp/real(nl)

                          flat2=sumexpn/real(nl)

                          print*,'flatav-E',flat1

                          print*,'flatav-snc',flat2

               

                        do ll=1,nnr

                           do jj=1,nnchi

                           write(10,'(2F8.3,2E16.4)') (xrr(ll+1)+

                    &                                 xrr(ll))/2.0,

                    &             (xch(jj+1)+xch(jj))/2.0,PP(ll,jj),

                    &                                 ocun(ll,jj)

                           write(11,'(2F8.3,2E16.4)') (xrr(ll+1)+

                    &                                 xrr(ll))/2.0,

                    &             (xch(jj+1)+xch(jj))/2.0,PPn(ll,jj),

                    &                                 ocun(ll,jj)

                            enddo

                           write(10,*)'                                  '

                           write(11,*)'                                  '

                        

                        enddo

                        close(10)

                        close(11)

               

                                  end

               

               

                   integer function collision(x0B,y0B,z0B,r,sinth,phi,
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                   &                          costhB,phiB)

               

                       real RA,RB

                       parameter (RA=20.0,RB=20.0)

               

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B,r,sinth,phi,costhB,phiB

                       real delphi,phi1,phi2

                       real x1,y1,x2,y2

                       real sinthB,nx,ny,nz

               

                       character*2 case

               

                       collision=0

                       sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                       nx=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                       ny=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                       nz=costhB

               

               C       intersection of flat surface of A with B

               

               C       B does not intersect the z=0 plane

                       if (abs(z0B) .gt. RB) goto 400

               

               C  intersection circle of B with z=0 does not 

               C  intersect flat surface of A

               

                       if (r*sinth .gt. RA+sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) goto 400

               

               C  intersection circle of B is inside flat surface of A

                       if (r*sinth .lt. RA-sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) then

                          if (abs(z0B*nz) .lt. 

                   &                sinthB*sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) then

                             collision=1

                             goto 500

                          else if (z0B*nz .lt. 0.0) then

                             collision=1

                             goto 500

                          endif

                          goto 400

                       endif

               

               C  one of two intersection points is in  

               C  "right" side of line

                       delphi=acos((r**2+RA**2-RB**2)/(2.0*r*RA*sinth))

                       phi1=phi+delphi

                       phi2=phi-delphi

                       x1=RA*cos(phi1)

                       y1=RA*sin(phi1)

                       x2=RA*cos(phi2)

                       y2=RA*sin(phi2)

                       if ((x1-x0B)*nx+(y1-y0B)*ny .gt. z0B*nz .or.

                    &      (x2-x0B)*nx+(y2-y0B)*ny .gt. z0B*nz) then

                          collision=1

                          goto 500

                       endif

               

               C  both intersection points are in "wrong" side of line

                       if (abs(x0B*nx+y0B*ny+z0B*nz) .lt. sinthB*RA .and.

                    &      abs(z0B*nz) .lt. 

                    &                sinthB*sqrt(RB**2-z0B**2)) then

                          collision=1

                          goto 500

                       endif

               

               C       intersection of hemispherical surface of A with B
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               C       two spheres do not intersect

               400     if (r .gt. RA+RB) goto 500

               

                       case='NN'

                       if (z0B*(r**2+RA**2-RB**2) .lt. 0) then

                          case(1:1)='Y'

                       else if (abs(r**2+RA**2-RB**2) .lt. 

                   &                      2.0*r*sinth*RA) then

                          case(1:1)='Y'

                       endif

                       if (nz*(nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B) .lt. 0) then

                          case(2:2)='Y'

                       else if (abs(nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B) .lt. 

                   &                              sinthB*RA) then

                          case(2:2)='Y'

                       endif

               C  no intersection between plane and hemisphere at all.

                       if (abs(nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B) .gt. 

                   &           RA) case(2:2)='N'

               

                       if (case .eq. 'YY') then

                          collision=1

                       else if (case .eq. 'NY') then

                          if (r**2+RA**2-RB**2 .lt. 

                   &          -2.0*z0B*RA) collision=1

                       else if (case .eq. 'YN') then

                          if (nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B .lt. 

                   &          -nz*RA) collision=1

                       else

                          if (r**2+RA**2-RB**2 .lt. -2.0*z0B*RA .and.

                    &         nx*x0B+ny*y0B+nz*z0B .lt. 

                    &         -nz*RA) collision=1

                       endif

               

               500     return

                       end

               

               

               

               

               

               

               

                       subroutine getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

               

                       integer Nsite

                       parameter (Nsite=30)

               

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

               

                       real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                       real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                       integer Idsite(Nsite)

               

                       real sinthB

                       real z(3),x1(3),y1(3)

                       real R(3,3)

               

                       common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

               

                       sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                       z(1)=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                       z(2)=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                       z(3)=costhB
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                       x1(1)=z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       x1(2)=0.0

                       x1(3)=-z(1)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(1)=-z(1)*z(2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(2)=(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(3)=-z(2)*z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       R(1,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(1)+sin(chiB)*y1(1)

                       R(2,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(2)+sin(chiB)*y1(2)

                       R(3,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(3)+sin(chiB)*y1(3)

                       R(1,3)=z(1)

                       R(2,3)=z(2)

                       R(3,3)=z(3)

                       R(1,2)=z(2)*R(3,1)-z(3)*R(2,1)

                       R(2,2)=z(3)*R(1,1)-z(1)*R(3,1)

                       R(3,2)=z(1)*R(2,1)-z(2)*R(1,1)

               

                       do i=1,Nsite

                        xB(i)=x0B+R(1,1)*xA(i)+R(1,2)*yA(i)+R(1,3)*zA(i)

                        yB(i)=y0B+R(2,1)*xA(i)+R(2,2)*yA(i)+R(2,3)*zA(i)

                        zB(i)=z0B+R(3,1)*xA(i)+R(3,2)*yA(i)+R(3,3)*zA(i)

                       enddo

               

                       return

                       end

               

               

                       function pot()

               

                       integer Nsite

                       parameter (Nsite=30)

               

                       real Em

                       parameter (Em=-0.93/0.592)

               

                       real width,nncw

                       parameter (width=3.5,nncw=2.5)

               

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

               

                       real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                       real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                       integer Idsite(Nsite)

                       integer nc,nnc

               

                       real distance

               

                       common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                       common /nc/nc,nnc

               

                       pot=0.0

                       nc=0

                       nnc=0

                       do i=1,Nsite

                       do j=1,Nsite

                          distance=sqrt((xB(j)-xA(i))**2+

                   &                   (yB(j)-yA(i))**2

                   &                  +(zB(j)-zA(i))**2)

                          if (distance .lt. width) then

                             pot=pot+Em*Idsite(i)*Idsite(j)

                             if (i.eq.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                          width) nc=nc+1

                             if (i.ne.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                          nncw) nnc=nnc+1

                          endif

                       enddo
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                       enddo

               

                       return

                       end

               

               

                       function ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

               C This code returns a unfirm random number 

               C between 0 and 1.  Set idum to a negative value to 

               C initialize sequence.

               

                       parameter (mbig=1000000000,mseed=161803398,mz=0,

                   &              fac=1.0/mbig)

               

                       dimension ma(55)

               

                       if (idum .lt. 0) then

                          mj=mseed-iabs(idum)

                          mj=mod(mj,mbig)

                          ma(55)=mj

                          mk=1

                          do i=1,54

                             ii=mod(21*i,55)

                             ma(ii)=mk

                             mk=mj-mk

                             if (mk .lt. mz) mk=mk+mbig

                             mj=ma(ii)

                          enddo

                          do k=1,4

                             do i=1,55

                                ma(i)=ma(i)-ma(1+mod(i+30,55))

                                if (ma(i) .lt. mz) ma(i)=ma(i)+mbig

                             enddo

                          enddo

                          inext=0

                          inextp=31

                          idum=1

                       endif

               

                       inext=inext+1

                       if (inext .eq. 56) inext=1

                       inextp=inextp+1

                       if (inextp .eq. 56) inextp=1

                       mj=ma(inext)-ma(inextp)

                       if (mj .lt. mz) mj=mj+mbig

                       ma(inext)=mj

                       ran1=mj*fac

               

                       return

                       end
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C*****************************2R5C-BD-EBASED.F**********************************

C***************** Performs Brownian Dynamics Simulation ***********************

C**************** on CS model, Origin of lab-fixed frame ***********************

C*************** is at center of binding face on A subunit *********************

C********** origin of body-fixed frame is at center of B subunit ***************

C********************** NOTE: CALLS GAUSS.F AND RAN1.F *************************

C************************** created by Alsallaq 2006 ***************************

                       real RA,RB,costh0

                       parameter (RA=25.0,RB=20.0,costh0=0.5)

               

                       real width,nncw    

                       parameter (width=3.50,nncw=2.5)

               

                       integer Nhsite,Npsite,Nsite

                       parameter (Nhsite=18,Npsite=12,

                   &              Nsite=Nhsite+Npsite)

               

                       real twopi,sitecut

                       parameter (twopi=6.2831853,sitecut=3.5)

               

               

                       integer Idsite(Nsite)

                       real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                       real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

               

                       real*8 r,costh,sinth,phi,costhB,sinthB,phiB,chiB

                       real*8 x0B,y0B,z0B

                       real distance

               

                       integer idum,inext,inextp,ma(55)

                       real    ran1,ran2

               

                       integer collision,nnc,nc

                       real pot,callpot,Etra

                       parameter(Etra=21.993)

                       real*8 kTe,a,a1,dt,att,kap,rcut

                       real*8 DTB(3),DRB(3),DRA(3)

                       real*8 tstep

                       parameter (kTe=4.12e3)

                       real*8 ri(3),r0s(3),r00(3),r0B(3)

                       real*8 mAi(3,3),mA0(3,3),mAs(3,3)

                       real*8 mBi(3,3),mB0(3,3),mBs(3,3)

                       real*8 rBB(3),mAA(3,3),mBB(3,3)

                       

                       real*8  LT,Tcut,T0

                       integer i,trunc

                       real sso,ssn,surp,frac,rand

                

                       common rBB,mAA,mBB

                       common /ran/idum,inext,inextp,ma

               

                      

                       common xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite

                       common /nc/nc,nnc

               

               C   parameters specifications

                       do i=1,3

                          DTB(i)=30.0D0

                          DRB(i)=0.045D0

                          DRA(i)=0.0D0
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                       enddo

                      

                       rcut=6.0D0

                       a=RA+RB

                       dt=1.D-6*a*a/(2.D0*DTB(1))

                       T0=1.D-2/(2.D0*DTB(1))

                       Tcut=1.0D2*a*a/DTB(1)

                       kap=20.D0

                       open(10,file='sim-Ebased-Bcen.par')

                       write(10,155)'DTB1','DTB2','DTB3'

                       write(10,160),(DTB(j),j=1,3)

                       write(10,155)'DRB1','DRB2','DRB3'

                       write(10,160),(DRB(j),j=1,3)

                       write(10,155)'DRA1','DRA2','DRA3'

                       write(10,160),(DRA(j),j=1,3)

                       write(10,155)'Tcut','dt','T0'

                       write(10,160),Tcut,dt,T0

                       write(10,*)'Ntra=',Ntra,'  kap=',kap,'  rcut=',

                   &               rcut,' a=',a

                       write(10,*)'width=',width,'  nncw=',nncw

               155     Format(3A10)

               160     Format(3E12.3)

                       close(10)

               

                    

                       idum=-314

                       ran2=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

               C  Nhsite are -ve and Npsite are +ve

                       do i=1,Nhsite

                          Idsite(i)=-1

                       enddo

                       do i=1,Npsite

                          Idsite(Nhsite+i)=1

                       enddo

               

                       do i=1,Nsite

               100        r=RB

                          phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          costh=-1.0+(-costh0+1)*

                   &             ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh**2)

                          xA(i)=r*cos(phi)*sinth

                          yA(i)=r*sin(phi)*sinth

                          zA(i)=r*costh+RB

                          do j=1,i-1

                             distance=(xA(i)-xA(j))**2+(yA(i)-yA(j))**2

                    &                +(zA(i)-zA(j))**2

                             if (distance .lt. sitecut**2) goto 100

                          enddo

                       enddo

               C  up to here the native coordinates Idsite, xA,yA,zA for 

               C  the contacts are defined, and should not be changed in 

               C  the subsequent steps, rather they should be used to 

               C  get the transformed initial transition configurations

               

               C  loop through start up systems

                        k=0

                       do 600 while (1.eq.1)

                          k=k+1

               C  first generate initial orientation for A

                           do i=1,3

                             do j=1,3

                               if(i.eq.j) then
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                                   mAi(i,j)=1.D0

                               else

                                   mAi(i,j)=0.D0

                               endif

                             enddo

                           enddo

               C  second generate a relative position and

               C  orientation for B

               C  read in previously saved idum, etc to transform B

                          read(*,'(8I10)',end=700)idum,inext,inextp,

                   &              (ma(i),i=1,5)

                          read(*,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=6,15)

                          read(*,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=16,25)

                          read(*,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=26,35)

                          read(*,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=36,45)

                          read(*,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=46,55)

                          read(*,*)

               

                          r=rcut*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)         

                          costh=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh**2)

                          phi=(twopi)*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          r0B(1)=r*sinth*cos(phi)

                          r0B(2)=r*sinth*sin(phi)

                          r0B(3)=r*costh

                

               

                          costhB=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                   sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                          phiB=(twopi)*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          chiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)-

                   &           twopi/2.0

               

                          call getBmat(costhB,phiB,chiB,mBi)

               C  Here ri is the vector pointing to center of B, and it 

               C  will be propagated

                          do j=1,3

                               ri(j)=r0B(j)+RB*mBi(j,3)

                          enddo

                          

                        

               C  assign the time loop dummy variables

                         call assign1t2(mAi,mBi,ri,mA0,mB0,r00)

                         LT=0.D0

                         i=0

                         trunc=0

               C  propagate the initial configuration r00,mB0 in 

               C  time steps

               300    if (LT.lt.Tcut) then

                           i=i+1

               C  define the time step

                           do jj=1,3

                              r0B(jj)=r00(jj)-RB*mB0(jj,3)

                           enddo

                           r=sqrt(r0B(1)**2+r0B(2)**2+r0B(3)**2)

                           if(r.lt.rcut) then

                                tstep=dt

                           else

                                tstep=dt+T0*(r-rcut)**2

                           endif

               C  save the previous-step configuration
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                           call assign1t2(mA0,mB0,r00,mAs,mBs,r0s)

               

               C  is the old position inside/outside 

               C            the reactive region?

                           call getBcoor(r0B,mB0,xA,yA,zA,Nsite,xB,yB,zB)

                           callpot=-pot(xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite)

                           if(callpot.ge.Etra-0.785) then

                                 sso=1.

                           else

                                 sso=0.

                           endif

               

               CC  Here ssn and rBB will be defined using propagatefE 

               CC  func, and collis. func.

               

               C  propagate one time step

                           call propagatefE(DTB,DRA,DRB,tstep,r00,

                    &                        mA0,mB0)

               C  is B overlapping A

                           if(collision(rBB(1),rBB(2),rBB(3)).eq.1) then 

                             call assign1t2(mAs,mBs,r0s,mAA,mBB,rBB)

                             ssn=sso

                             goto 350

                           endif

               

               C  is the new position inside/outside 

               C              the reactive region?

               C  note that ssn and rBB(i) will be modified later 

               C  in case collision=1

                           do jj=1,3

                             r0B(jj)=rBB(jj)-RB*mBB(jj,3)

                           enddo

                           call getBcoor(r0B,mBB,xA,yA,zA,Nsite,xB,yB,zB)

                           callpot=-pot(xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite)

                           if(callpot.ge.Etra-0.785) then

                                 ssn=1.

                           else

                                 ssn=0.

                           endif

               CCCCC At this stage rBB,mAA,mBB,and ssn are defined CCCCC

               CCCCC if there was no collision they will take      CCCCC

               CCCCC the values set by the prop. subroutine. If thereCCC

               CCCCC was overlap they will be set by the values    CCCCC

               CCCCC just before propagation.                      CCCCC

               

               

               CCCCC check for reaction whether B overlaps A or not CCCC

               

               C  generate a random number and calculate surp

               350         rand=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                           surp=exp(-kap*(sso+ssn)*tstep/2.)

               

               

               C check for reaction

               C  B is reacting

                          if(rand.gt.surp) then

                                LT=LT+tstep

                                 trunc=1

               

               C B is not reacting

                          else

                                LT=LT+tstep

               C change the dummy configuration to the current

                                call assign1t2(mAA,mBB,rBB,mA0,mB0,r00)

                          endif
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                          if(trunc .eq. 1) goto 550

                          goto 300

                      endif

               550          write(*,570)LT

               570          Format(1F32.12)

               

               600     continue

               700     end

               

                

               

               

           subroutine assign1t2(arrs1,arrs2,cols3,arrd1,arrd2,cold3)

               C  assigns the source arrays arrs1,arrs2,arrs3, to the 

               C  respective distenation arrays arrd1,arrd2,arrd3

               

                           real*8 arrs1(3,3),arrs2(3,3),cols3(3)

                           real*8 arrd1(3,3),arrd2(3,3),cold3(3)

               

                           do i=1,3

                                cold3(i)=cols3(i)

                                do j=1,3

                                   arrd1(i,j)=arrs1(i,j)

                                   arrd2(i,j)=arrs2(i,j)

                                enddo

                           enddo

                           return

                        end

               

               

               

                       integer function collision(xcB,ycB,zcB)

               

                       real RA,RB,costh0

                       parameter (RA=25.0,RB=20.0,costh0=0.5) 

               

                       real*8 xcB,ycB,zcB

                       real zL,z0,h,d,zA,nx,ny,nz

               

                       collision=0      

               C  The position of the A sphere:

                       zA=sqrt(RA**2-(1.0-costh0**2)*RB**2)-

                   &           RB*(1.0-costh0)

               C  The distance between sphere centers:

                       d=sqrt(xcB**2+ycB**2+(zcB+zA)**2)

               C  The radius of the circle of intersection:

                       h=sqrt(RA**2-((RA**2-RB**2+d**2)/(2*d))**2)

               C  The unit vector along d:

                       nx=xcB/d

                       ny=ycB/d

                       nz=(zcB+zA)/d

               C  center of circle of intersection is:

                       z0=sqrt(RA**2-h**2)*nz-zA

               C  The z-coordinate of the lowest point on the circle of 

               C  intersection:

                       zL=z0-h*sqrt(nx**2+ny**2)

               

                       if (d .ge. RA+RB) then

                       else if (d .ge. zA+RB) then

                             if (zL .ge. RB-RB*costh0) then

                             else

                             collision=1

                             endif

                       else

                       collision=1      
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                       endif

                       return

                       end

               

               

              subroutine getBmat(costhB,phiB,chiB,R)

               C  returns R(3,3) matrix

                       real*8 costhB,phiB,chiB

                       real*8 sinthB

                       real*8 z(3),x1(3),y1(3)

                       real*8 R(3,3)

               

               

                       sinthB=sqrt(1.0D0-costhB**2)

                       z(1)=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                       z(2)=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                       z(3)=costhB

                       x1(1)=z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       x1(2)=0.0D0

                       x1(3)=-z(1)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(1)=-z(1)*z(2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(2)=(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(3)=-z(2)*z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       R(1,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(1)+sin(chiB)*y1(1)

                       R(2,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(2)+sin(chiB)*y1(2)

                       R(3,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(3)+sin(chiB)*y1(3)

                       R(1,3)=z(1)

                       R(2,3)=z(2)

                       R(3,3)=z(3)

                       R(1,2)=z(2)*R(3,1)-z(3)*R(2,1)

                       R(2,2)=z(3)*R(1,1)-z(1)*R(3,1)

                       R(3,2)=z(1)*R(2,1)-z(2)*R(1,1)

               

                       return

                       end

                       

               

             subroutine getBcoor(vec0,R,xA,yA,zA,Nsite,xB,yB,zB)

               C R is the matrix that transforms any vector in 

               C B body-fixed frame to lab

                         integer Nsite

                         real*8 vec0(3)

                         real*8 R(3,3)

                         real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                         real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

               

                        do i=1,Nsite

                          xB(i)=vec0(1)+R(1,1)*xA(i)+R(1,2)*yA(i)+

                   &                    R(1,3)*zA(i)

                          yB(i)=vec0(2)+R(2,1)*xA(i)+R(2,2)*yA(i)+

                   &                    R(2,3)*zA(i)

                          zB(i)=vec0(3)+R(3,1)*xA(i)+R(3,2)*yA(i)+

                   &                    R(3,3)*zA(i)

               C           print*,xB(i),yB(i),zB(i)

                        enddo

               

                        return

                        end

               

               

               

                       function pot(xA,yA,zA,xB,yB,zB,Idsite)

               

                       integer Nsite

                       parameter (Nsite=30)
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                       real Em

                       parameter (Em=-0.93/0.592)

               

                       real width,nncw

                       parameter (width=3.50,nncw=2.5)

               

                       real xA(Nsite),yA(Nsite),zA(Nsite)

                       real xB(Nsite),yB(Nsite),zB(Nsite)

                       integer Idsite(Nsite),nnc,nc

               

                       real distance

               

                       common /nc/nc,nnc

               

                       pot=0.0

                       nc=0

                       nnc=0

                       do i=1,Nsite

                       do j=1,Nsite

                          distance=sqrt((xB(j)-xA(i))**2+(yB(j)-

                   &               yA(i))**2+(zB(j)-zA(i))**2)

                          if (distance .lt. width) then

                             pot=pot+Em*Idsite(i)*Idsite(j)

                             if (i.eq.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                      width) nc=nc+1

                             if (i.ne.j .and. distance .lt. 

                   &                       nncw) nnc=nnc+1

                          endif

                       enddo

                       enddo

               

                       return

                       end
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*********************************************************************************

*************************** 1EMV-WSEEDS.F ***************************************

*********************************************************************************

******This program samples random configurations around the X-ray ***************

******************** structure of the E9-Im9 complex ****************************

                       integer NN,Nsite

                       parameter (NN=10000,Nsite=18)

               

                       real twopi

                       parameter (twopi=6.2831853)

               

                       integer Nconf

                       parameter (Nconf=50000)

               

                       integer indexA(Nsite),indexB(Nsite)

                       integer NN1,NN2

                       real distm(Nsite)

                       character*4 atmA(NN),atmB(NN)

                       real xA(NN),yA(NN),zA(NN)

                       real xB0(NN),yB0(NN),zB0(NN)

                       real xB(NN),yB(NN),zB(NN)

               

                       real r,costh,phi,costhB,phiB,chiB

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B

               

                       integer idum,inext,inextp,ma(55)

                       integer savidum,savinext,savinextp,savma(55)

                       real    ran1,ran2

                       integer CA(NN),CB(NN)

                       integer collision

                       real pot

                       real mincor,maxcor,lzA,hzA,lzB,hzB,lxA,hxA,

                       real lxB,hxB,lyA,hyA,lyB,hyB

                       integer Non0,AA,BB,AAz,BBz,AAx,BBx,nnc,nc

                       common NN1,NN2,atmA,xA,yA,zA,atmB,xB0,yB0,zB0,

                   &          xB,yB,zB,indexA,indexB,distm

                       common /nc/nc,nnc

                       common /para/mincor,maxcor,Non0

                       common /arrays/CA,CB

               C  Read the seed for the run

               

                       read(*,*) idum

                       ran2=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

               C  Read contact-atoms info

                       open(10,file='contact-noH.out')

                       do i=1,Nsite

                          read(10,'(2I5,9X,F7.2)')indexA(i),indexB(i),

                   &                              distm(i)

                       enddo

                       close(10)

               C  Read coordinates for subunit A (fixed)

                       open(11,file='tsubA.cor')

                       i=0

                       do while (1.eq.1)

                          i=i+1

                          read(11,'(12X,A4,15X,3F8.3)',end=100)atmA(i),
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                   &               xA(i),yA(i),zA(i)

                       enddo

               100     NN1=i-1

                       close(11)

               C  Read coordinates for subunit B (moved)

                       open(12,file='tsubB.cor')

                       i=0

                       do while (1.eq.1)

                          i=i+1

                          read(12,'(12X,A4,15X,3F8.3)',end=150)atmB(i),

                   &               xB0(i),yB0(i),zB0(i)

                       enddo

               150     NN2=i-1

                       close(12)

               C  Start sampling

                       

                       do l=1,Nconf

               

               C          hold idum in savidum, etc

               200        savidum=idum

                          savinext=inext

                          savinextp=inextp

                          do i=1,55

                             savma(i)=ma(i)

                          enddo

               C  Fill overlap-atoms matrices with atoms indices

                          do i1=1,NN1

                          CA(i1)=i1

                          enddo

                          do j1=1,NN2

                          CB(j1)=j1

                          enddo

               C Get z-limits of A subunit 

                          call getlimits(zA,CA,NN1,NN)

                          lzA=mincor

                          hzA=maxcor

                          AA=Non0

               C Generate a B-configuration

                          r=6.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          costh=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh**2)

                          phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          x0B=r*sinth*cos(phi)

                          y0B=r*sinth*sin(phi)

                          z0B=r*costh

                          costhB=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          phiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          chiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)-

                   &                 twopi/2.0

                          call getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

               C Get z-limits of B subunit just generated

                          call getlimits(zB,CB,NN2,NN)

                          lzB=mincor

                          hzB=maxcor
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                          BB=Non0

               

               C Get the z-overlapping atoms:

                           call obtainlist(zA,zB,lzA,hzA,

                   &                     lzB,hzB,NN1,NN2)

               

               C Get the xbounds of the z-overlapping atoms     

                          call getlimits(xA,CA,NN1,NN)

                          lxA=mincor

                          hxA=maxcor

                          AAz=Non0

                          call getlimits(xB,CB,NN2,NN)

                          lxB=mincor

                          hxB=maxcor

                          BBz=Non0

                          

               C Refresh the list by imposing xbounds

                          call obtainlist(xA,xB,lxA,hxA,lxB,hxB,NN1,NN2)

               

               C Get the ybounds for the zx-overlapping atoms

                           call getlimits(yA,CA,NN1,NN)

                           lyA=mincor

                           hyA=maxcor

                           AAx=Non0

                           call getlimits(yB,CB,NN1,NN)

                           lyB=mincor

                           hyB=maxcor

                           BBx=Non0           

                          

               C Refresh the last list by imposing ybounds

                          call obtainlist(yA,yB,lyA,hyA,lyB,hyB,NN1,NN2)

               C Detect the collision between the zxy-overlapping atoms

                          if (collision() .eq. 1) goto 200

               

               C Save savidum, etc

                          print '(8I10)',savidum,savinext,savinextp,

                   &                    (savma(i),i=1,5)

                          print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=6,15)

                          print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=16,25)

                          print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=26,35)

                          print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=36,45)

                          print '(10I10)',(savma(i),i=46,55)

               

                         print '(A,6F8.4)','conf: ',r,costh,phi,costhB,

                   &                        phiB,chiB

                        enddo

               

                end

               

               

                integer function collision()

               

                       integer NN,Nsite

                       parameter (NN=10000,Nsite=18)

               

                       real cutp,cutpc,cutc,cuth,cuthc,cuthp

                       parameter (cutp=2.675**2,cutpc=2.785**2,
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                   &                             cutc=3.315**2)

                       parameter (cuth=2.018**2,cuthc=2.550**2,

                   &                            cuthp=1.727**2)

                       integer indexA(Nsite),indexB(Nsite)

                       integer NN1,NN2

                       real distm(Nsite)

                       character*4 atmA(NN),atmB(NN)

                       real xA(NN),yA(NN),zA(NN)

                       real xB0(NN),yB0(NN),zB0(NN)

                       real xB(NN),yB(NN),zB(NN)

                       integer CA(NN),CB(NN)

                       real distance

                       integer Non0

                       real mincor,maxcor

                       common NN1,NN2,atmA,xA,yA,zA,atmB,xB0,yB0,zB0,

                   &          xB,yB,zB,indexA,indexB,distm

                       common /arrays/CA,CB

                       collision=0

                      

                       do pp=1,NN1

                       if (CA(pp).eq.0) goto 400

                         i=CA(pp)

                       do qq=1,NN2

                       if (CB(qq).eq.0) goto 300

                         j=CB(qq)

               

                          if (atmA(i)(2:2).ne.'O'.and.atmA(i)(2:2).ne.

                   &          'N'.and.atmA(i)(2:2).ne.'C'.and.

                   &              atmA(i)(2:2).ne.'H') then

                                  atmA(i)(2:2)='C'

                          endif

                          if (atmB(j)(2:2).ne.'O'.and.atmB(j)(2:2).ne.

                   &          'N'.and.atmB(j)(2:2).ne.'C'.and.

                   &              atmB(j)(2:2).ne.'H') then

                                  atmB(j)(2:2)='C'

                          endif

               

                          distance=(xB(j)-xA(i))**2+(yB(j)-yA(i))**2+

                   &               (zB(j)-zA(i))**2

               

                          if ((atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'O' .or. atmA(i)(2:2).eq.

                   &          'N') .and.(atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'O' .or. 

                   &         atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'N')) then

                             if (distance .lt. cutp) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 500

                             endif

                           endif

               

                           if (atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'H' .and. atmB(j)(2:2).eq.

                   &          'H') then 

                             if (distance .lt. cuth) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 500

                             endif

                           endif

               

                           if(atmA(i)(2:2).eq. 'C' .and. atmB(j)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'C') then

                            if (distance .lt. cutc) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 500

                             endif

                          endif
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                          if((atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'O'.or. atmA(i)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'N').and.atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'C') then

                            if (distance .lt. cutpc) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 500

                             endif

                          endif

               

                          if((atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'O'.or. atmB(j)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'N').and.atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'C') then

                            if (distance .lt. cutpc) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 500

                             endif

                          endif

                         

                          if((atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'O'.or. atmA(i)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'N').and.atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'H') then

                            if (distance .lt. cuthp) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 500

                             endif

                          endif

               

                          if((atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'O'.or. atmB(j)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'N').and.atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'H') then

                            if (distance .lt. cuthp) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 500

                             endif

                          endif

               

                         if ((atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'H' .and. atmB(j)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'C').or.(atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'C' .and. 

                   &         atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'H')) then

                            if (distance .lt. cuthc) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 500

                            endif

                          endif

               

                   

               

               300    enddo

               400    enddo

                

               500     return

                       end

               

               C THE SUBROUTINE FOR DEFINING THE OVELAPPING ATOMS,IF ANY

               C IT RETURNS TWO ARRAYS WITH THE NONZERO ELEMENTS AS THE

               C INDICES OF THE OVERLAPPING ATOMS. THE LOWER AND THE

               C HIGHER BOUNDS OF THE CHAINS ARE CONSERVATIVELY EXTENDED 

               C BY THE LARGEST ATOM DIAMETER 

               C (HERE IT WAS SET TO 2*3.45 ANGESTROMS)         

                 subroutine obtainlist(Acor,Bcor,lA,hA,lB,hB,NN1,NN2)

                       integer NN

                       parameter(NN=10000)

                       integer CA(NN),CB(NN)

                       real Acor(NN),Bcor(NN)

                       real mincor,maxcor,lA,hA,lB,hB

                       common /arrays/CA,CB

               

                       if (lB.gt.hA.and.lB.le.
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                   &       hA+2.0*3.45) call trimlist(Acor,Bcor,

                   &                   lB-2.0*3.45,hA,lB,hA+2.0*3.45)            

                          

                       if (lB.le.hA.and.lB.gt.lA) then 

                       if (hB.le.hA) call trimlist(Acor,Bcor,

                   &       lB-2.0*3.45,hB+2.0*3.45,lB,hB)

                           call trimlist(Acor,Bcor,lB-2.0*3.45,hA,

                   &                     lB,hA+2.0*3.45)

                       endif

                       if (lB.le.lA.and.hB.gt.lA) call trimlist(Acor,

                   &               Bcor,lA,hB+2.0*3.45,lA-2.0*3.45,hB)

                       if (hB.le.lA.and.hB.ge.

                   &       lA-2.0*3.45) call trimlist(Acor,Bcor,

                   &              lA,hB+2.0*3.45,lA-2.0*3.45,hB)

                       

                       if (lB.gt.hA+2.0*3.45.or.hB.lt.lA-2.0*3.45) then

                           do kk=1,NN1

                              CA(kk)=0

                           enddo

                       

                           do gg=1,NN2

                              CB(gg)=0

                           enddo

                       endif

                    

                       return

                       end     

                       

               

               

               

                       subroutine getlimits(cor,Cdum,Na,NN)

                       integer Na,NN

                       real cor(NN)

                       integer Cdum(NN),dum(NN)

                       real mincor,maxcor

                       integer Non0,jj 

                        common /para/mincor,maxcor,Non0

                    

                       Non0=0

                       do i2=1,Na

                          if (Cdum(i2).eq.0) goto 600

                          dum(i2)=Cdum(i2)

                          Non0=Non0+1

               600     enddo

                       mincor=cor(dum(1))

                       maxcor=cor(dum(Non0))

                       do i5=1,Na

                          if (Cdum(i5).eq.0) goto 650

                          jj=Cdum(i5)

                          if (cor(jj).lt.mincor) mincor=cor(jj)

                          if (cor(jj).gt.maxcor) maxcor=cor(jj)

               650     enddo

                       return

               

                       end
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                      subroutine getcoord(x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB)

               

                       integer NN,Nsite

                       parameter (NN=10000,Nsite=18)

               

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

               

                       integer indexA(Nsite),indexB(Nsite)

                       integer NN1,NN2

                       real distm(Nsite)

                       character*4 atmA(NN),atmB(NN)

                       real xA(NN),yA(NN),zA(NN)

                       real xB0(NN),yB0(NN),zB0(NN)

                       real xB(NN),yB(NN),zB(NN)

               

                       real sinthB

                       real z(3),x1(3),y1(3)

                       real R(3,3)

                       

                       integer CA(NN),CB(NN)

                       real mincor,maxcor

                       integer Non0

                       common NN1,NN2,atmA,xA,yA,zA,atmB,xB0,yB0,zB0,xB,yB,zB,

                    &          indexA,indexB,distm,mincor,maxcor,Non0

               

                       sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                       z(1)=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                       z(2)=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                       z(3)=costhB

                       x1(1)=z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       x1(2)=0.0

                       x1(3)=-z(1)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(1)=-z(1)*z(2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(2)=(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(3)=-z(2)*z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       R(1,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(1)+sin(chiB)*y1(1)

                       R(2,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(2)+sin(chiB)*y1(2)

                       R(3,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(3)+sin(chiB)*y1(3)

                       R(1,3)=z(1)

                       R(2,3)=z(2)

                       R(3,3)=z(3)

                       R(1,2)=z(2)*R(3,1)-z(3)*R(2,1)

                       R(2,2)=z(3)*R(1,1)-z(1)*R(3,1)

                       R(3,2)=z(1)*R(2,1)-z(2)*R(1,1)

               

                       do i=1,NN2

                          xB(i)=x0B+R(1,1)*xB0(i)+R(1,2)*yB0(i)+

                   &            R(1,3)*zB0(i)

                          yB(i)=y0B+R(2,1)*xB0(i)+R(2,2)*yB0(i)+

                   &            R(2,3)*zB0(i)

                          zB(i)=z0B+R(3,1)*xB0(i)+R(3,2)*yB0(i)+

                   &            R(3,3)*zB0(i)

                       enddo

               

                       return

                       end
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               C The subroutine that goes through one cord.of the last 

               C list (non-zero elements in CA,& CB) to determine a new 

               C list   

                 subroutine trimlist(Acor,Bcor,limA1,limA2,limB1,limB2)

                       integer NN,Nsite

                       parameter (NN=10000,Nsite=18)

               

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

               

                       integer indexA(Nsite),indexB(Nsite)

                       integer NN1,NN2

                       real distm(Nsite)

                       character*4 atmA(NN),atmB(NN)

                       real xA(NN),yA(NN),zA(NN)

                       real xB0(NN),yB0(NN),zB0(NN)

                       real xB(NN),yB(NN),zB(NN)

                       integer CA(NN),CB(NN)

                       real Acor(NN),Bcor(NN)

                       real limA1,limA2,limB1,limB2

                       real mincor,maxcor

                       integer Non0

                        common NN1,NN2,atmA,xA,yA,zA,atmB,xB0,yB0,zB0,

                   &           xB,yB,zB,indexA,indexB,distm,mincor,

                   &           maxcor,Non0

                        common /arrays/CA,CB

                       

                        do i4=1,NN1

                           if(CA(i4).eq.0) goto 700           

                           if (Acor(i4).lt.limA1.or.Acor(i4).gt.

                   &           limA2) CA(i4)=0

                700     enddo

                       

                        do j4=1,NN2

                           if (CB(j4).eq.0) goto 800

                           if (Bcor(j4).lt.limB1.or.Bcor(j4).gt.

                   &            limB2) CB(j4)=0

                800     enddo

                         return

                         end

    

               

                function ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

               C This code returns a unfirm random number 

               C between 0 and 1.  Set idum to a negative value to 

               C initialize sequence.

                parameter (mbig=1000000000,mseed=161803398,mz=0,

                   &       fac=1.0/mbig)

               

                dimension ma(55)

               

                if (idum .lt. 0) then

                   mj=mseed-iabs(idum)

                   mj=mod(mj,mbig)

                   ma(55)=mj

                   mk=1

                   do i=1,54

                      ii=mod(21*i,55)

                      ma(ii)=mk

                      mk=mj-mk

                      if (mk .lt. mz) mk=mk+mbig

                      mj=ma(ii)

                   enddo
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                   do k=1,4

                      do i=1,55

                         ma(i)=ma(i)-ma(1+mod(i+30,55))

                         if (ma(i) .lt. mz) ma(i)=ma(i)+mbig

                      enddo

                   enddo

                   inext=0

                   inextp=31

                   idum=1

                endif

               

                inext=inext+1

                if (inext .eq. 56) inext=1

                inextp=inextp+1

                if (inextp .eq. 56) inextp=1

                mj=ma(inext)-ma(inextp)

                if (mj .lt. mz) mj=mj+mbig

                ma(inext)=mj

                ran1=mj*fac

               

                return

                end
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**********************************************************************

*************************** TS-DETERMINE-NCBASED.F *******************

************** Reads standard deviations of chi at each **************

************** Nc level and outputs the Nc# transition  **************

********************************* level ******************************

************************ Created By Alsallaq 2006 ********************

                      integer N

                      parameter (N=60)

                      real  dr(N),dcs(N),dphi(N),dcsB(N),dphiB(N)

                      real  dchiB(N),dNc(N)

                      real Nc(N),NNc(N),ts,nct

                      integer Nl,i 

                      character*32 line

                      double precision sum1,sum2(N),sumc(N)

                      sum1=0.D0

                      i=1

                      do while (1.eq.1)

                         read(*,*,end=800)Nc(i),dNc(i),dr(i),dcs(i),

                   &         dphi(i),dcsB(i),dphiB(i),dchiB(i),NNc(i)

                         i=i+1

                      enddo

               800    Nl=i-1

                      do j=2,Nl

                         sumc(j)=0.D0

                         do k=1,j-1

                            sumc(j)=sumc(j)+dchiB(k)

                         enddo

                      enddo

                        

                      ts=1.E-40

                      

                      do jj=2,Nl

                         sum2(jj)=abs(dchiB(jj)-sumc(jj)/(real(jj-1)))

                         if(sum2(jj).gt.ts) then

                           ts=sum2(jj)

                           nct=Nc(jj)

                         endif

                         print'(F8.3,F9.6)',Nc(jj),sum2(jj)

                      enddo

                      print*,nct

                     

                     end
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**************************************************************************

**************************** 1EMV-BD.F ***********************************

******** This program propagates one chain of E9-Im9 complex *************

******** as a Weiner process using the algorithm of Fernandes*************

******** M.X. and de la Torre J.G. (2002), and modulates the *************

******** probability distribution according to the algorithm  ************

******** of Zhou H.-X. (1993) to account for reaction, and   *************

******** collision (overlap).                                *************

******** USES RAN1.F GAUSS.F AND PRO-GAR.F                   *************

**************************************************************************

********************* Created by Alsallaq 2005 ***************************

******************** kTe=kT/(eta)=4.12e3 A^3/ns **************************

******** The above constant defines the time and space units *************

                       implicit none

                       integer NN,Nsite

                       parameter (NN=10000,Nsite=18)

               

                       real twopi,RA,RB

                       parameter (twopi=6.2831853)

               

               

                       integer indexA(Nsite),indexB(Nsite)

                       integer NN1,NN2

                       real distm(Nsite)

                       character*4 atmA(NN),atmB(NN)

                       real xA(NN),yA(NN),zA(NN)

                       real xB0(NN),yB0(NN),zB0(NN)

                       real xB(NN),yB(NN),zB(NN)

               

                       real rr,costh,sinth,phi

                       real*8 x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

               

                       integer idum,inext,inextp,ma(55)

                       real    ran1,ran2

                       integer CA(NN),CB(NN)

                       integer collision

                       real pot,callpot,snc,Ntra

                       real mincor,maxcor,lzA,hzA,lzB,hzB,lxA,hxA,lxB,hxB,

                    &       lyA,hyA,lyB,hyB

                       integer Non0,AA,BB,AAz,BBz,AAx,BBx,nnc,nc

                       real*8 kTe,a,a1,dt,att,kap

                       real*8 DTB(3),DRB(3),DRA(3)

                       real*8 tstep,Tcut,T0

                       parameter (kTe=4.12e3)

                       real*8 ri(3),r0s(3),r00(3),r0B(3),V0c(3)

                       real*8 mAi(3,3),mA0(3,3),mAs(3,3)

                       real*8 mBi(3,3),mB0(3,3),mBs(3,3)

                       real*8 rBB(3),mAA(3,3),mBB(3,3)

                       integer Nconf

                       parameter(Nconf=100000)

                       real*8  LT(Nconf)

                       integer i,j,k,i1,j1,ii,jj,trunc

                       real sso,ssn,surp,frac,rand

                       real droA,ddB,ddA,rr1,rr2,rr3,rcut

                       common rBB,mAA,mBB

                       common /ran/idum,inext,inextp,ma

               

                       common atmA,xA,yA,zA,atmB,xB0,yB0,zB0,xB,yB,zB,

                    &         indexA,indexB,distm

                       common /nc/nc,nnc

                       common /para/mincor,maxcor,Non0
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                       common /arrays/CA,CB

               

               C read the geometrical center of B:

                       open(9,file='tsubB.cent')

                       read(9,*)

                       read(9,*)(V0c(j),j=1,3)

                       close(9)

               C PARAMETERS SPECIFICATIONS

               C DTB,DRB,DRA-->diffusion coeffecients

               C droA the distance of the furthest atom

               C      from the geometrical center of A

               C ddA the largest raduis of A

               C ddB the largest raduis of B

               C rr1-->max atomic raduis

               C RA,RB --> hydrodynamic radii of chains

                       do i=1,3

                          DTB(i)=23.194D0 

                          DRB(i)=0.0286D0 

                          DRA(i)=0.0D0

                       enddo

                       Ntra=24.

                       droA=38.3629913

                       rr1=3.315/2.00

                       ddB=49.1288261

                       ddA=48.7000046

                       rr2=rr1

                       rr3=rr1

                       rcut=6.0

                       RB=kTe/(3.D0*twopi*12.218)

                       RA=kTe/(3.D0*twopi*10.976)

                       a=RA+RB

                       dt=1.D-6*a*a/(2.D0*DTB(1))

                       T0=1.D-2/(2.D0*DTB(1))

                       Tcut=1.5D2*a*a/DTB(1)

                       kap=2.60D1

                       open(10,file='sim.par')

                       write(10,155)'DTB1','DTB2','DTB3'

                       write(10,160),(DTB(j),j=1,3)

                       write(10,155)'DRB1','DRB2','DRB3'

                       write(10,160),(DRB(j),j=1,3)

                       write(10,155)'DRA1','DRA2','DRA3'

                       write(10,160),(DRA(j),j=1,3)

                       write(10,155)'Tcut','dt','T0'

                       write(10,160),Tcut,dt,T0

                       write(10,*)'Ntra=',Ntra,'  kap=',kap,'  rcut=',

                   &              rcut,' a=',a

                       write(10,*)'collision cutoff dis. ',

                   &              droA+ddB+rr1+rr2+rr3

               155           Format(3A10)

               160         Format(3E12.3)

                           close(10)

               

               C Read A atomic coordinates and the contacts definitions

                       open(10,file='contact-noH.out')

                       do i=1,Nsite

                          read(10,'(2I5,9X,F7.2)')indexA(i),indexB(i),

                   &              distm(i)

                       enddo

                       close(10)

                       open(11,file='tsubA.cor')

                       i=0

                       do while (1.eq.1)

                          i=i+1
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                          read(11,'(12X,A4,15X,3F8.3)',end=100)atmA(i),

                    &          xA(i),yA(i),zA(i)

                       enddo

               100     NN1=i-1

                       close(11)

               C Read B atomic coordinates in native with A, to be used

               C to transform B to the transition conf. using the 

               C subroutine getBcoord

                       open(12,file='tsubB.cor')

                       i=0

                       do while (1.eq.1)

                          i=i+1

                          read(12,'(12X,A4,15X,3F8.3)',end=150)atmB(i),

                    &          xB0(i),yB0(i),zB0(i)

                       enddo

               150     NN2=i-1

                       close(12)

               

               C  up to here the native coordinates are defined, and 

               C  should not be changed in the subsequent steps, but 

               C  rather should be used to get the transformed initial 

               C  transition region configurations

                      

               C loop through start up systems

                        k=0

                     do 580 while (1.eq.1) 

                        k=k+1

               C      first generate initial orientation for A

                           do i=1,3

                             do j=1,3

                               if(i.eq.j) then

                                   mAi(i,j)=1.D0

                               else

                                   mAi(i,j)=0.D0

                               endif

                             enddo

                           enddo

               

               C      second generate a relative position and 

               C      orientation for B

               C      read in previously saved idum, etc to transform B

                          read(*,'(8I10)',end=600)idum,inext,inextp,

                   &                      (ma(i),i=1,5)

                          read(*,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=6,15)

                          read(*,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=16,25)

                          read(*,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=26,35)

                          read(*,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=36,45)

                          read(*,'(10I10)')(ma(i),i=46,55)

                          read(*,*)

               

                          rr=rcut*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          costh=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh**2)

                          phi=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          r0B(1)=rr*sinth*cos(phi)

                          r0B(2)=rr*sinth*sin(phi)

                          r0B(3)=rr*costh

                          costhB=-1.0+2.0*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          phiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                          chiB=twopi*ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)-

                   &           twopi/2.0

                          call getBmat(costhB,phiB,chiB,mBi)
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                          call getBcoor(r0B,mBi,xB0,yB0,zB0,NN,NN2,

                   &                    xB,yB,zB)

               

               

               C Here ri is the vector pointing to the geometrical 

               C center of B, and it will be propagated

                         do j=1,3

                            do i=1,3

                               ri(j)=r0B(j)+mBi(j,i)*V0c(i)

                            enddo

                          enddo

               

                          call assign1t2(mAi,mBi,ri,mA0,mB0,r00)

                          LT(k)=0.D0

                          i=0

                          trunc=0

               C propagate the initial configuration in time steps

               300    if (LT(k).lt.Tcut) then

                           i=i+1

               C define the time step

                           do jj=1,3

                              do ii=1,3

                                 r0B(jj)=r00(jj)-mB0(jj,ii)*V0c(ii)

                              enddo

                           enddo

                           rr=sqrt(r0B(1)**2+r0B(2)**2+r0B(3)**2)

                           if(rr.lt.rcut) then

                                tstep=dt

                           else

                                tstep=dt+T0*(rr-rcut)**2

                           endif

               C save the previous step configuration

                           call assign1t2(mA0,mB0,r00,mAs,mBs,r0s)

               

               C is the old position inside/outside the reactive region?

                           call getBcoor(r0B,mB0,xB0,yB0,zB0,NN,NN2,

                   &                     xB,yB,zB)

                           callpot=pot(xA,yA,zA,indexA,xB,yB,zB,

                   &                   indexB,distm)

                           snc=real(nc+nnc)

               

                           if(snc.ge.Ntra) then

                                 sso=1.

                           else

                                 sso=0.

                           endif

               

               C Here ssn and rBB will be defined using prop. 

               C and collis. funcs.

               

               C propagate one time step

                           call propagatefE(DTB,DRA,DRB,tstep,r00,

                    &                        mA0,mB0)

               

               

               C get the vector to the center of B binding 

               C interface {r0B(i)}

                            do jj=1,3

                               do ii=1,3

                                  r0B(jj)=rBB(jj)-mBB(jj,ii)*V0c(ii)

                               enddo

                            enddo

                           rr=sqrt(r0B(1)**2+r0B(2)**2+r0B(3)**2)
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                           call getBcoor(r0B,mBB,xB0,yB0,zB0,NN,NN2,

                   &                     xB,yB,zB)

                           callpot=pot(xA,yA,zA,indexA,xB,yB,zB,

                   &                   indexB,distm)

                           snc=real(nc+nnc)

               C is the new position inside/outside the reactive region?

               C note that ssn and rBB(i) will be modified later in the 

               C case collision=1

                           if(snc.ge.Ntra) then

                                 ssn=1.

                           else

                                 ssn=0.

                           endif

               C is B overlapping A

               C it is not if it is too far

                          if(rr.gt.droA+ddB+rr1+rr2+rr3) then 

                              goto 302

                          else

               C  else get overlaping atoms using the coords obtained by 

               C  getBcoord above 

                              do i1=1,NN1

                                    CA(i1)=i1

                              enddo

                              do j1=1,NN2

                                    CB(j1)=j1

                              enddo

               

                              call getlimits(zA,CA,NN1,NN)

                              lzA=mincor

                              hzA=maxcor

                              AA=Non0

                              call getlimits(zB,CB,NN2,NN)

                              lzB=mincor

                              hzB=maxcor

                              BB=Non0

               C      To obtain the z-overlapping atoms:

                              call obtainlist(zA,zB,lzA,hzA,lzB,hzB,

                   &                          NN1,NN2)

               

               C      To obtain the xbounds of the z-overlapping atoms

                              call getlimits(xA,CA,NN1,NN)

                              lxA=mincor

                              hxA=maxcor

                              AAz=Non0

                              call getlimits(xB,CB,NN2,NN)

                              lxB=mincor

                              hxB=maxcor

                              BBz=Non0

               

               C      To refresh the list by imposing xbounds

                              call obtainlist(xA,xB,lxA,hxA,lxB,hxB,

                   &                          NN1,NN2)

               

               C      To obtain the ybounds for the zx-overlapping atoms

                              call getlimits(yA,CA,NN1,NN)

                              lyA=mincor

                              hyA=maxcor

                              AAx=Non0

                              call getlimits(yB,CB,NN1,NN)

                              lyB=mincor

                              hyB=maxcor

                              BBx=Non0
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               C      To refresh the last list by imposing ybounds

                              call obtainlist(yA,yB,lyA,hyA,lyB,hyB,

                   &                          NN1,NN2)

               

               

                              if(collision(NN1,NN2).eq.1) then

                                  call assign1t2(mAs,mBs,r0s,mAA,

                   &                             mBB,rBB)

                                  ssn=sso

               C                   print*,'col1'

                              endif

                          endif

               CCCCC At this stage rBB,mAA,mBB,and ssn are defined CCCCC

               CCCCC if there was no collision they will take      CCCCC

               CCCCC the values set by the prop. subroutine. If thereCCC

               CCCCC was overlap they were set by the values CCCCCCCCCCC

               CCCCC just before propagation.                   CCCCCCCC

               

               

               CCCCC check for reaction whether B overlaps A or not CCCC

               

               C   generate a random number and calculate surp

               302         rand=ran1(idum,inext,inextp,ma)

                           surp=exp(-kap*(sso+ssn)*tstep/2.)

               

               C check for reaction 

               C B is reacting

                          if(rand.gt.surp) then

                                LT(k)=LT(k)+tstep

                                 trunc=1

               

               C B is not reacting 

                          else

                                LT(k)=LT(k)+tstep

               C change the dummy configuration to the current

                                call assign1t2(mAA,mBB,rBB,mA0,mB0,r00)

                          endif

               

                          if(trunc .eq. 1) goto 550

                          goto 300

                      endif

               550          write(*,570)LT(k)

               570          Format(1F32.12)

                        

               580     continue

               600     close(15)

               

               

                      end

               

               subroutine assign1t2(arrs1,arrs2,cols3,arrd1,arrd2,cold3)

               C assigns the source arrays arrs1,arrs2,arrs3, to the 

               C distenation arrays arrd1,arrd2,arrd3 respectively.

               

                        real*8 arrs1(3,3),arrs2(3,3),cols3(3)

                        real*8 arrd1(3,3),arrd2(3,3),cold3(3)

               

                         do i=1,3

                            cold3(i)=cols3(i)

                            do j=1,3

                                arrd1(i,j)=arrs1(i,j)

                                arrd2(i,j)=arrs2(i,j)

                            enddo

                         enddo

                         return
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                         end

                       

               

               

               

               integer function collision(NN1,NN2)

               

                       integer NN,Nsite

                       parameter (NN=10000,Nsite=18)

               

                       real cutp,cutpc,cutc,cuth,cuthc,cuthp

                       parameter (cutp=2.675**2,cutpc=2.785**2,

                   &                             cutc=3.315**2)

                       parameter (cuth=2.018**2,cuthc=2.550**2,

                   &                            cuthp=1.727**2)

                       integer indexA(Nsite),indexB(Nsite)

                       integer NN1,NN2

                       real distm(Nsite)

                       character*4 atmA(NN),atmB(NN)

                       real xA(NN),yA(NN),zA(NN)

                       real xB0(NN),yB0(NN),zB0(NN)

                       real xB(NN),yB(NN),zB(NN)

                       integer CA(NN),CB(NN)

                       real distance

                       integer Non0

                       real mincor,maxcor

                       common atmA,xA,yA,zA,atmB,xB0,yB0,zB0,xB,yB,zB,

                    &         indexA,indexB,distm

                       common /arrays/CA,CB

                       collision=0

                      

                       do pp=1,NN1

                       if (CA(pp).eq.0) goto 900

                         i=CA(pp)

                       do qq=1,NN2

                       if (CB(qq).eq.0) goto 800

                         j=CB(qq)

               

                           if (atmA(i)(2:2).ne.'O'.and.atmA(i)(2:2).ne.

                   &          'N'.and.atmA(i)(2:2).ne.'C'.and.

                   &              atmA(i)(2:2).ne.'H') then

                                  atmA(i)(2:2)='C'

                          endif

                          if (atmB(j)(2:2).ne.'O'.and.atmB(j)(2:2).ne.

                   &          'N'.and.atmB(j)(2:2).ne.'C'.and.

                   &              atmB(j)(2:2).ne.'H') then

                                  atmB(j)(2:2)='C'

                          endif

               

                          distance=(xB(j)-xA(i))**2+(yB(j)-yA(i))**2+

                   &               (zB(j)-zA(i))**2

               

                          if ((atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'O' .or. atmA(i)(2:2).eq.

                   &          'N') .and.(atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'O' .or. 

                   &         atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'N')) then

                             if (distance .lt. cutp) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 1000

                             endif

                           endif

               

                           if (atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'H' .and. atmB(j)(2:2).eq.

                   &          'H') then 

                             if (distance .lt. cuth) then

                                collision=1
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                                goto 1000

                             endif

                           endif

               

                           if(atmA(i)(2:2).eq. 'C' .and. atmB(j)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'C') then

                            if (distance .lt. cutc) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 1000

                             endif

                          endif

                          

                           if((atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'O'.or. atmA(i)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'N').and.atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'C') then

                            if (distance .lt. cutpc) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 1000

                             endif

                          endif

               

                          if((atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'O'.or. atmB(j)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'N').and.atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'C') then

                            if (distance .lt. cutpc) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 1000

                             endif

                          endif

                         

                          if((atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'O'.or. atmA(i)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'N').and.atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'H') then

                            if (distance .lt. cuthp) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 1000

                             endif

                          endif

               

                          if((atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'O'.or. atmB(j)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'N').and.atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'H') then

                            if (distance .lt. cuthp) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 1000

                             endif

                          endif

               

                         if ((atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'H' .and. atmB(j)(2:2).eq.

                   &         'C').or.(atmA(i)(2:2).eq.'C' .and. 

                   &         atmB(j)(2:2).eq.'H')) then

                            if (distance .lt. cuthc) then

                                collision=1

                                goto 1000

                             endif

                          endif

               

                   

               

               800    enddo

               900    enddo

                

               1000   return

                       end
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               C THE SUBROUTINE FOR DEFINING THE OVELAPPING ATOMS,IF ANY

               C IT RETURNS TWO ARRAYS WITH THE NONZERO ELEMENTS AS THE

               C INDICES OF THE OVERLAPPING ATOMS. THE LOWER AND THE

               C HIGHER BOUNDS OF THE CHAINS ARE CONSERVATIVELY EXTENDED 

               C BY THE LARGEST ATOM DIAMETER 

               C (HERE IT WAS SET TO 2*3.45 ANGESTROMS)         

                 subroutine obtainlist(Acor,Bcor,lA,hA,lB,hB,NN1,NN2)

                       integer NN

                       parameter(NN=10000)

                       integer CA(NN),CB(NN)

                       real Acor(NN),Bcor(NN)

                       real mincor,maxcor,lA,hA,lB,hB

                       common /arrays/CA,CB

               

                       if (lB.gt.hA.and.lB.le.

                   &       hA+2.0*3.45) call trimlist(Acor,Bcor,

                   &                   lB-2.0*3.45,hA,lB,hA+2.0*3.45)            

                          

                       if (lB.le.hA.and.lB.gt.lA) then 

                       if (hB.le.hA) call trimlist(Acor,Bcor,

                   &       lB-2.0*3.45,hB+2.0*3.45,lB,hB)

                           call trimlist(Acor,Bcor,lB-2.0*3.45,hA,

                   &                     lB,hA+2.0*3.45)

                       endif

                       if (lB.le.lA.and.hB.gt.lA) call trimlist(Acor,

                   &               Bcor,lA,hB+2.0*3.45,lA-2.0*3.45,hB)

                       if (hB.le.lA.and.hB.ge.

                   &       lA-2.0*3.45) call trimlist(Acor,Bcor,

                   &              lA,hB+2.0*3.45,lA-2.0*3.45,hB)

                       

                       if (lB.gt.hA+2.0*3.45.or.hB.lt.lA-2.0*3.45) then

                           do kk=1,NN1

                              CA(kk)=0

                           enddo

                       

                           do gg=1,NN2

                              CB(gg)=0

                           enddo

                       endif

                    

                       return

                       end     

                       

                       

               

               

               

                       subroutine getlimits(cor,Cdum,Na,NN)

                       integer Na,NN

                       real cor(NN)

                       integer Cdum(NN),dum(NN)

                       real mincor,maxcor

                       integer Non0,jj 

                        common /para/mincor,maxcor,Non0

                    

                       Non0=0

                       do i2=1,Na

                          if (Cdum(i2).eq.0) goto 600

                          dum(i2)=Cdum(i2)

                          Non0=Non0+1

               600     enddo

                       mincor=cor(dum(1))

                       maxcor=cor(dum(Non0))

                       do i5=1,Na
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                          if (Cdum(i5).eq.0) goto 650

                          jj=Cdum(i5)

                          if (cor(jj).lt.mincor) mincor=cor(jj)

                          if (cor(jj).gt.maxcor) maxcor=cor(jj)

               650     enddo

                       return

               

                       end

               

               

               

                       subroutine getBmat(costhB,phiB,chiB,R)

               C       returns R(3,3) matrix

               

                       real*8 costhB,phiB,chiB

                       real*8 sinthB

                       real*8 z(3),x1(3),y1(3)

                       real*8 R(3,3)

                       

               

                       sinthB=sqrt(1.0-costhB**2)

                       z(1)=sinthB*cos(phiB)

                       z(2)=sinthB*sin(phiB)

                       z(3)=costhB

                       x1(1)=z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       x1(2)=0.0

                       x1(3)=-z(1)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(1)=-z(1)*z(2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(2)=(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       y1(3)=-z(2)*z(3)/sqrt(z(1)**2+z(3)**2)

                       R(1,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(1)+sin(chiB)*y1(1)

                       R(2,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(2)+sin(chiB)*y1(2)

                       R(3,1)=cos(chiB)*x1(3)+sin(chiB)*y1(3)

                       R(1,3)=z(1)

                       R(2,3)=z(2)

                       R(3,3)=z(3)

                       R(1,2)=z(2)*R(3,1)-z(3)*R(2,1)

                       R(2,2)=z(3)*R(1,1)-z(1)*R(3,1)

                       R(3,2)=z(1)*R(2,1)-z(2)*R(1,1)

               

                       return

                       end

                     

               subroutine getBcoor(vec0,R,xB0,yB0,zB0,NN,NN2,xB,yB,zB)

               C R is the matrix that transforms any vector in B-body 

               C fixed frame to lab frame. xB0,yB0,zB0(i) are the 

               C coordinates of the atom i w.r.to B-body fixed frame

                         integer NN,NN2

                         real*8 vec0(3)

                         real xB0(NN),yB0(NN),zB0(NN)

                         real xB(NN),yB(NN),zB(NN)

               

                         real*8 R(3,3)

               

                        do i=1,NN2

                          xB(i)=vec0(1)+R(1,1)*xB0(i)+R(1,2)*yB0(i)+

                   &            R(1,3)*zB0(i)

                          yB(i)=vec0(2)+R(2,1)*xB0(i)+R(2,2)*yB0(i)+

                   &            R(2,3)*zB0(i)

                          zB(i)=vec0(3)+R(3,1)*xB0(i)+R(3,2)*yB0(i)+

                   &            R(3,3)*zB0(i)

               

                        enddo
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                        return

                        end

                      

               

               

               C The subroutine that goes through one cord.of the last 

               C list (non-zero elements in CA,& CB) to determine a new 

               C list   

                       subroutine trimlist(Acor,Bcor,limA1,limA2,limB1,

                   &                       limB2,NN1,NN2)

                       integer NN,Nsite

                       parameter (NN=10000,Nsite=18)

               

                       real x0B,y0B,z0B,costhB,phiB,chiB

               

                       integer indexA(Nsite),indexB(Nsite)

                       integer NN1,NN2

                       real distm(Nsite)

                       character*4 atmA(NN),atmB(NN)

                       real xA(NN),yA(NN),zA(NN)

                       real xB0(NN),yB0(NN),zB0(NN)

                       real xB(NN),yB(NN),zB(NN)

                       integer CA(NN),CB(NN)

                       real Acor(NN),Bcor(NN)

                       real limA1,limA2,limB1,limB2

                       real mincor,maxcor

                       integer Non0

                        common NN1,NN2,atmA,xA,yA,zA,atmB,xB0,yB0,zB0,

                   &           xB,yB,zB,indexA,indexB,distm,mincor,

                   &           maxcor,Non0

                        common /arrays/CA,CB

                       

                        do i4=1,NN1

                           if(CA(i4).eq.0) goto 700           

                           if (Acor(i4).lt.limA1.or.Acor(i4).gt.

                   &           limA2) CA(i4)=0

                1300    enddo

                       

                        do j4=1,NN2

                           if (CB(j4).eq.0) goto 800

                           if (Bcor(j4).lt.limB1.or.Bcor(j4).gt.

                   &            limB2) CB(j4)=0

                1400    enddo

                         return

                         end

               

               

               

                   function pot(xA,yA,zA,indexA,xB,yB,zB,

                   &                indexB,distm)

               

                       integer NN,Nsite

                       parameter (NN=10000,Nsite=18)

               

                       real width,nncw

                       parameter (width=3.50,nncw=2.5)

               

                       integer indexA(Nsite),indexB(Nsite)

                       integer NN1,NN2

                       real distm(Nsite)

                       character*4 atmA(NN),atmB(NN)

                       real xA(NN),yA(NN),zA(NN)
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                       real xB0(NN),yB0(NN),zB0(NN)

                       real xB(NN),yB(NN),zB(NN)

               

                       real distance

                       integer CA(NN),CB(NN)

                       real mincor,maxcor

                       integer Non0

                       common /nc/nc,nnc

               

                        

                       pot=0.0

                       nc=0

                       nnc=0

                       do i=1,Nsite

                       do j=1,Nsite

                          i1=indexA(i)

                          j1=indexB(j)

                          distance=sqrt((xB(j1)-xA(i1))**2+

                   &        (yB(j1)-yA(i1))**2+(zB(j1)-zA(i1))**2)-

                   &        (distm(i)+distm(j))/2.0

                          if (abs(distance) .lt. width) then

                             pot=pot+1.0

                             if (i.eq.j) nc=nc+1

                          endif

                          if (abs(distance) .lt. nncw) then

                             if (i.ne.j) nnc=nnc+1

                          endif

                       enddo

                       enddo

               

                       return

                       end
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A.14 UHBD calculationsI: Preparation and
submission chart

IonicStrength.dat, pro-cntr.dat, focus-cntr.dat, snctra.out, 
           & UHBD-executable:condor compiled

get-focus-cntr.sh
Basic essential files

 Preparation and submission 

protein-cntrs.sh

creat-inp-files-both.sh

creat-inp-files-mutcomplx.sh creat-inp-files-sub.sh

creat-inp-files-Bmutcomplx.sh creat-inp-files-both-Bmut.sh

creat-uhbd.sh

submit-all.sh
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################################################################################

######################## PROTEIN-CNTRS.SH ######################################

################################################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

rm -f pro-cntr.dat tmp

Nmax=`wc -l snctra.out|awk '{print $1}'`

if (ls -al|grep ' procenter.x$') then

   N=1

   while [ $N -lt $((Nmax+1)) ]; do

        ./procenter.x<$((N))-r6.qcd>>tmp

        wait

        N=$((N+1))

   done

   sed -e 's/^ / gcenter  /g' tmp >tmp2

   wait

   sed -e 's/$/      ! Center of the Complex/g' tmp2>pro-cntr.dat

else

   echo "can't find procenter.x"

   exit 1

fi

   rm -f tmp tmp2

exit 0
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################################################################################

######################## GET-FOCUS-CNTR.SH #####################################

################################################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

N=1

Nmax=`wc -l snctra.out|awk '{print $1}'`

rm -f focus-cntr.dat tmp

while [ $N -lt $((Nmax+1)) ]; do

      grep 'ATOM    50 SER  N'  $((N))-B-r6.qcd |cut -c23-46>> tmp #change to focus atom

      N=$((N+1))

done

sed -e 's/^ / gcenter  /g' tmp >tmp2

wait

sed -e 's/$/      ! Focussing on the residue(N)/g' tmp2 >focus-cntr.dat

exit 0
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########################################################################################################

################################## CREAT-INP-FILES-BOTH.SH #############################################

#!/bin/bash -x

if (ls -al|grep ' IonicStrength.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' pro-cntr.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' creat-inp-files-

mutcomplx.sh$' && ls -al|grep ' creat-inp-files-sub.sh$' && ls -al|grep ' snctra.out$' && ls -al|grep ' 

focus-cntr.dat' ) then

s=`wc -l IonicStrength.dat|awk '{print $1}'`

wait

N=1

while [ $N -lt $((s+1)) ]; do

export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

wait

mkdir $I

wait

mkdir $I/A

mkdir $I/B

wait

export B=`awk '{printf " ions""%8.2f\n",$1}' IonicStrength.dat |head -$((N))|tail -1`

export Nmax=`wc -l snctra.out|awk '{print $1}'`

./creat-inp-files-mutcomplx.sh

te=`echo $?`

if [ $te -ne  0 ]; then

echo "creat-inp-files-mutcomplx.sh failed"

exit 1

fi

export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

export Nmax=`wc -l snctra.out|awk '{print $1}'`

./creat-inp-files-sub.sh

te=`echo $?`

if [ $te -ne  0 ]; then

echo "creat-inp-files-sub.sh failed"

exit 1

fi

wait

N=$((N+1))

done

else

  echo "one or more of the above listed files are missed"

  exit 1

fi 

exit 0
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#######################################################################################################

################################# CREAT-INPUT-FILES-BOTH-BMUT.SH ######################################

#!/bin/bash -x

if (ls -al|grep ' IonicStrength.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' pro-cntr.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' creat-inp-files-

Bmutcomplx.sh$' && ls -al|grep ' creat-inp-files-sub.sh$' && ls -al|grep ' snctra.out$') then

s=`wc -l IonicStrength.dat|awk '{print $1}'`

wait

N=1

while [ $N -lt $((s+1)) ]; do

export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

wait

mkdir $I

wait

mkdir $I/A

mkdir $I/B

wait

export B=`awk '{printf " ions""%8.2f\n",$1}' IonicStrength.dat |head -$((N))|tail -1`

export Nmax=`wc -l snctra.out|awk '{print $1}'`

./creat-inp-files-Bmutcomplx.sh

te=`echo $?`

if [ $te -ne  0 ]; then

echo "creat-inp-files-Bmutcomplx.sh failed"

exit 1

fi

export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

export Nmax=`wc -l snctra.out|awk '{print $1}'`

./creat-inp-files-sub.sh

te=`echo $?`

if [ $te -ne  0 ]; then

echo "creat-inp-files-sub.sh failed"

exit 1

fi

wait

N=$((N+1))

done

else

  echo "one or more of the above listed files are missed"

  exit 1

fi 

exit 0
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########################################################################################################

############################# CREAT-INP-FILES-MUTCOMPLX.SH #############################################

########################################################################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

if (ls -la | grep ' pro-cntr.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' focus-cntr.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' InParts$' && echo $B 

!=" "); then

  N=0

  rm -f temp0.inp temp1.inp temp2.inp I.inp II.inp III.inp

  path=`pwd`

  while [ $N -lt $Nmax ]; do

    cp -f InParts/top.inp temp0.inp

    echo 'read mol 1 file "'$path/$((N+1))'-r6.qcd" qcard end    ! barnase & barstar' >>temp0.inp

    s=$((N+1)) 

    cat temp0.inp InParts/Ia.inp>temp1.inp

    echo "$B">>temp1.inp

    cat temp1.inp InParts/Ib.inp>I.inp

    echo "`head -$((s)) pro-cntr.dat|tail -1`">>I.inp

    wait

    cat I.inp InParts/IIa.inp>temp2.inp

    wait

    echo "$B">>temp2.inp

    wait

    cat temp2.inp InParts/IIb.inp>II.inp

    echo "`head -$((s)) pro-cntr.dat|tail -1`">>II.inp

    wait

    cat II.inp InParts/IIIa.inp>temp1.inp

    wait

    echo "$B">>temp1.inp

    wait

    cat temp1.inp InParts/IIIb1.inp>temp2.inp

    wait

    echo "`head -1 focus-cntr.dat`">>temp2.inp

    wait

    cat temp2.inp InParts/IIIb2.inp>III.inp

    echo "`head -$((s)) pro-cntr.dat|tail -1`">>III.inp

    wait

    cat III.inp InParts/IV.inp>temp2.inp

    wait

    echo "`head -$((s)) pro-cntr.dat|tail -1`">>temp2.inp

    wait

    cat temp2.inp InParts/bot1.inp>temp1.inp

    echo "`head -1 focus-cntr.dat`">>temp1.inp

    cat temp1.inp InParts/bot2.inp>`echo $I`/$((N))-r6.inp 

    wait

    N=$((N+1))

  done

else

  echo "some of the above files or directories do not exist in the up directory! or var. B was not set 

properly"

  exit 1

fi

srm -f I.inp II.inp III.inp temp0.inp temp1.inp temp2.inp 

exit 0
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###############################################################################################

########################### CREAT-INP-FILES-BMUTCOMPLX.SH #####################################

###############################################################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

if (ls -la | grep ' pro-cntr.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' focus-cntr.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' InParts$' && echo $B 

!=" "); then

   N=0

   rm -f temp0.inp temp1.inp temp2.inp I.inp II.inp III.inp

   path=`pwd`

   while [ $N -lt $Nmax ]; do

     cp -f InParts/top.inp temp0.inp

     echo 'read mol 1 file "'$path/$((N+1))'-r6.qcd" qcard end ' >>temp0.inp

     s=$((N+1)) 

     cat temp0.inp InParts/Ia.inp>temp1.inp

     echo "$B">>temp1.inp

     cat temp1.inp InParts/Ib.inp>I.inp

     echo "`head -$((s)) pro-cntr.dat|tail -1`">>I.inp

     wait

     cat I.inp InParts/IIa.inp>temp2.inp

     wait

     echo "$B">>temp2.inp

     wait

     cat temp2.inp InParts/IIb.inp>II.inp

     echo "`head -$((s)) pro-cntr.dat|tail -1`">>II.inp

     wait

     cat II.inp InParts/IIIa.inp>temp1.inp

     wait

     echo "$B">>temp1.inp

     wait

     cat temp1.inp InParts/IIIb1.inp>temp2.inp

     wait

     echo "`head -$((s)) focus-cntr.dat|tail -1`">>temp2.inp

     wait

     cat temp2.inp InParts/IIIb2.inp>III.inp

     echo "`head -$((s)) pro-cntr.dat|tail -1`">>III.inp

     wait

     cat III.inp InParts/IV.inp>temp2.inp

     wait

     echo "`head -$((s)) pro-cntr.dat|tail -1`">>temp2.inp

     wait

     cat temp2.inp InParts/bot1.inp>temp1.inp

     echo "`head -$((s)) focus-cntr.dat|tail -1`">>temp1.inp

     cat temp1.inp InParts/bot2.inp>`echo $I`/$((N))-r6.inp 

     wait

     N=$((N+1))

   done

else

   echo "some of the above files or directories do not exist in the up directory! or var. B was not set 

properly"

   exit 1

fi

   rm -f I.inp II.inp III.inp temp0.inp temp1.inp temp2.inp 

exit 0
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########################################################################################################

###################################### CREAT-INP-FILES-SUB.SH ##########################################

########################################################################################################

# This script creats A, B input files for the given ionic strength,and with

# the corresponding pro. center (same as the corresponding complex).

#!/bin/bash -x

if (ls -la | grep ' pro-cntr.dat$' && ls -d  $I/A && ls -d $I/B && ls -al|grep ' tAsub.qcd$' && ls -al|

grep ' tBsub.qcd$' && echo $I != " "); then

   N=0

   rm -f temp0A.inp temp0B.inp temp1A.inp temp1B.inp temp2A.inp temp2B.inp

   path=`pwd`

   while [ $N -lt $Nmax ]; do

        s=$((N+1))

        sed -e 's@read mol 1 file "'$path/$s'-r6.qcd" qcard end@read mol 1 file "'$path/'tAsub.qcd" qcard 

end@' $I/$((N))-r10.inp>$I/A/$((N))-r6-A.inp

        wait

        sed -e 's@read mol 1 file "'$path/$s'-r6.qcd" qcard end@read mol 1 file "'$path/$((N+1))'-B-

r6.qcd" qcard end@' $I/$((N))-r10.inp>$I/B/$((N))-r6-B.inp

        N=$((N+1))

   done

else 

   echo "The above listed files do not exist; the there are no directories :A , B; or the var I is not set 

properly"

   exit 1

fi

exit 0
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#####################################################################################

################################ CREAT-UHBD.SH ######################################

#####################################################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

if (ls -al|grep ' IonicStrength.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' unix5.1_140.x$' && ls -al|grep ' snctra.out$') then

   rm -f temp.sub temp1.sub temp2.sub

   s=`wc -l IonicStrength.dat|awk '{print $1}'`

   Nmax=`wc -l snctra.out|awk '{print $1}'`

   N=1

   while [ $N -lt $((s+1)) ]; do

        export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

        rm -f $I/unix5.1_140.x  $I/A/unix5.1_140.x  $I/B/unix5.1_140.x

        cp -f  unix5.1_140.x $I

        cp -f unix5.1_140.x $I/A

        cp -f unix5.1_140.x $I/B

        wait

        path=`pwd`

        ( echo 'universe = standard'

          echo "executable =$path/$I/unix5.1_140.x"

          echo "input =$path/$I/\$(Process)-r6.inp"

          echo "output =$path/$I/\$(Process)-r6.out"

          echo "error =$path/$I/err.\$(Process)"

          echo "log =$path/$I/log.\$(Process)"

          echo "queue $Nmax" )>>temp.sub 

        wait

        cp -f temp.sub $I/uhbd-comp-r6-$I.sub

        wait

        sed -e 's@'$path/$I'@'$path/$I/A'@' temp.sub>temp1.sub

        sed -e 's@$(Process)-r6.@$(Process)-r6-A.@' temp1.sub>temp2.sub

        wait

        cp -f temp2.sub $I/A/uhbd-A-$I.sub

        wait

        sed -e 's@'$path/$I'@'$path/$I/B'@' temp.sub>temp1.sub

        sed -e 's@$(Process)-r6.@$(Process)-r6-B.@' temp1.sub>temp2.sub

        wait

        cp -f temp2.sub $I/B/uhbd-B-$I.sub

        wait

        rm -f temp1.sub temp.sub temp2.sub

        N=$((N+1))

   done

else

   echo "one or more of the above listed files is missing"

fi 

exit 0

A.22 creat-uhbd.sh
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################################################################################

############################## SUBMIT-ALL.SH ###################################

################################################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

export s=`wc -l IonicStrength.dat|awk '{print $1}'`

N=1

while [ $N -lt $((s+1)) ]; do

     export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

     wait

     path=`pwd`

     if (ls -al $path/$I|grep "unix5.1_140.x" && ls -al $path/$I|grep "uhbd-comp-r10-$I.sub") then

         condor_submit $path/$I/uhbd-comp-r10-$I.sub

     else

         echo "check unix5.1_140.x & uhbd-comp-r10-$I.sub"

         exit 1

     fi

     if (ls -al $path/$I/A|grep "unix5.1_140.x" && ls -al $path/$I/A|grep "uhbd-A-$I.sub") then

        condor_submit $path/$I/A/uhbd-A-$I.sub

     else

        echo "check unix5.1_140.x & uhbd-A-$I.sub"

        exit 1

     fi

     if (ls -al $path/$I/B|grep "unix5.1_140.x" && ls -al $path/$I/B|grep "uhbd-B-$I.sub") then

        condor_submit $path/$I/B/uhbd-B-$I.sub

     else

        echo "check unix5.1_140.x & uhbd-B-$I.sub"

        exit 1

     fi

     sleep 5000  # set this for the period between jobs in seconds

     echo "The shell script was suspended for the previous job"

     N=$((N+1))

done

exit 0

A.23 submit-all.sh
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A.24 UHBD calculationsII: Analysis chart

               Analysis

Basic essential files

IonicStrength.dat,  snctra.out, coulomb-E.x,  
       duplicate.x, sum.x, & avr-Boltz.x    

get-coulomb-all.sh

get-delG-all.sh

get-delG_sub.shget-delG_complx.sh

analyze-all.sh

wait
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********************************************************************************

********************************* COULOMB-E.F **********************************

********************************************************************************

****************** Calculates the coulomb interaction energy *******************

******************************* Reads qcd file *********************************

                    

                        integer i,natom1

                        character*3 resl

                        character*4 atom,atoml

                        character*200 file1

                        real X1(10000),Y1(10000),Z1(10000),chg1(10000)

                        real*8 coul

                         

                        call getarg(1,file1)

                        open(25,file=file1)

                    

                        i=1

                        do while(1.eq.1)

                              read(25,28,end=27)atom,nnres,resl,atoml,

                         &                   X1(i),Y1(i),Z1(i),chg1(i)

                              i=i+1

                                

                        enddo

                    

                    27  natom1=i-1

                    

                    28  format(A4,1I6,1X,A5,A5,4F8.3)

                    

                    

                    C   Self-energy term for Protein1

                        coul=0.0

                        do i=1,natom1-1

                         do j=i+1,natom1

                          dist=sqrt((X1(i)-X1(j))**2+(Y1(i)-Y1(j))**2+

                        &       (Z1(i)-Z1(j))**2)

                          coul=coul+chg1(i)*chg1(j)/dist

                         enddo

                        enddo

                        coul=coul*332.0/4.0

                        write(*,*) natom1, coul

                   

                        end

                   

A.25 coulomb-E.f
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********************************************************************************

********************************* DUPLICATE.F **********************************

********************************************************************************

******** Dublicates a given value $coulE number of times in a column ***********

********************************************************************************

                              integer nl,i

                              real*8 coulE

                              character*100 file1

                    

                              call getarg(1,file1)

                              open(10,file=file1)

                              read(10,*)nl,coulE

                              open(11,file='snctra.out')

                              i=0

                              do while(1.eq.1)

                                 read(11,*,end=1)

                                 i=i+1

                              enddo 

                    1          close(10)

                              close(11)

                              open(10,file='coulomb-A.dat')

                              do j=1,i

                                 write(10,*)nl,coulE

                              enddo

                              close(10)

                              

                              end

A.26 duplicate.f
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########################################################################################################

##################################### GET-COULOMB-ALL.SH ###############################################

#!/bin/bash -x

if (ls -al|grep ' coulomb-E.x$'&& ls -al|grep ' duplicate.x$') then

   path=`pwd`

   rm -f  $path/coulomb.dat $path/coulomb-A.dat $path/coulomb-B.dat

   if  [ -f tAsub.qcd ] && [ -f duplicate.x ] ;then

      ./coulomb-E.x tAsub.qcd >$path/coulomb-A.dat

       wait

      ./duplicate.x $path/coulomb-A.dat

   fi

   Nmax=`wc -l snctra.out|awk '{print $1}'`

   N=1

   while [ $N -lt $((Nmax+1)) ]; do

       if [ -f $((N))-r6.qcd ];then

          ./coulomb-E.x $((N))-r6.qcd >>$path/coulomb.dat

          wait

       else

          echo '   '>>$path/coulomb.dat

       fi

       if [ -f $((N))-B-r6.qcd ];then

          ./coulomb-E.x $((N))-B-r6.qcd>>$path/coulomb-B.dat

          wait

       else

          echo '  '>>$path/$I/coulomb-B.dat

       fi

       N=$((N+1))

   done

else

   echo "some of the above listed files is missing"

   exit 1

fi

exit 0

A.27 get-coulomb-all.sh
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########################################################################################################

################################## GET-DELG-ALL.SH #####################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

if (ls -al|grep ' get-delG_complx.sh$' && ls -al|grep ' get-delG_sub.sh$' && ls -al|grep ' snctra.out$' && 

ls -al|grep ' coulomb.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' coulomb-A.dat$' && ls -al|grep ' coulomb-B.dat$') then

   s=`wc -l IonicStrength.dat|awk '{print $1}'`

   N=1

   while [ $N -lt $((s+1)) ]; do

       export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

       export Nmax=`wc -l snctra.out|awk '{print $1}'`

       wait

       ./get-delG_complx.sh

       if ($? -ne 0) then

          echo "get-delG_complx.sh failed!"

          exit 1

       fi

       wait

       export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

       export Nmax=`wc -l snctra.out|awk '{print $1}'`

       ./get-delG_sub.sh

       if ($? -ne 0) then

          echo "get-delG_sub.sh failed!"

          exit 1

       fi

       wait

       N=$((N+1))

   done

else

   echo "one or more of the above listed files are missed "

   echo "may be you need to run get-coulomb-all.sh ;)"

   exit 1

fi 

exit 0

A.28 get-delG-all.sh
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########################################################################################################

################################## GET-DELG_COMPLX.SH ##################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

if (echo $I !=" ") then

    N=0

    path=`pwd`

    rm -f temp.qcd $path/$I/desol.dat $path/$I/coulomb.dat

    while [ $N -lt $Nmax ]; do

          if [ -f $path/$I/$((N))-r6.out ];then

             tal=`tail $path/$I/$((N))-r6.out|wc -l`

             if [ $tal -eq 10 ];then

                tail -9 $path/$I/$((N))-r6.out |head -1|awk '{print $6}'>>$path/$I/desol.dat

             else

                echo '   '>>$path/$I/desol.dat

             fi

             wait

          else

             echo '   '>>$path/$I/desol.dat

          fi

          N=$((N+1))

    done

    awk '{print $2}' $path/coulomb.dat>temp1

    wait

    paste temp1 $path/$I/desol.dat>temp2

    awk '{ printf "%11.4f\t%19.14e\n", $1, $2 }' temp2>$path/$I/delG_complx.dat

    wait

    rm -f temp1 temp2 temp.qcd

else

    echo "something is missing up there"

    exit 1

fi

exit 0

A.29 get-delG complx.sh
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########################################################################################################

################################## GET-DELG_SUB.SH #####################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

if (echo $I !=" ") then

   path=`pwd`

   N=0

   rm -f  temp.qcd  $path/$I/desol-A.dat $path/$I/desol-B.dat 

   rm -f $path/$I/coulomb-A.dat  $path/$I/coulomb-B.dat

   while [ $N -lt $Nmax ]; do

         if [ -f $path/$I/A/$((N))-r6-A.out ];then

            tal=`tail $path/$I/A/$((N))-r6-A.out|wc -l` 

            if [ $tal -eq 10 ];then

               tail -9 $path/$I/A/$((N))-r6-A.out |head -1|awk '{print $6}'>>$path/$I/desol-A.dat

            else

               echo '   '>>$path/$I/desol-A.dat

            fi

            wait

         else

            echo '  '>>$path/$I/desol-A.dat

         fi

         if [ -f $path/$I/B/$((N))-r6-B.out ];then

            tal=`tail $path/$I/B/$((N))-r6-B.out|wc -l`

            if [ $tal -eq 10 ];then

               tail -9 $path/$I/B/$((N))-r6-B.out |head -1|awk '{print $6}'>>$path/$I/desol-B.dat

            else

               echo '   '>>$path/$I/desol-B.dat

            fi

            wait

         else

            echo '    '>>$path/$I/desol-B.dat

         fi

         N=$((N+1))

   done

   awk '{print $2}' $path/coulomb-A.dat>temp1

   wait

   paste temp1 $path/$I/desol-A.dat>temp2

   awk '{ printf "%11.5f\t%19.14e\n", $1, $2 }' temp2>$path/$I/delG_A.dat

   wait

   awk '{print $2}' $path/coulomb-B.dat>temp1

   wait

   paste temp1 $path/$I/desol-B.dat>temp2

   awk '{ printf "%11.5f\t%19.14e\n", $1, $2 }' temp2>$path/$I/delG_B.dat

   rm -f temp1 temp2 temp.qcd 

else

   echo "something is missing up there!"

   exit 1

fi

exit 0

A.30 get-delG sub.sh
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********************************************************************************

********************************* SUM.F ****************************************

********************************************************************************

********************** Produces delG-tra.dat files *****************************

********************************************************************************

                          real x1,x2

                          real x01(2),x02(2)

                          integer i

                          real*8 dg

                          open(7,file='delG_A.dat')

                          open(8,file='delG_B.dat')

                          i=0

                          open(10,file='delG_complx.dat')

                          do while (1.eq.1)

                             read(10,*,end=100) x1,x2

                             i=i+1

                          enddo

                    

                    100   rewind(10) 

                          do k=1,i

                            read(10,*) x1,x2

                            read(7,*)(x01(j),j=1,2)

                            read(8,*)(x02(s),s=1,2)

                            dg=x1+x2-(x01(1)+x01(2))-(x02(1)+x02(2))

                            write(*,200) x1+x2,x01(1)+x01(2),x02(1)+

                         &               x02(2),dg

                          enddo

                    200   format(D20.7,2f15.4,1f10.3)

                    300   close(10)

                           end

                    

A.31 sum.f
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********************************************************************************

***************************** AVR-BOLTZ.F **************************************

********************************************************************************

************ Calculate the average electrostatic interaction energy ************

***************************** each kT=0.59 kcal/mol ****************************

******************** the elec. energy is assumed to be in kcal/mol *************

                    

                            integer i,nconf

                            real*8 x1,x2,x3,x4,sumele,std

                            open(25,file='delG-tra.dat')

                    

                            i=0

                            sumele=0.0

                            std=0.0

                            do while(1.eq.1)

                               read(25,*,end=27)x1,x2,x3,x4

                               i=i+1

                               sumele=sumele+x4

                                

                            enddo

                    

                    27      nconf=i

                            sumele=sumele/real(nconf)

                            

                            rewind(25)

                            do while(1.eq.1)

                               read(25,*,end=50)x1,x2,x3,x4

                               std=std+(x4-sumele)**2

                            enddo

                    

                    50      std=sqrt(std/real(nconf-1))      

                            print*,i

                    

                        write(*,'(A19,F10.5,A4,F10.5)') '<U>=',sumele,' +/-',std

                    

                          END

                    

A.32 avr-Boltz.f
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########################################################################################################

##################################### ANALYZE-ALL.SH ###################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

path=`pwd`

if (ls -al | grep "sum.x" && ls -al | grep "avr-Boltz.x" && ls -al|grep "IonicStrength.dat") then

   rm -f avr-Boltz.dat 

   s=`wc -l IonicStrength.dat|awk '{print $1}'`

   N=1

   while [ $N -lt $((s+1)) ]; do

         export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

         wait

         cp -f $path/$I/delG_complx.dat delG_complx.dat

         cp -f $path/$I/delG_A.dat delG_A.dat

         cp -f $path/$I/delG_B.dat delG_B.dat

         wait

         ./sum.x>delG-tra.dat

         wait

         cp -f delG-tra.dat  $path/$I

         wait

         echo $I>>avr-Boltz.dat

         ./avr-Boltz.x>>avr-Boltz.dat

         echo "       " >>avr-Boltz.dat

         N=$((N+1))

   done

   rm -f delG_A.dat delG_B.dat delG_complx.dat 

else

   echo "the files sum.x avr-Boltz.x or IonicStrength.dat do not exist in the directory "

fi

exit 0

A.33 analyze-all.sh
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A.34 UHBD calculationsIII: Filling the gaps chart

               Filling gaps

Basic essential files

IonicStrength.dat,  snctra.out, err.x,        
               &  typical.val    

get-list.sh

sub-list.sh

get-delG-all.sh

get-delG_sub.shget-delG_complx.sh

analyze-all.sh

wait
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****************************** ERR.F *******************************************

********************************************************************************

                         real*8 Atyp,Btyp,Ctyp

                         real*8 aval,bval,cval

                         real*8 d1,d2,d3

                         

                         open(10,file='typical.val')

                         read(10,*)Ctyp,Atyp,Btyp

                         open(11,file='tval.dat')

                         read(11,*)cval

                         read(11,*)aval

                         read(11,*)bval

                         close(10)

                         close(11)

                         d1=abs(cval-Ctyp)

                         d2=abs(aval-Atyp)

                         d3=abs(bval-Btyp)

                 

                         open(10,file='err.out')

                         write(10,*)int(d1)

                         write(10,*)int(d2)

                         write(10,*)int(d3)

                 

                         end

                 

                 

                 

A.35 err.f
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########################################################################################################

###################################### GET-LIST.SH #####################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

echo " did you run analyze-all.sh yet?"

echo "enter 1 for yes 2 for no"

read entry

if [ $entry -eq 2];then

echo "run analyze-all.sh first"

exit 1

fi

if (ls -al|grep "IonicStrength.dat" && ls -al|grep 'err.x' && ls -al|grep 'typical.val') then

export s=`wc -l IonicStrength.dat|awk '{print $1}'`

N=1

while [ $N -lt $((s+1)) ]; do

   export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

   rm -f $path/$I/"$I"list.dat $path/$I/"$I"list_A.dat $path/$I/"$I"list_B.dat $path/$I/"$I"list-tra.dat

   wait

   path=`pwd`

   grep -n "" $path/$I/delG-tra.dat|awk '{if($5<-50.||$5>50.) print $1}'>temp.l

   wait

   ll=`wc -l temp.l|awk '{print $1}'`

   if [ $ll -ge 1 ]; then

   sed -e 's/:$//g' temp.l>$path/$I/"$I"list-tra.dat

   k=1

   rm -f $path/$I/"$I"list.dat $path/$I/"$I"list_A.dat $path/$I/"$I"list_B.dat

   while [ $k -lt $((ll+1)) ];do

         en=`sed -n "$((k))p" $path/$I/"$I"list-tra.dat`

         rm -f tval.dat

         sed -n "$((en))p" $path/$I/delG-tra.dat|awk '{print $1}'>>tval.dat

         sed -n "$((en))p" $path/$I/delG-tra.dat|awk '{print $2}'>>tval.dat

         sed -n "$((en))p" $path/$I/delG-tra.dat|awk '{print $3}'>>tval.dat

         wait

          ./err.x

          d1=`sed -n '1p' err.out`

          d2=`sed -n '2p' err.out`

          d3=`sed -n '3p' err.out`

         if [ $d1 -gt 50 ];then

            echo "$en" >>$path/$I/"$I"list.dat

         fi

         if [ $d2 -gt 50 ];then

            echo "$en" >>$path/$I/"$I"list_A.dat 

         fi

         if [ $d3 -gt 50 ];then

            echo "$en" >>$path/$I/"$I"list_B.dat

         fi

         k=$((k+1))

   done

   fi

N=$((N+1))

done

else

    echo "check the above files!"

fi

exit 0

A.36 get-list.sh
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########################################################################################################

###################################### SUB-LIST.SH #####################################################

#!/bin/bash -x

if (ls -al|grep "IonicStrength.dat") then

export s=`wc -l IonicStrength.dat|awk '{print $1}'`

N=1

while [ $N -lt $((s+1)) ]; do

export I=`head -$((N)) IonicStrength.dat|tail -1`

wait

path=`pwd`

if (ls -al $path/$I|grep ""$I"list.dat") then

   ll=`wc -l "$path/$I/"$I"list.dat"|awk '{print $1}'`

# the numbers in ?list?.dat are qcd indices for to be generated runs

   k=1

   while [ $k -lt $((ll+1)) ];do

     it=`head -$((k)) "$path/$I/"$I"list.dat"|tail -1`

     path=`pwd`

     rm -f $path/$I/temp.sub

     ( echo 'universe = standard'

       echo "executable =/data/alsallaq/Amutations-scr/uhbd240_coral"

       echo "input =$path/$I/$(($it-1))-r6.inp"

       echo "output =$path/$I/$(($it-1))-r6.out"

       echo "error =$path/$I/err.$(($it-1))"

       echo "log =$path/$I/log.$(($it-1))"

       echo "queue 1" )>>$path/$I/temp.sub

       wait

       condor_submit $path/$I/temp.sub

       wait 

       k=$((k+1))

   done

fi

if (ls -al $path/$I/|grep ""$I"list_A.dat") then

   ll=`wc -l "$path/$I/"$I"list_A.dat"|awk '{print $1}'`

   k=1

# the numbers in ?list?.dat are qcd indices for to be generated runs

   while [ $k -lt $((ll+1)) ];do

     it=`head -$((k)) "$path/$I/"$I"list_A.dat"|tail -1`

     path=`pwd`

     rm -f $path/$I/A/temp.sub

     ( echo 'universe = standard'

       echo "executable =/data/alsallaq/Amutations-scr/uhbd240_coral"

       echo "input =$path/$I/A/$(($it-1))-r6-A.inp"

       echo "output =$path/$I/A/$(($it-1))-r6-A.out"

       echo "error =$path/$I/A/err.$(($it-1))"

       echo "log =$path/$I/A/log.$(($it-1))"

       echo "queue 1" )>>$path/$I/A/temp.sub

       wait

       condor_submit $path/$I/A/temp.sub

       wait

       k=$((k+1))

   done

fi

if (ls -al $path/$I/|grep ""$I"list_B.dat") then

   ll=`wc -l "$path/$I/"$I"list_B.dat"|awk '{print $1}'`

   k=1

# the numbers in ?list?.dat are qcd indices for to be generated runs

   while [ $k -lt $((ll+1)) ];do

     it=`head -$((k)) "$path/$I/"$I"list_B.dat"|tail -1`

     path=`pwd`

     rm -f $path/$I/B/temp.sub

     ( echo 'universe = standard'

       echo "executable =/data/alsallaq/Amutations-scr/uhbd240_coral"

A.37 sub-list.sh
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       echo "input =$path/$I/B/$(($it-1))-r6-B.inp"

       echo "output =$path/$I/B/$(($it-1))-r6-B.out"

       echo "error =$path/$I/B/err.$(($it-1))"

       echo "log =$path/$I/B/log.$(($it-1))"

       echo "queue 1" )>>$path/$I/B/temp.sub

       wait

       condor_submit $path/$I/B/temp.sub

       wait

       k=$((k+1))

   done

fi

N=$((N+1))

done

else 

  echo 'some of the above files are not there!'

fi

exit 0

A.37 sub-list.sh
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APPENDIX B

Electrostatic calculations protocol and files

B.1: From pdb file to qcd file.

B.2: A sample input file for the UHBD program.

B.3: Part of a qcd file which contains beside the coordinates of the atoms, their charges and

radii.
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B.1 From pdb file to qcd file

1. The pdb file for the wild type was downloaded from the PDB site1. .

2. Adding hydrogens at pH = 7.00 to the pdb file using Insight II (Molecular Simulations,

Inc.), and put crd and psf files. The first file containes the atomic coordinates, and the

second the bonding information i.e. how atoms are connected.

3. Minimizing hydrogens’ confirmations using the CHARMM force field2 fixing all heavy

atoms, and putting a crd file, containing the atomic coordinates of the minimized

structure.

4. Adding AMBER3 charges and OPLS radii to the crd file using Insight II program

(Accelrys, San Diego) and putting a car file.

5. Converting the car file into a qcd file using a Fortran 77 program. For an example of

how the qcd file looks see Appendix B.3.

1http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do
2http://www.charmm.org [133]
3http://amber.scripps.edu[134]
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!      THE UHBD INPUT FILE   !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! Compute the binding energy of CD58 to

! the active site of CD2 focusing on the site of mutation

!

! read in the coords., charges, and radii in CHARMM qcard

! format

!

! original input file

read mol 1 file "mol.qcd" qcard end    ! the qcd file for the molecule 

!

! Regular Runs:

!               coarse grid

!               molecule complex

!

elec calc mol 1

 pdie   4.00                          ! internal dielectric=4

 sdie  78.00                          ! solvent  dielectric=78

 temp 298.00                          ! temperature in K

 ions   25.00

 rion   2.00

 bcfl   2                             ! boundary condition - each atom

                                      ! is a Debye-Huckel sphere

 efld    .00                          ! external electric field

 grid   1.50                          ! grid spacing

 dime  100 100 100                    ! grid dimension

 gcenter    1.706   2.288  -3.214      ! Center of the Complex

 full                                 !  keep for nlPB

 maxit 500                            ! maximum # of iteration for FDPBE

 nmap  1.40                           ! keep for SE

 nsph  500                            ! keep for SE

end

print elec phizero mol1 end           ! zero out the phisite accumulator

print elec phisave mol1 end           ! compute and store phi at atoms on grid

!

!               fine grid

!               molecule complex

!

elec calc mol 1

 pdie   4.00                          ! internal dielectric=4

 sdie  78.00                          ! solvent  dielectric=78

 temp 298.00                          ! temperature in K

 ions   25.00

 rion   2.00

 bcfl   4                             ! focusing - use the coarse grid to

                                      ! set the boundary potential of this

                                      ! focused grid.

 efld    .00                          ! external electric field

 grid   0.500                         ! spacing for focused grid

 dime  140 140 140                    ! grid dimension

 gcenter    1.706   2.288  -3.214      ! Center of the Complex

 full                                 ! keep for nlPB

 maxit 500                            ! maximum # of iteration for FDPBE

 nmap  1.40                           ! keep for SE

 nsph  500                            ! keep for SE

end

print elec phisave mol1 end

print elec phinrg mol1 end

!

!

!               fine grid

!               molecule complex

!

elec calc mol 1

 pdie   4.00                          ! internal dielectric=4

 sdie  78.00                          ! solvent  dielectric=78
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 temp 298.00                          ! temperature in K

 ions   25.00

 rion   2.00

 bcfl   4                             ! focusing - use the coarse grid to

                                      ! set the boundary potential of this

                                      ! focused grid.

 efld    .00                          ! external electric field

 grid   0.250                         ! spacing for focused grid

 dime  140 140 140                    ! grid dimension

 gcenter  -6.928   2.583   7.711       ! Focussing on the residue(N)

 full                                 ! keep for nlPB

 maxit 500                            ! maximum # of iteration for FDPBE

 nmap  1.40                           ! keep for SE

 nsph  500                            ! keep for SE

end

print elec phisave mol1 end

print elec phinrg mol1 end

assign esol = $phinrg end

!

! Reference Runs:

!               coarse grid

!               molecule complex

!

elec calc  mol 1

 pdie   4.00                          ! internal dielectric=4

 sdie   4.00                          ! exterior dielectric=4. This is

                                      ! the copmputation for the self

                                      ! energy

 temp 298.00                          ! temperature in K

 ions   0.00                          ! ionic strength

 rion   2.00

 bcfl   2                             ! boundary condition - each atom

                                      ! is a Debye-Huckel sphere

 efld    .00                          ! external electric field

 grid   1.50                          ! grid spacing

 dime  100 100 100                    ! grid dimension

 gcenter    1.706   2.288  -3.214      ! Center of the Complex

 maxit 500                            ! maximum # of iteration for FDPBE

 nmap  1.40                           ! keep for SE

 nsph  500                            ! keep for SE

end

print elec phizero mol1 end           ! zero out the phisite accumulator

print elec phisave mol1 end           ! compute and store phi at atoms on grid

!

!               fine grid

!               molecule complex

!

elec calc mol 1

 pdie   4.00                          ! internal dielectric=4

 sdie   4.00                          ! exterior dielectric=4. This is

                                      ! the copmputation for the self

                                      ! energy

 temp 298.00                          ! temperature in K

 ions   0.00                          ! ionic strength

 rion   2.00

 bcfl   4                             ! focusing - use the coarse grid to

                                      ! set the boundary potential of this

                                      ! focused grid.

 efld    .00                          ! external electric field

 grid   0.500                         ! spacing for focused grid

 dime  140 140 140                    ! grid dimension

 gcenter    1.706   2.288  -3.214      ! Center of the Complex

 maxit 500                            ! maximum # of iteration for FDPBE

 nmap  1.40                           ! keep for SE

 nsph  500                            ! keep for SE

end
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print elec phisave mol1 end

print elec phinrg mol1 end

!

!

!               fine grid

!               molecule complex

!

elec calc mol 1

 pdie   4.00                          ! internal dielectric=4

 sdie   4.00                          ! solvent  dielectric=78

 temp 298.00                          ! temperature in K

 ions   0.00                          ! ionic strength

 rion   2.00

 bcfl   4                             ! focusing - use the coarse grid to

                                      ! set the boundary potential of this

                                      ! focused grid.

 efld    .00                          ! external electric field

 grid   0.250                         ! spacing for focused grid

 dime  140 140 140                    ! grid dimension

 gcenter  -6.928   2.583   7.711       ! Focussing on the residue(N)

 maxit 500                            ! maximum # of iteration for FDPBE

 nmap  1.40                           ! keep for SE

 nsph  500                            ! keep for SE

end

print elec phisave mol1 end

print elec phinrg mol1 end

assign eref = $phinrg end

assign edif = $esol $eref - end

stop
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##################  An example of a qcd file  #####################

          Res   Atm      x       y       z        q      r

ATOM     1 MET  N      22.033  22.887 -17.032   0.905   1.625  1309

ATOM     1 MET  HN1    22.962  22.784 -17.485   0.000   1.200  1310

ATOM     1 MET  HN2    22.013  22.390 -16.119   0.000   1.200  1311

ATOM     1 MET  HN3    21.879  23.904 -16.835   0.000   1.200  1312

ATOM     1 MET  CA     20.927  22.440 -17.933  -0.066   1.900  1313

ATOM     1 MET  HA     21.059  21.388 -18.136   0.066   1.200  1314

ATOM     1 MET  C      19.554  22.613 -17.272   0.587   1.900  1315

ATOM     1 MET  O      18.845  23.592 -17.539  -0.492   1.480  1316

ATOM     1 MET  CB     20.976  23.230 -19.255  -0.132   1.900  1317

ATOM     1 MET  HB1    21.961  23.084 -19.753   0.066   1.200  1318

ATOM     1 MET  HB2    20.872  24.321 -19.037   0.066   1.200  1319

ATOM     1 MET  CG     19.878  22.868 -20.272  -0.109   1.900  1320

ATOM     1 MET  HG1    18.867  22.938 -19.819   0.066   1.200  1321

ATOM     1 MET  HG2    20.014  21.816 -20.602   0.066   1.200  1322

ATOM     1 MET  SD     19.896  23.966 -21.723  -0.046   1.775  1323

ATOM     1 MET  CE     18.561  23.228 -22.810  -0.175   1.900  1324

ATOM     1 MET  HE1    18.800  22.181 -23.087   0.066   1.200  1325

ATOM     1 MET  HE2    18.454  23.814 -23.750   0.066   1.200  1326

ATOM     1 MET  HE3    17.578  23.239 -22.293   0.066   1.200  1327

ATOM     2 GLU  N      19.185  21.667 -16.404  -0.463   1.625  1328

ATOM     2 GLU  HN     19.679  20.826 -16.209   0.252   1.200  1329

ATOM     2 GLU  CA     17.885  21.720 -15.732   0.035   1.900  1330

ATOM     2 GLU  HA     17.280  22.509 -16.163   0.048   1.200  1331

ATOM     2 GLU  C      17.072  20.427 -15.897   0.616   1.900  1332

ATOM     2 GLU  O      17.591  19.418 -16.386  -0.504   1.480  1333

ATOM     2 GLU  CB     18.047  22.042 -14.242  -0.184   1.900  1334

ATOM     2 GLU  HB1    18.868  22.787 -14.110   0.092   1.200  1335

ATOM     2 GLU  HB2    18.336  21.135 -13.665   0.092   1.200  1336

ATOM     2 GLU  CG     16.784  22.670 -13.651  -0.398   1.900  1337

ATOM     2 GLU  HG1    15.859  22.081 -13.773   0.071   1.200  1338

ATOM     2 GLU  HG2    16.610  23.667 -14.110   0.071   1.200  1339

ATOM     2 GLU  CD     16.859  22.889 -12.153   0.714   1.900  1340

ATOM     2 GLU  OE1    17.899  23.396 -11.677  -0.721   1.480  1341

ATOM     2 GLU  OE2    15.870  22.568 -11.451  -0.721   1.480  1342

...................................................................

...................................................................

...................................................................
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APPENDIX C

Chapter 5 Appendices

C.1: Analytical details for rate to a torus with no surface potential.

C.2: Analytical details for rate to a torus with surface potential.
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C.1 Analytical details for rate to a torus with no
surface potential

At large distances from the reaction patch the concentration of the protein reaches the bulk

concentration, thus a well behaved P should approach 1 as the distance from the reaction

patch increases. If we assume

Φ(α, β, φ) = 1 − P (α, β, φ)

By separation of variables and imposing symmetry conditions using the periodicity in the

angels φ and β, it is straightforward to show that the well-behaved solution to Eq. 5.3 is

given by :

P (χ, β, φ) = 1 − Φ(χ, β, φ) = 1 −
√

2χ − 2 cos β

∞
∑

n,m=0

AnmPm
n−1/2(χ) cos mφ cos nβ (C.1)

Where χ = cosh α. The surface of the torus is defined by χ = χ0 = cosh α0 = L
R
, which is the

ratio of the radius of the torus to the radius of its cross-section. From now on and through

the current section we will use χ instead of α. Anm are unknown coefficients to be determined

using the boundary conditions, and Pm
n−1/2 are the exterior toroidal harmonics[127].

The boundary condition is given by the reaction condition at χ = χ0:

−Dn̂χ.∇P
∣

∣

∣

χ=χ0

= κg(φ)P (χ0, β, φ)

where −n̂χ is the outward normal unit vector to the surface χ = χ0, g(φ) =
(

1,|φ|<φ0

0,|φ|>φ0

)

and κ is

the reactivity, which is ∞ or 0 for absorbing or reflecting surface respectively. The absorbing

surface χ = χ0 and |φ| < φ0, with κ = ∞ is given by requiring that :

P (χ0, β, φ) = 0 , |φ| < φ0

Using constant-flux approximation [135], the above boundary condition can be rewritten in

the following way:

− Dn̂χ.∇P
∣

∣

∣

χ=χ0

= JaH(φ0, |φ|) (C.2)

and
∮

Ωχ

P (χ0, β, φ)dSχ0 = 0 , |φ| < φ0 (C.3)
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Where Ja is a constant to be determined , H(φ0, |φ|) =

{

1 |φ| < φ0

0 |φ| > φ0

}

, and dSχ0 =

4c2
√

χ2
0−1

(2χ0−2 cos β)2
, c =

√
L2 − R2. By applying the first boundary condition to (C.1) and using :

1√
2χ0 − 2 cos β

=
∞

∑

n=0

π−1

(

1, n = 0

2, n ≥ 1

)

Qn−1/2(χ0) cos nβ (C.4)

where Qn−1/2 are the interior toroidal harmonics [127]. The coefficients Anm in (C.1) can be

found to form a tridiagonal matrix given by the equation:

am
n un−1,m + bm

n un,m + cm
n un+1,m = rm

n (C.5)

where

am
n =







−P
′m
n−3/2(χ0) n ≥ 2

0 n = 0
−2P

′m
n−3/2(χ0) n = 1







(C.6)

bm
n = Pm

n−1/2(χ0) + 2χ0P
′m
n−1/2(χ0) (C.7)

cm
n = −P

′m
n+1/2(χ0) (C.8)

rm
n =























2Q−1/2(χ0)

π2
√

χ2
0−1

n = 0, m = 0

4Q−1/2(χ0)

π2
√

χ2
0−1

sin mφ0

mφ0
n = 0, m ≥ 1

4(1,m=0
2,m≥1)Qn−1/2(χ0)

π2
√

χ2
0−1

sin mφ0

mφ0
n ≥ 1, m ≥ 0























(C.9)

un,m =
Anm

cφ0Ja

(C.10)

Equations (C.5) can be solved by the band diagonal algorithm with m1 = 1 (number

of diagonals with nonzero elements below the main diagonal) and m2 = 1 (number of

diagonals with nonzero elements above the main diagonal) [35], the solution gives the vectors

{um(0 : n), m ≥ 0}. Applying the second boundary condition (Eq. C.3) and using:
∫ π

0

cos νβ√
2χ0 − 2 cos β

dβ = Qν−1/2(χ0) , ν ≥ 0 (C.11)

we get the constant Ja first appeared in Eq. C.2 :

Ja = − πχ0D

4φ0c(χ2
0 − 1)3/2

[

∞
∑

n=0,m=0

un,mPm
n−1/2(χ0)

sinmφ0

mφ0

Q
′

n−1/2(χ0)
]−1

(C.12)

The rate constant is given by integrating the flux D∇P over the surface of the torus

(≡ Ωχ0), i.e.

kDC = D

∮

Ωχ0

−n̂χ0 .∇PdSχ0

This gives the desired equation for the diffusion-limited rate constant given by Eq. 5.4.
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C.2 Analytical details for rate to a torus with surface
potential

Assuming that the surface potential has a very short range and that:

gs(β, φ) =

∫ α0−ǫ

α0

c

cosh α − cos β
dαP (α, β, φ) (C.13)

gs(β, φ) = KnsP (α0, β, φ) (C.14)

Integrating Eq. 5.5 with respect to α and using Eq. C.13 and Eq. C.2 one gets

− D⊥(cosh α − cos β)

c

∂

∂α
P |α=α0 + DsKns

(cosh α − cos β)2

c2 sinh2 α0

∂2

∂φ2
P = JbH(φ0 − |φ|) (C.15)

Equation C.15 will be considered as the first boundary condition for the solution in the bulk

phase, instead of Eq. C.2. The second term in the left hand side of Eq. C.15 represents

the coupling of the surface phase to the bulk phase. Eq. C.3 is still the second boundary

condition that the bulk distribution P has to satisfy.

By applying the first boundary condition (Eq. C.15) using Eqs. C.1, (C.4), and defining

λ = DsKns

D⊥R
, one gets two band diagonal matrices defining the coefficients Anm; the first is for

the case m = 0 and it is a tridiagonal matrix (m1 = m2 = 1), given below as a band diagonal

system (Eqs. C.16-C.19), the second is for the case m ≥ 1 and they are pentadiagonal

matrices (m1 = m2 = 2) [35] , given below (Eq.C.20-C.25). In both cases the equations to

be solved are of the form aA=b ([35]), where the matrix A contains the desired elements
D⊥Anm

cJbφ0
≡ u′

nm. To determine Anm in Eq. C.1, we have to find another equation that relates

u
′

nm to Jb which will be obtained later by applying the second boundary condition (Eq. C.3).

• m = 0

a0(n, 1) =







−P
′

n−3/2(χ0) n ≥ 2

0 n = 0
−2P

′

n−3/2(χ0) n = 1







(C.16)

a0(n, 2) = Pn−1/2(χ0) + 2χ0P
′

n−1/2(χ0) (C.17)

a0(n, 3) = −P
′

n+1/2(χ0) (C.18)

b0(n) =
2
(

1,n=0
2,n≥1

)

Qn−1/2(χ0)

π2
√

χ2
0 − 1

(C.19)
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• m ≥ 1

am(n, 1) =















Rλm2P m
−1/2

(χ0)

c sinh3 α0
n = 2

Rλm2P m
n−5/2

(χ0)

2c sinh3 α0
n ≥ 3















(C.20)

am(n, 2) =















−2P
′m
−1/2(χ0) −

4Rλχ0m2P m
−1/2

(χ0)

c sinh3 α0
n = 1

−P
′m
n−3/2 −

2Rλχ0m2P m
n−3/2

(χ0)

c sinh3 α0
n ≥ 2















(C.21)

am(n, 3) =















Pm
1/2(χ0) + 2χ0P

′m
1/2(χ0) +

Rλ(4χ2
0+3)m2P m

1/2
(χ0)

2c sinh3 α0
n = 1

Pm
n−1/2(χ0) + 2χ0P

′m
n−1/2(χ0) +

(2χ2
0+1)Rλm2P m

n−1/2
(χ0)

c sinh3 α0
n 6= 1















(C.22)

am(n, 4) = −P
′m
n+1/2(χ0) −

2Rλm2χ0P
m
n+1/2(χ0)

c sinh3 α0

, n ≥ 0 (C.23)

am(n, 5) =
Rλm2Pm

n+3/2(χ0)

2c sinh3 α0

, n ≥ 0 (C.24)

bm(n) =
2
(

1,n=0
2,n≥1

)

Qn−1/2(χ0)

π2
√

χ2
0 − 1

(
sin mφ0

mφ0

) (C.25)

Now we apply the second boundary condition (Eq. C.3), and we find the constant Jb in

terms of u′
nm

Jb = − D⊥πχ0

4cφ0 sinh3 α0

[

∞
∑

n=0

u
′

n0Pn−1/2(χ0)Q
′

n−1/2+

∞
∑

n=0,m=1

u
′

nmPm
n−1/2(χ0)Q

′
n−1/2(χ0)

sin mφ0

mφ0

]−1

(C.26)

The facilitated rate constant is given by

kDC = D⊥×
∮

Ωα

−cosh α0 − cos β

c

∂P

∂α

∣

∣

∣

α=α0

c2 sinh2 α0

(cosh α0 − cos β)2
dβdφ =

4πc2φ0χ0

sinh2 α0

×Jb (C.27)

By inserting Eq. C.26 in kDC we obtain the facilitated diffusion-limited rate constant in

terms of u
′

nm ; n,m ≥ 0 i.e. Eq. 5.6.
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